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The most practical potato sprayer ever - put on the market, it can he attached to any wagon, 

very simple in construction and durable, nothing about it to get out of order. SES ee 

This sprayer was got up to meet the demand for a practical and éfficient sprayer at a eh 

price. The power sprayers that have been put on the market during the last few. seasons have 

proved very unsatisfactory, and at a price that i is much more than. the’ average e reer is willin a 
x =" to pay. ; 7 

‘This sprayer can be readily adjusted to rows any width apart, the liquid i 8 reodaueted cao 

a, 
the pump by two lines of rubber hose, making the pressure on the nozzles hetisimne pepene in- 

iit a hee dat from all of a mozales, at once. : r eitnase Geet 

liquid not coming in contact with the iron pipe i in any way. . ees i =e as 

In a great many of the sprayers that are put on the en: the ean 1S ibn auied to the 

spray nozzle through iron pipe, the action of the Bordeaux Mixture on this pipe soon corrodes it 
causing the pipe to clog and become unfit for use. Pear Tae eel 3, 

The pump is of large size, strongly constructed, and very powerful, it i is ‘alo very any wot | 

ing, one man can easily ‘drive the team and work the pump. — : es tere ae a3 

This sprayer is always ready to do the work when wanted, it has no comptiensee’ varts to 
get out of order. It is sure, effective and ciaid and i is so simple in construction thata ¢ ild 
can understand it. | . a ste os we 2: Sty ded A 

The pump has a dasher seighide which keeps the liquid thoroughly mixed, and is “fitte 

attach to the head of any oil or kerosene barrel, no extra charge made for ‘fitting: to side of 
barrel, if so ordered, all sprayers fitted with the genuine Vermorel Nozzles, as we rae: i 

so ek to be far- eu Ge Rog: we can however furnish them. fitted with the: Bordeaux. Nozzles 
% " desired. <8 yt Le pe he ar x oe ty 

_ Every sprayer guaranteed to give serieer satisfaction. We do not furnish pecan wit 
as they can be obtained nearer home at quite a Saving in freight enatece se We pe 

PRICE, $20.00 Shae ae . 



Established * & C Incorporated 

1835. R. B. Dunning Oog 1897. 

BANGOR, MAINE. 

Annual Catalogue 
1902. 

We take pleasure in presenting to our patrons and friends our catalogue 

for 1902. 

We offer our seeds with the full assurance that they are true and reliable, 

quality being always our first consideration, but at the same time we wish it 

particularly understood that we do not warrant them, for the ultimate success 

of a crop is dependent on so many contingencies that we cannot hold ourselves 

liable or responsible for failure. If the purchaser does not accept the seeds on 

these conditions, they must be returned at once. 

In ordering goods please give your Name, Post Office and S¢aze in full, being 

particular to wrete your name very distinctly. 

Remittances can be made by Post Office Money Orders, Bank Drafts, Ee 

press Orders or cash sent in registered letter. | 

Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied by a remittance 

or a satisfactory reference. | 
When ordering seeds by mazl, postage must always be added at the rate of 

eight cents per pound, in quantities of one-fourth podund and upwards. Seeds 

by packet and ounce will be mailed without extra charge. 

In shipping we make no charge for delivery to railroads or express companies. 

We are thankful for the generous patronage heretofore given, and intend to 

continue to merit the same by exercising the utmost care and fidelity In pro- 

moting the interests of our customers. 

R. B. DUNNING & CO. 

LIBERAL REDUCTION TO CLUBS. 

Liberal reductions will be made to persons selecting packet seeds from our 

Catalogue, at the prices named, and will be forwarded, postage free, to any 

part of the United States. 

Purchasers remitting $1.00 may select seeds in packets, at Catalogue prices, amounting to $1.25 
“6 2.00 “<< “< <6 ‘6 66 “6 6c 2.50 

sé “é 6< 6c“ “6 6“ (a3 6< 66 3-00 4.00 
sé ee “é “é <<“ “é “6 <6 <c 4-00 5-50 

‘< ar 6“ Ar ‘6 alg ‘6 acai 5-00 7.00 

‘thks reduction is for packet seeds only. Seeds when ordered by the ouzce, 

pound or quart will not be included. 



Novelties and Specialties for 1902. 

Dirigo Extra 

Farly Beet. 
The earliest variety in cultivation. 

Unequalled in quality. 

It originated with a leading market gar? © 
dener, and was brought to perfection after 
years of careful cultivation. Itisarich blood-— 
red beet of fine grain and flavor, is earlier 
than either the Egy ptian or Eclipse, of smooth — 
and rapid grow th: top and tap roots being 
very small. Market gardeners shouid not 
fail to give the Dirigo a trial. 

Per pkt., 5c. Per oz., 10c. 

Per 1=4 Ib., 30c. Per Ib., 90c. 

The only Extra Early, Round Flat- 

headed Cabbage in the World. 

Coming in with the Wakefield, 

and yielding one-third more than 

any other Extra Early. 

This variety is of the Early Summer Type, but about one-fifth smaller, and uy 
has only four to five outside leaves, and these so small that it may be planted - 
twenty-one inches apart, 14,500 to the acre. 4 

Remembering that this is the first early flat variety, the shape thas f is SO pop-_ 
ular on all markets, and that it is ready fully a week earlier than any sort like 
it, its value can be readily appreciated. The stem is short, making almost the 
whole plant edible. It is finely bred, the veining of, the leaves being ee 
ularly fine. There is no cabbage we know of having a more solid head ; 
has also the peculiarity of heading firmly at an early stage in its growth, so 

tained its mature size. Its shape and lar ge yield per acre make it particularly 
valuable for market gardeners, and its ood quality will render it the pit 
early cabbage for private gardens. 

Per pkt., 5c. Per oz., 35c. Per 1-4 lb., $1.00. 



R. B- Dunning & oe Ss he Catalogue: G 

Giant Stringless Green Pod Bush 

Beans. 
Produce vines similar to Red Valentines, but develops pods to edible con- 

| dition quite a few days earlier. The pods are green, not quite so’ round-as 

valentines, less curved and much larger. They are stringless. This quality at 

| once placing this variety at the top of the list of table beans. Very pro- 

| ductive. 

Pkt. tejcts. Wint, 2octe)) (Quart 35 cts. Peck $2.00. 

lf ordered by mail add 8 cents fer pint and 15 cents per quart for postage. 

Nichol’s Medium Green Cucumber. 

This is a very fine table variety, and also good for early forcing. Color, 

| dark green; flesh very crisp; very prolific, and always straight, smooth and 

| handsome. 

It also makes a very desirable sort for pickles. 

Per pEt, 5c. .Peroz. toc. | Per 1-4 1b.:25¢.:). Per Ib..'75¢. 

NEW SENSATION LETTUCE. 
This remarkable variety has rapidly grown in popularity until it has become 

the leader among gardeners. No other lettuce thrives so well when grown at 
any season of the year, withstanding the hottest weather in a remarkable 

}degree. It is a beautiful light yellowish-green color, leaves much blistered on 
the surface, and has the peculiarity of forming a solid head, even before half 
grown. Its uniform handsome and even growth is unequalled, and it is one of 
the easiest to prow. rei, 1oc)s dz:,°25¢23 1-4 Ib., 70¢. 
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~ Gradus or Prosperity Pea. 
This is a new, very Large, extra Early variety of Wrinkled Pea. ] 

The most desirable sort for the Hemate and market garden, large podded and © 
of splendid quality. 1 

The vines grow about three feet high and are vigorous and hardy. The © 
immense pods are as large as those of the Telephone, uniformly well shaped | 
and handsome, and more attractive than those of other extra early varieties. fi 
They ripen slowly and continue fit for use much longer than most varieties, 

making this by far the most desirable sort for the home garden. The peas are | 
very large, of splendid quality and beautiful color which they retain after cooking. © 

Pkt., 10 cts., pint, 30 cts., quart, 50 cts., peck, $3.00. 
if Peas are ordered by mail, add 8 cts per pint, and 15 cts per quart for postage. 

Chicago, or Warty 
Hubbard Squash, 

An improvement over the old-fashion- ‘ 

! 

er a 

ed Hubbard. Same shape, large size, 

dark green, almost black; distinguished © 
by a dense covering of knots, which justi- | 
fles the name of ‘‘warted.” Very thick | 
flesh, first class quality and a good © 
keeper. Pkt., 5 cts., oz., 15 cts., 1-4 Ib., 
a cts:; Tbe a7 cts. | 

: 

New Early Tomato “Freedom.” 
The plant is medium in size, present- 6 

ing no peculiarities of foliage or habit. 
The fruit is borne mainly in clustors, 
perfectly round, having no sign of con- 
cave at the base. Of a bright, daz- 
zling shade of scarlet. The flesh is re- 
markably solid, having but few seeds. 
The flavor is perfect, absolutely free 
from any acidity. We have no hesi- 
tancy whatever, in recommending it to 
any class of growers, not only for extra 

early use, but for a good all round vari- 
ety, for until quite late in the fall, we 
have been able to gather good fruit 
from this variety, and after all others 
had long since ceased fruiting. Un- 
doubtedly the most prolific of all early tomatoes, and equal in size to the lar- 
gest of any early sort put on the market. A very valuable acquisition to the C 
tomato list. Pkt., 10c. Oz., 40C. 20z.,'70c. 1-4 Ib., $1.25. : : 
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Seeds. 
Seeds sent by mail or express as the purchaser may wish. When ordering 

to be sent by mail, add postage for Beans and Peas at the rate of 15 Cents per 
quart, and to Corn, 10 Cents per quart, to catalogue prices. 

Bulk seeds by the pound if ordered sent by mail add 8 cents per pound for 

postage. 

Seeds in packets and ounces sent by mail free. 

ARTICHOKE—Jerusalem. 

From four to five bushels will seed an 
acre; they shouldjibe cut the same, as 
potatoes, one eye on a piece being suffh- 
cient, planted in May, in rows three feet 
apart and about eighteen inches in the 
rows, and covered about two inchesdeep. 

They are the best hog food known, 
and are attracting much attention on 
account of their great fattening proper- 
ties, and for milch cows they excel any 
root grown for increasing the flow of 
milk, and makes it much richer. 

An acre will keep from 20 to 30 hogs 
during the fall and winter months. 

J They are well adapted to any soil 
where corn or potatoes can be grown. 

Jerusalem Artichoke. Tubers, per quart, 25 cents; per peck, $1.00; per 
bushel, $3.00. 

ASPARAGUS. 

This is one of the first and finest spring relishes which comes to 
the table from the garden, and it really requires very little trouble in 
cultivation, since a bed once properly made and planted will last for 
years. The soil for the bed can hardly be made too rich, and the 
fertilizer should be well trenched-in to the depth of 2 feet or more. 
The roots should: be planted as early in spring as the ground can be 
prepared, setting them a foot apart in rows 3 or 4 feet apart, with 
the crowns from 4 to 6 inches below the surface of the bed. Aspar- 
agus seeds may be sown directly in the permanent bed and the plants thinned 
as they grow; or it may be sown elsewhere, and the seedlings transplanted the 
second year. An ounce of seed will sow 50 feet of drill, and produce about 
300 plants. Fair crops may be expected the third year. 

' ; 33 

= 

: PEt. oz) Ib. 
|| Colossal. Widely cultivated; very large, deep green; tender 

stalks of good flavor; the roots are vigorous and productive. 5 .1O0 .20 
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BEANS---Dwart or Bush. 

the first week in May until July. 

about three inches apart. 

Improved 

Golden Wax Beans. furnished at quart rates. 

Burpee’s Stringless Pod Bush Beans. The only stringless green 
pod bush bean in cultivation, consequently it surpasses all 
others in crisp tender flavor. All are absolutely sfringless, and 
of a beautiful te appearance. It is very early and very 
prolitc fee. oF Aa ah ol epee ok 6 aa 

Dwarf Horticult ny A. fine, early shell Sseamee ora .....- am 

Currie’s Rust Proof. Straight, yellow, stringless pod. Un- 
surpassed.for quality... lass steed = Ss ee = ee 

Improved Golden Wax. An improvement on the old Golden 
Wax. The pod is somewhat round, meaty, and entirely rust 
POOF cls ow SE Saas seh ss ess < tS tae 20 oe 

Golden Eye Wax. A hardy, handsome wax bean. Rust proof; 
the best:variety: for: market @ardedy. .. .....4 jobs a Eee 

Davis Kidney Wax. This plant is a vigorous grower, 
carrying the pods well up from the ground. In productive- 
ness it is astonishing, as it will produce at least one-third 
more bushels of pods to the acre than any other Wax Bean. 
The pods are long, straight, oval, of clear waxy white color, 
and handsome, often growiug to a length of seven to eight 
inches, and when fit for use, are quite stvzzgless and of fine 
11), en ee ae Preps rea ST 

Giant Stringless Green Pod. (See page 3.) 
Low’s Champion. One of the best for either snap or shell 

beans. Very productive; large, green, flat pods........... 
Refugee Wax. Long, round, yellow wax pods, very produc- 

tive, and not, inclined. to rust... :;)-<i-.> @e- ee eee eee 

Cleveland’s Improved Valentine. One of the most popular of 
all thevarieties.of bush beans «+. +j..<-bjoee ee ee 

Long Yellow Six Weeks. Hardy and prolific, an excellent 
early string bean.... ..-.-.seeee eee = {Sap See shakira 

Red Kidney. Excellent for baking, ’: +/+,= -42@:dpie = be eee 
Yellow Eye. (Old Fashioned. ) Very productive ; not as large 

as the improved, but of better quality for baking ......... ‘ 
Improved Yellow Eye. Very prolific; fine for — pheyietee se 
Improved White Pea. Excellent for baking ............... 

PE: 

Lo | 

. 

wi ur 

Qt. 

One quart is sufficient for one hundred feet of 
drill; two bushels for one acre in drills. 
A succession of sowings can be made from 

Plant in drills 
about two inches deep, and from eighteen 
inches to two feet apart, according to the rich- 
ness of the soil; the poorer the soil the closer 
they can be planted; the plants should be 

Beans ordered by matl are subject to an extra 
charge of 15 cents per quart for postage. Pints 

Pk. 

1.50 

1.40 

1.00 

dam nap neatanes in be 
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One quart will plant one hundred hills, 
ten to twelve quarts to the acre. 

These are more tender, and require 
rather more care in culture than the bush 
beans; they succeed best in sandy loam, 
which should be liberally enriched with 
short. manure in the hills, which are 

formed according to the variety, from 
three to four feet apart; from five to six 
seeds are planted in each hill, about 
two inches deep. 

Beans ordered by mail are subject to 
an extra charge of 15 cents per quart 

for postage. Pints furnished at quart 
rales. Pity) Oe ia Dice 

Horticultural Pole. || The 
most popular variety for 
both string andshell beans 

Mammoth Horticultural. 
An improvement over the 
common Horticultural, 

being very much larger 
and much more produc- 
tive. Asa market. shell 
beamityhas 10 .equal....5 .30:°2,00 

Indian Chief or Black Wax. 

Meverywendexsitiha bedn 5.25.1: 

Mont d’Or, or 
Golden Butter. Earliest 

of the wax pole varieties, 
bas “unsurpassed in quality.7.5 .25° 1175 

=e | Red Cranberry. A _ very 
Lazy Wives Pole Beans. eanly pole beam? }.csp. 2). px. 5) «DOE 

Lazy Wives.. Immensely popular everywhere. Pods are large, 
green, entirely stringless, and of excellent flavor. It is exceed- 

ingly productive and easily gathered. Such is the peculiar taste 
and pleasant flavor of this bean that many persons could not be 
induced to eat other varieties of string beans after tasting Lazy 
Wives Seecilenr ton siteline on WAKING. ei ne ee Sea One OO) 

Early Jersey Lima. Of large size. Very tender and of delicious 
flavor. Very early. Out of a number of varieties that we have 
tried we found this to be the most desirable sort for this climate..5 .30 2.00 

Scarlet Runners. Very ornamental, free climber with bright scar- 
Bey CSE 2 oh tac eee rari tt ih Ci sera) aU ha aiege, <e B30 

White Dutch Runners. Large, white flowers; often planted with 
the scarlet variety; the effect is ‘very’ beautiful...) Ek 

UL 
iS) O — i) 

GL 

Pt Ul 

bo 
oat 
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BEETS. 

Dewing’s Early Blood Turnip Beet. 

One ounce to fifty feet of drill; six pounds to the acre. 

The best results are obtained on a deep, rich, sandy loam. For early use 

sow as soon as the ground will admit, in drills fourteen inches apart, and thin 

to four inches; for the main crop sow the first week in May, and for winter use 

as late as June. The soil should be deeply manured and well cultivated. 

lifting and storing the roots, care must be taken that they are not bruised. 

\ Ib. 
Crosby’s Egyptian. This variety resembles the Egyptian 

only in its extreme earliness. It grows much larger and 

lighter colored. It is one of the best sorts for early 

planting as it reaches a usable size sooner than any 

OPER 4SOI i soy ee ee esi diwali renee ie 

Dirigo Extra Early. (See page 2.) 

Eclipse. This variety is about as early as the Egyptian, 

but,of larger and finer -quality ......20. %. 5 ast “ee eee - 

Bastian’s Early Blood Turnip. Larger than the Egyptian 

and follows it and the Eclipse in point of earliness; not 

so dark invcolon.th..% 88 bn, wctee GR et ela aR REISE | 2 2) coe 

Dewing’s Blood Turnip. Of fine form and flavor and 

deep, blood) red ;’ atdesizable, vaniety..5 semen ps js s0 > apes 

Long Smooth Blood Red. This is a long, smooth beet, 

growing to good size..... erie ae tate OSs Ree a acd aus eee 

Edmand’s Early Blood Turnip. The largest sort for gen- 

eral crop In quality one of the finest, exceedingly dark, 

shape globular, having only one tap root. Very popular 

with jmarketmeir. se he ee eee SUES ee 

Swiss: Chard, | \Lsed fer eneens.. 3 pr toc ee wee mie ioe 

Pkt, 

in 

wn 

2 OZ, 

29 

-10 

10 

-IO0 

10 

LO 

.20 

In 

lb. 

.60 

.60 

.60 

.60 

.60 

.60 
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Mangel 
~ Wurzels. 

5 Dad 

Varieties Grown for Feeding Stock. (Sown 

in May or early in June.) Six 

Pounds per Acre. 

Bi 
QOL. Y |b. lb. 

Lane’s Improved Sugar Beet. 
A well known variety; val- 
tabletor teeding to /cattle, 10) ).15) 235 

Long Red Mangel Wurzel. 

This variety produces roots 
of large size and excellent 
Gisaluyrin melon. 4 fs «i dsdh, 2 Cee DOCS ais3'5 

Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel. 
ioots’ oii larverrsize. “and 
elobular form; very pro- 
INAS TVG Ioisetss eet al oasasgs ool w, Wa) abled Geiger I Oieeaes ie Gian ak) 5 

Improved Mammoth Long Red 
_  Mangel Wurzel. A variety 

producing roots of mam- 
MO EM S1Z,6'. seemed t.< fe-eol OMn red St 13> 5 

Carter’s Warden Orange Globe 
One of the best globe varie- 
HesmNiciitivalion woiteak so) DOW 5 3 5 

variety of a bright yellow 
eee caus weitere te LOY: D5 0 35 

Norbiton Giant Mangel Wur- 
Ze1.. xtra fine Long, Ked; 
MEMES ape ale taste en ag wi TOO AES 35 

Red Mangel Wurzel. 
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CABBAGE. 

One ounce will produce about three thousand plants. 
The Cabbage is one of the most important vegetables, and some of its 

varieties universally cultivated. The ground must be highly manured, deeply 
dug or plowed, and thoroughly worked, to insure good, full sized heads. A 
heavy, moist and fresh loam is the most suitable. The early sorts should be 
sown very early in the spring, in hot-beds, or later in the open ground. 
Eighteen inches by three feet apart is the common distance. 

Lelltddeiiics 
Fottler’s Improved Brunswick Cabbage. 

Pkt. Oz. Ib. 
Early Spring Cabbage. (See page 2.) 

Early Winningstadt. An excellent sort; heads of large size.. 5 .20 .60 

Early Jersey Wakefield. This is the standard early pointed- 
head cabbage. For the market garden it is the best, and for 
early home use,allzshould havewthaiwetl: .2 - i: eres . 5 22 

Henderson’s Early Summer. The standard summer variety. 
Unexcelled for the market garden and good for home use... 5 .20 .60 

All Seasons’ Cabbage. Early; solid and sure headed ........ 5. s2ece 60 

Fottler’s Improved Brunswick. An excellent early Drumhead 
variety; produces a firm and solid head................) ern 

Henderson’s Succession. One of the finest for a second early 
Or late SOFE Matot taser a epoa ate ten a: shams DEERE NTR wos coyihe oie oe +. eg . Te 68 

Autumn King. Entirely distinct, one of the best keepers, enor- 

mous sized head, of that dark shade of green, which is most 
desirable in a cabbage, and has such small outer leaves that it 
can be planted much closer together than the ordinary late 
sorts; therefore can be relied upon to produce a greater 
weight of crop per acre than any other variety. A distinct 
feature of the Autumn King is the peculiarly crimped leaves, 
which not only adds to its appearance, but enables it to be 
distinoisshed airy waders ieee sr... RR Ss » Side Joleen gin Camas, 6, ¢ 
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Premium, Flat:, Dutch... i oA otk 
The old standard vari- 
ety for main crop. It 
has long stood the test, 
andes) yet, ong, of the 
Very. DEST) iycaieee Bane - as 2520) 60 

Stone-Mason Drumhead. 
One: offsher ven best 
{Or a, Mann Crow y y5% 

Deep Head. An early 
strain of the Flat Dutch 
typew, i The, plant) is 
rather below medium 

—— size, very short stem- 

= aes a . med and few leaved. 
Sure Head Cabbage. The leaves are’ large, 

broad and quite thick. The head is oval and very large for 
size of plant, solid and of good quality. It matures just after 
the All Seasons’ Cabbage, and is very popular with gardeners..5 .20 .60 

Mammoth Rock Red. This is the best, largest and surest head- 
ing red cabbage ever introduced. The head is large, round, 
Veryesonceauemer deep red) color......... Pic RR Le) SE ERE Sy ee On OS 

Sure Head Cabbage. Produces large, round, flattened heads of 

’ the Flat Dutch type, and is remarkable for its certainty to 
head. It is all head and sure to head even under unfavorable 
conditions. The heads are remarkably uniform, very hard, 
firm and fine in texture, and ordinarily weigh from 10 to 15 
pounds each. Has but few leaves, keeps well. A good ship- 
per, and just the variety to suit market gardeners and farmers. . 

CARROTS. 

One ounce to one hundred feet of drill 
three to four pounds to the acre. “cy 

Carrots require a very finely pulverized 
soil to grow them to perfection. A good, 
light and well enriched sandy loam is the 
best for this crop. For field culture, sow 
in drills, three to three and one-half feet 
apart, so as to cultivate by horse. Market- 
gardeners sow in drills about eighteen 
inches apart, and cultivate by hand. For 
early crops cover one-half an inch deep, 
and thin to six inches apart, in the rows; 

Ut. 
rN) e) O? O 

S 
SS 

SSBB 
SS °_- A , 

for late, cover three-fourths of an inch Ox Heart Carrot. 
deep, and thin to four inches. Pkt. 20z. Yb. Lb. 
Long Orange. Roots of large size, heavy cropper and ex- 

cellent Reepecuneiererean . buick bilas...s BNL OITA 5c. WIG MQZOIDI7S 
Danver’s Half Long. In form it is midway between the 

Long Orange and Ox Heart. The root is of a dark 
orange color and grows very smooth. Very productive..5 .15 .25 .75 
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KE. 2 7. Yb. Lb. f les 

New Ox Heart. A very early and heavy yielder. Thick 
and short.in form, scarlet in color... ..~) See See, eaten 375 

Long White Belgium. Large, long rooted variety; valu- 

25-75 able for feeding’.c\. Sones 2s ae oe 5 2 paee 0 

CAULIFLOWER. 

One ounce wil! produce about three 

thousand plants. 

Any soil that will grow early Cabbages 

will grow Cauliflower, as their require- 
ments are almost similar; but as the pro- 
duct is more valuable, extra manuring 
and preparation of the soil will be well 
paid. 

The seeds may be sown in the hot-bed 
in March or April and transplanted to 
open ground about the first of May. 

ry PEE. Oz. 

Henderson’s Early Henderson’s Early Snowball. 
Snowball Cauliflower. A very reliable early variety .10 2.00 

CELERY. 

One ounce of seed produces about four 

thousand plants. 

To have celery early, it should be sown ina 

hot-bed quite early in the spring, and when 

three inches high plant out in a well prepared 
bed, which must be covered in frosty weather. 
For the principal crop, sow early in spring, very 
shallow in the seed-bed, and when the plants 
are about six inches high, transplant them 
about six inches apart into trenches for blanch- 
ing. Dig the trenches four feet apart, a foot 
wide and ten inches deep. Fill in five or six 
inches of well rotted manure, and mix thor- 
oughly, half a spade deep, with the earth at 
the bottom. The tops of the plants should be 
shortened before they are set. Earth up to sag 
blanch, three or four times during their growth, ———— = 
taking care that no earth falls in the center of Golden Self-Bleaching 
the plants. Celery. 

PRE: OZ; 

Boston Market. A favorite variety, remarkable for its tender, crisp, 
succulent stems, keepsiwelb oc (jee use... sic sc) Some ee S51) 3s 

Henderson’s White Plume. Crisp, solid and possessing a sweet, 
nutty flavor; requires very little labor in bleaching.......-..+--- eee 

Golden Self-Bleaching. A self-bleaching, early golden-colored va- 
riety that.is very popular... v2... .0..dee 2 BN2-25 



CORN—Sweet. 

ATE 
Cory Corn. 

One quart to two hundred hills, ten quarts to an acre. 
The Sweet or Sugar varieties being liable to rot in cold or wet ground, 

should not be planted before the middle of May, and for a succession continue 
planting every two weeks, until July, in rich, well-manured ground, in hills three 
feet apart each way, covering about half an inch and thin out to three plants to 
a hill, or plant in rows four feet apart, and to stand eight inches apart in rows. 

The field varieties should be planted 

Early Yellow Canada Corn. LNTISSY se eu ps Ee 5 

ri 

plants to a hill. 

Cony. (Very early 
dwarf variety; an 
excellent "sort, 

SWeCt MianG atten 

HAV OAR Mod sted: 4 5 

Early Marblehead. 
Minis) Ay vesembies 
very closely the 
Copy, but. is not 
BOsr edi. itr, 2) 5 

Early Crosby. Not 
So early “as** the 
Cory or Marble- 
Meads scot ) very 
rich sugary flavor 5 

Early Crosby. 
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Stowell’s Evergreen. 
A late variety of 

Black Mexican. 
Grain bluish black 
but is especially 
rich in sugar qual- 

RY Be Dunning & Co.’s Seed Catalogue. 

(Maine Grown.) 5 

excellent. quality. 5 

120) 

5) 

.20 

20 

.20 

13 

four feet apart each wdy, leaving three 

Corn ordered by mail ts subject to an 

extra charge of ten cents per quart for 

postage. Pints furnished at quart rates. 

Pkt. Ot. Rik: Bu. 

I {OS 3-50 

TOO 3h 50 

ROY) Ee AISG. 

1 to) 

1,00; )3350 

K.60°H 3is'e 
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CORN— Field. 

Early Yellow Canada. A very early eight-rowed variety. . 

Red Cob Ensilage. A pure white corn. It is sweet, tender 
and juicy, has short joints, grows to a great height with 
an abundance GP leames ae eee 25s 2 33:5 2 eee 

Evergreen Sweet Fodder. For cutting green and feeding to 
stock this variety excels all others in tenderness, sweetness 
and nutriment. Also popular as a silo variety 

Late Crosby Sweet Corn. About two weeks later than the 
Early Crosby, makes a fine table corn; but is planted very 
extensively throughout this section for fodder corn. It 
produces very large ears, and large quantities of foliage of 
exccllenttqudlityee mee. Bel. OS 1, S 

Early Sanford. <A white flint variety, very valuable for ensi- 
lage and fodder, the stalks being very large and numerous. 
Particulary adapted to this climate as it ears well, and if 
planted early will come to maturity 

= fs) wes fe 

Leaming. Early yellow dent variety. Tall growing, with 
numerous leaves; very valuable for ensilage and green 
fodder 

CRESS OR PEPPER GRASS. 

A well known salad. 

ly. 

Double Curled. Very fine; may be cut two or three times 

CUCUMBER. 

yuan 

Improved White Spine Cucumber. 

One ounce to fifty hills. 
The Cucumber is a tender annual, and therefore should not be planted or 

set out in the open air until there is a prospect of continued warm and pleas- 
ant weather. Cucumbers succeed in warm, moist, rich loamy ground. 

hills should be four or five feet apart in each direction. 
When all danger from insects is passed, leave but three or four of the 

strongest plants in the hill. 

MG Ome | OW | 

AGL AG 

Requires to be sown thickly and covered very slight- 
Sow at frequent intervals to keep up a succession, as it soon runs to seed. 

a. we > 

Ot. gE Bu. 

.10 50 I.50 

1.40 ge 

10.50 2.00 
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; Pkt. Oz: Abe Lb: 

Barhucctaneortike-carliest\variety ss... Peete). Up Lani ORINAR Ie 1) Oy get 

Early Frame. An early standard variety; about five 
BOM te cy WN rem: 0 ag Ska hs} 4) ey SpRIEEB Be Ad 0 fw Ja seh « Ble bh Oer 2s ey 

Improved White Spine. Superior for table use, very pro- 

ductive, medium sized, straight and well formed....... Se hOlwy fens lias 

Nichols’ Medium Green. (See page 3.) 

Early Green Cluster. Grows in clusters, early and pro- 

CES Sarasa EE eo ret UV ol gs phie ae im Shand dbo be A tyes 5 tes DOr ri2 Sitt 7S 

Improved Long Green. Long and crisp; a popular and 

LCIMIMNERMNATICLVMNGREIGE ICS. oe ike ee lee o's Sy al Op i 2 
oat N VW 

Boston Pickling. The finest variety to grow for pickles 5.-.10  .2: 

DANDELION. 

” Sa ont 

One ounce toone” hundred feet of 
drill. 

The Dandelion resembles Endive, and 
affords one of the earliest, as well as 
one of the most healthful of spring 
greens. Sow as. early as the weather 
will permit, in good, well-enriched soil, 
in rows twelve inches apart, covering 
seed one-fourth of an inch deep, the 

earth firmly pressed over the seed. 5 far Z 
A. BLANC. — ————— 

Improved Thick-Leaved Improved Thick- Pkt Oz. yet.) lobo 

Dandelion. Leaved. Best variety 5 .40 1.50 5.00 

ENDIVE. 

Endive may be grown at any season of the year, but is more generally used 

late in the fall. Sow the seed during May or June, in drills fourteen inches 

apart, and when well established thin to one foot apart. When nearly full 

grown, tie the outer leaves together over the center in order to blanch the heart 

of the plant. By covering every few days a succession may be kept up. 

White Curled. By far the most beautiful variety. Plants moderate- Me eat ae 

ly dense with divided leaves, which are coarser and less tender 

than those of the Green curled; but even the outer leaves are 

very light colored, frequently white, so that the plant is very at- 
tractive and always brings the highest price on the market.......... ar (S 

Green Curled. This is the hardiest variety, and very desirable for 

the home and market garden. The deep green leaves are beauti- 

fully cut and curled, easily blanched, and become very Crisp, ten- 

Bae ae VC ee ec ye qe s+ since tp te ecto 
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LEEK. 

Belongs to the onion family and by some pre- 
ferred to that vegetable. Sow the seeds and care 
for the young plants same as for onions, but they 
need a little more room in order to develop fully. 
When the young plants are about the size of a 
goose quill, transplant to a prepared bed in rows 
one foot apart and four or five inches in the row. 
Set the roots deep and draw the earth to them 
when cultivating, so that they may be well blanched 
by the time they are fit for use. 
London Flag. Is the variety more Pkt. 02. %Ib. 

cultivated in this country than any 
other. 

quality 
It is hardy and of good 

‘Landen pigs wes 

LETTUCE. 

One ounce to the hundred and 
twenty feet of drill. 

Lettuce thrives best in rich, 
moist ground. Sow the seed in 
hot-beds in February or March, 
and transplant into a_ sheltered 
border with a southern exposure. 
For successive crops sowings may 
be made in the open ground as 
early as the spring opens, and 
continuing until July. 

Big Boston Lettuce. Pkt. Oz. %& Ib. 

Early Tennisball. White seeded. Extensively grown for forc- 
ing and heading under glass, heads firm and good size; very 
wihite-and CriSp.'s.'. 2 0. ere ee ee es > ae See Go) 5 nee 

Early Tennisball. Black seeded. A very popular sort for 
open ground culture; forms a handsome head and is crisp and 
tender 

Boston Curled. A variety of great beauty and of superior qual- 
ity. Leaves beautifully curled; attractive on table........... 5. The 

New Sensation. (See page 3.) 
Black Seeded Simpson. Heads very large, with light colored 

leaves, leaves being almost white. Stands summer heat splen- 
didly andiremains: long fit:for use. i... kee eee 5. i RO 

Ferry’s Early Prize Head. Forms a large, tender and crisp 
mass of leaves of superior flavor, and very hardy. Slow to 
run to seed and does not become bitter as early as many 
other sorts 

Big Boston. 
Lag COR! SoS) EE Jno blace bid we) »'6 db) oon 
This is a new, very large strain ie White Tenaiz. 

ball or Boston Lettuce excelling all other strains in size. Of 

great value to market gardeners a alee ety es ne ee 5.4 eae ae 
‘White Cabbage. Large, extra tender, and is a good keeper..." 56 ig aaeae 
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MELON—Musk. 

One ounce for sixty hills; two to three pounds for an acre. 
Melons thrive best in a moderately enriched light soil; the hills should be 

six feet apart each way. After all danger of frost is past plant twelve or fif- 
teen seeds in each hill, and when well up, thin out to three or four plants in 
each hill. 

PEt. Oz. % Ib: 

Nutmeg. Named from its shape; flesh green and sweet...... Bt Ont 25 

Large Round Yellow Cantelope. [Flesh reddish orange, sweet 
and of good flavor; an early and productive variety........ Bhd BO WD 

Miller’s Cream. This is one of the finest all-round melons in 
existence. Flesh, oi\a rich salmon color, very sweet and 
TEMG Fer Oem ey ea hcnlehs «(a brtai a varie ialva vegies atiep ey seve’ sao nies eyes's v4 re hOlnn, 215 

Extra Early Hackensack. A _ green-fleshed nutmeg, of splen- 
did Guan.) Wtas verycarly and ar prolific beater. \j2%)2 1. iy WAO Les 25 

MELON—_W ater. 

One ounce for thirty hills; four to five pounds for an acre. 
Plant in hills eight feet apart, and cultivate same as Musk Melon. 

ge, OLAS aly 
Vick’s Early. Productive, early and finely flavored; red flesh 5 .10 .25 
Mountain Sweet. One of the best for general culture....... Gi yee Onin 2G 
Crtten. 9) Uhe setmdard, gamely [om preservies.cur 1. cy. asshole oa: 5 pra One. 7215 

MUSTARD. 

Sow thickly in rows at different times from May to July, and cut when 
about two inches high. Used asa salad, or cut and boiled for greens. The 
seed is used for flavoring pickles, etc. . | Pkt. Oz. % Ib. 
White London. The leaves are light green, mild and tender 

when youmepeeeeamonhteyecliow. 2... [oO yl ee eA Si eh Opti 

ONION. 

One ounce to one hundred feet of drill; 

five pounds to the acre. 

No vegetable is more extensively known 

and cultivated than the Onion. A_ good 

crop is impossible unless the soil is very rich 

and kept clean. Use well-rotted manure 

freely, and get the crop in as early as possi- 

ble in spring, no matter if the weather is 

cold and unpleasant. Sow in drills one foot 

apart, and cover about one-third of an inch, 

treading or rolling after sowing, so that the 

hot, dry atmosphere may not dry up and 

/ 5a, destroy the sprouting seed. 

Yellow Globe Danvers Onion. PEt 602, ep ib. Lb. 
Large Red Wethersfield. Large size, productive and a 
VTL OVEN rch cd the a a a Be Et ait tes afin nia) ae Bee ae BRO). ok SO 
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Extra Early Red Globe. A ‘very early variety, of me- Pkt. Oz. Yb Lb. ) 
dium size and deep red color; an abundant producer, 

and of good form and flavor, keeping well .......... 5) 150) Be me . 
Yellow Globe Danvers. The most profitable variety to ) 

raise, very productive, a good keeper, of mild flavor, " 

and always meets with feady sales eae. 4... oe 5 1b. eee | 
American Silver Skin. Flavor mild and pleasant. Skin : 

silver white. Handsome in appearance. Highly es- 
teemed for pickling when young; also for market in | 
Ganly Winters ee Se eal cs ae 5 .20 } CGaaeaaO | 

Prize Taker. |” This “1s “one 'ot the "aesr rorine eee 
foreign varieties. When started under glass and trans- 
planted into open ground they bottom well, are nearly 
free from stiff necks, and when offered for sale always 
attract marked attention. The variety is without doubt 
the largest onion grown, samples under special culture 
sometimes weighing: five pounds s,. sch nt esi ee 5 +20. 00 ao 

ONION SETS. 
Onion Sets should be planted near the surface as early in the spring as the 

ground will permit, in drills about twelve inches apart and four inches in the 
rows. They produce a very early and profitable crop, and grcw in any good 

i) 

i) 

soil. Add ten cents per quart if sent by mail. Per Qt. Per Pk. 

Wihite Setsn ii... 2 5c ees ence ee ro SR ee ct ae 25 Soca 
Wellow' Setise): = 2.40, Rant ies Pee TOTO E Tessa ne ae 207850 
Potato Oniia Setss5 0c ee Ses eee ie ah ate aerial ee 20 1.00 
Top Onion Sets... - pee oe eee Ose Sabo ky Warren ee 2:57) ba5e 

PARSLEY. 

One ounce to hundred and fifty feet 

of drill. 

Parsley requires rich, mellow soil; 
k 

7 

sow thickly in drills, one foot apart, and 

half an inch deep. As the seed ger- 

minates slowly, it is best to soak it for 2 

a few hours in tepid water before sow- 
— 
———> ~ = ing. For winter use, protect“it in a === ee 

glass frame or light cellar. 
Pkt. Oz. % Ib. a 

Double Curled ........ eae 3. laces Double Curied Parsley. | 
| PARSNIP. r 

One ounce for two hundred feet of drill; five pounds to the acre. 
Sow as early in the spring as the weather will admit,-in drills fifteen inches 

apart, covering half an inch deep. When well up thin out to five or six inches 
apart in the rows. Unlike carrots, they are improved by frost, and it is usual 
to take up in the fall a certain quantity for winter use, leaving the rest in the 
ground until spring, to be dug as required. 
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Wi oi atte Bist. Oz, | 1b. pity 
Abbott’s Improved, or Long Smooth. Smooth and quite 

lapse tomer Une DESt Of aires le wer le ee es Ml Psd KS Jae dic erg 

PEAS. 

One quart to seventy-five feet of drill; two to three bushels to the acre. 
Peas for an early crop should be sown as soon as the ground is in working 

condition. The soil for their reception should be light, dry and well sheltered. 

Mild manure, suchas leaf mould, has a 

beneficial effect; but for many of the va- 

rieties, the soil cannot be too rich. For 

general crops the ground should be well 

manured the previous year which causes 

them to yield more abundantly. When 

grown as a market crop, peas are never 

staked, and are sown in single rows, two 

or cree netics’ ‘deep, and’ from “two to 

three feet apart according to the variety 
or strength of the soil. When grown in 
small quantities for private use, they are 
generally sown in double rows, six or 
eight inches apart, and the tall varieties 
staked up by brush. 

Peas ordered by mail are subject to an 
extra charge of fifteen cents per quart for 

Nott’s Excelsior Peas. postage. Pints furnished at quart rates. 

Extra Early Varieties. 

Gradus or Prosperity. (Sce page 4.) 
Pkt. Qt. Jest! Bu. 

Cleveland’s Eclipse Pea. The earliest and most produc- 
tive pea as compared with the hitherto earliest known 
pea on record. Grows about two feet high. Seed 
ereen wrinkled. Smaller than the American Wonder, 
the pods of which it resembles. Pods true American 
Wonder in shape and size. A most desirable sort for 
canners, market gardeners or private family use..... RP Z23O0? LAOCXT FOO 

Cleveland’s Alaska.’ A very. early variety, smooth, 
blue, prolific and sweet. . Height two feet; very desir- 
able for Gadfly Mate re mre IMO os esa aa ee mo wn 5.20. 5), 5,00 

Nott’s Excelsior. One of the most valuable of all the 
wrinkled dwarf peas. As early as the American Won- 
der, while the pods are larger, fully as well filled, and 
there are more of them. It grows a half taller than the 
American Wonder and is a much heavier cropper.... 5 .30 1.75 6.00 

Bliss’ American Wonder. One of the earliest and best 
known wrinkled dwarf varieties, grows about nine inches 

high, and is covered with well filled pods......... Ge az leah OO 
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McLean’s Little Gem. A dwarf, prolific, green, wrink- Pkt. Qt. Pk. Bu. 
led marrow, very early; about nine nches high...... §, 1» 20.1. 5G eee 

Maud S. A valuable extra early variety. Vines about 
two feet high. ‘Large; ‘well? alled@@geds. = 220 fe, see § .20 “1.25 72 

Laxton’s Alpha. <A very early wrinkled sort. Very 
prolific bearer, of fine quality, pods being large and 
well willed 2S ols ee eases cere eee ee a ee 5.20 Tee tae 

Second Early Varieties. 

Dwarf Telephone. A new variety with dwarf vines, bear- 
ing large handsome pods, with peas of highest quality, 
without the long vines of the Telephone, and regular 
and uniform in growth. Height eighteen inches, 
stocky, healthy and vigorous, with almost no tendency 
to sport, and from five to seven days earlier than the 
Stratagem. Pods; long, remarkably well filled, and 
of good lasting quality for market purposes. Peas of 
large size,, tender and bisdelicious Havor..2 2 Nee ae 5 30°) 2.0@..-7:00 

Pride of the Market. Grows from eighteen inches to 
two feet high, and bears grand pods, well filled with 

large and finely flavored peas. Its robust constitution, 
enormous productiveness and superior appearance, in- 
sure its acceptance,das aamnarket favorite. :.. . .2)oaaeeen 5 .20 “Tig@re oo 

McLean’s Advancer. An early, green wrinkled variety, 

of delicious flavor; grows about two feet high....... 5  .20 “2a eee 

Bliss’ Everbearing. Fine wrinkled marrow; pods three 
to four inches long, well filled with large peas; grows 
about two feet highyee \. ... <ijc es ee 5  .20 1:25 240 

Heroine. Grows about two and one-half feet high. A 
wrinkled variety, of robust growth. It produces 
abundantly, long, pointed, well-filled pods, which 
contain from eight to. nine fine, large peas; 23225 eee 5.220. 1,50 ae 

For General Crop. 

Carter’s Telephone. A wrinkled variety of superior 
quality. It produces an abundance of large, hand- 
some pods, filled with immense peas, which are tender, 
sweet and of excellent flavor; grows about three feet 

Improved Stratagem. A dwarf wrinkled pea of branch- 
ing habit. The pods are of immense size, very uni- 
formly filled with very dark green peas of the finest 
quality; an immense cropper. Grows about two feet 
high... 6: 2 ia. os a SE Oc 1S Se 5... 207: 1 

Champion of England. Universally admitted to be one 
of the richest and best flavored peas grown; grows 
about five feet high... LG edt) ee 5) \20° SIRS G OO 

Yorkshire Hero. A green, wrinkled variety of branch- 
ing habit; very productive and fine flavor; grows 

about two and one-half feet hgh .....% 5% . tunis Meee 5. 20;ama iS) 
a | 4.00 
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Dwarf Champion. Has all the good qualities of the Pkt. Qt. Pk. Bu. 
‘Champion of England, but does not grow so high; 
grows about two and one-half feet high............. Behe Oude Sie 4100 

Veitch’s Perfection. A green, wrinkled variety of large 
size, very productive and excellent quality; grows 
ADGRMeeee HICK. es Sey ete se se ee plete bine Bie O ye l)2,5) 1:74.00 

Blue Imperial. A standard old variety and makes an 
CXGememimemetiea fOr WINTED USC. ek ee cue ee UG LEO On an OO 

White Marrowfat. One of the best late varieties; very 
(OY CIs ayaa olga aR het alts ayatd eaiod' =: afta HORNS AT SCA, 

Black-eyed Marrowfat. An excellent field pea, hardy 
AVVO Sas coe EERE, LOE aR Melee WON Negi gs nt 7 

Canada Field. Extensively used for field culture...... , TAGE IOI 

Tall Gray Sugar. A very superior variety of the edible 
poumenamemeavery tender and sweet... 1... ..))..+4- Fes © i te Saar LOO 

PEPPER. 

One ounce will produce fifteen hundred plants. 
Grown largely for pickles. Sow inthe hot bed early in April, and trans- 

plant into the open ground when the weather is favorable. The plants should 
be set in warm, mellow soil, in rows eighteen inches apart. The seed may also 

be sown in the open ground when danger from frost is passed, and the soil is 
dry and warm. Cultivate in the usual manner, and the crop will be fit for use 
early in September. | So WON 

Large Behera of mild flavor 2. ee ee Sm O 

SEED POTATOES. 

Harmony Beauty. This potato orig- 
m, inated from the seed of a potato ball in 
WA\ Somerset county, Maine. 
: It is the favorite market potato of 

— ————$—$————— 

Bangor, having the preference over all 
other varieties wherever once used, and 

i conceded by growers and consumers to 
: i) be the best potato grown. It always 

i / brings a better price than any other in 
il a our market. 
9 \ It is a prolific cropper and remark- Ge. 2 

AA ably free from rot, and about two weeks 
beara Beauty. earlier than the Early Rose. 

In appearance it has a russet pinkish skin a little lighter 7" ®™ aioe 
in color than the Early Rose and is of, more oval shape. 
Flesh) white anapimeamye. a: -'. 2°)". (2b, errmsg rake Mea eb Aer Tee y 200) 

Early Norther. A standard early variety and was origin- 
ated in Aroostook county. It is a seedling from the 
Early Rose, which it closely resembles in shape and color, 
but is still earlier and very prolific. It has strong, vigor- 
ous habits of growth, and is of fine eating quality, cook- 
ing dry and mealy, whether baked or boiled.............. pe pots ae Sc O 

ith 

Hi 

1 HW | | | AN } i 
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Beauty of Hebron. An old and popular variety; very Pk. Bu. 
prolific’. 060 0). oes kb aye ete se oe 40 1.25 

Green Mountain. A late variety of flat, oval form; white 
skinned, very smooth and handsome. One of the best 
yielders, free from blight and rot, keeps well, and is never 
ont of ‘season for the table... 112.8. 2 5 eee es 40° ''T 25 

Winslow’s Seedling. A very early variety of the Early 
Rose type, somewhat lighter in color. A very robust 
grower and heavy yielder. In quality it is excellent, the 
flesh being pure white, of the dry, mealy texture, so 
much desired. in a table potato... 10. 222 eee 2 40 1.25 

Early Fortune. Earlier than the Rose, light amber color, 
red at seed end, resembling the New Queen in shape, ex- 
cellent quality and a good yielder, becoming very pop- 
Gar she oS ele ieee nie «5 chen eae ee 40 1.25 

PUMPKIN. 

One pound will plant two hundred and fifty hills. 

3.590 

3-50 

3-50 

Chiefly used for agricultural purposes. Same cultivation as for cucumbers 

and melons. Pkt. Pt. Qt. 

Large Yellow. Large size, good for cooking................. 5 310 4680 
Pkt. %1b. Lp. 

Sugar. Fine grained, sweet and prolific...................4.. 5, ek 

RADISH. 

One ounce to one hundred feet of drill. 

Radishes thrive best ina light, rich, 

sandy loam; heavy or clayey soils not only 
delay their maturity, but produce crops 
much inferior, both in appearance and 
flavor. For a successive supply, sow from 
the middle of March until September, at 
intervals of two or three weeks. For an 
early supply they may be sown ina hot- 

White Pearl Radish. bed in February. 
PEt. Oz: Y Ib. Lb. 

Long Scarlet Short Top. Very long and crisp.......... 5. OE aaa Be 

Early Scarlet Turnip. Round, scarlet, small, mild andcrisp 5 .10 .25 .75 

Lady Finger. Long, slender and of a beautiful snow white. 
It is of rapid growth, remarkably crisp, brittle and ten- 
der. Quality desirable for the market or home garden 5 .10 .25 .75 

White Pearl Radish. Seventeen days from planting to the 
table. The quickest on record. Pearly white, globe 
shaped, small top; quality unparalelled; very sweet, ten- 
and crisp. Equally adapted for forcing or growing out 
der -Of \dGOFrS {6 5. OLS os asthe le be eee oe 5. ,20 se 1.50 
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SPINACH. 

One ounce to one hundred feet of drill. 

Sow in early spring, in drills a foot apart, every two weeks for a succession ; 

and as it grows, thin out for use. For fall use, sow in August, and for winter 

crop in September. Cover that which is left out over winter with straw or 

leaves, after the weather becomes quite cold. 
Pkt. Oz. %1b. ' Lb. 

New Thick Leaved. Has very large and thick leaves.. 5 .10. .20  .50 

Long Standing. An improved round seeded: strain of : 
excellent merit, having all the good qualities of the or- 
dinary sorts, and continuing in condition for use much 
longer. The leaves are smooth and very dark, rich 
green. Very popular with market gardeners........ Sot On Ee 20m es ao 

New Zealand. This sort is grown to supply the place of 
the ordinary Spinach during the hottest months of the 
year, or in dry, arid localities where the ordinary 
spinach does badly. Has a luxuriant growth of succu- 
lent leaves which can be cut throughthe entiresummer 5 .10 .30 1.00 

SQUASH. 
One ounce of summer varieties will sow 

forty hills; one ounce winter varieties will 
SS sow fifteen hills; four pounds per acre. 
Fa ee Any good rich soil is adapted to the 

ae erowth of the Squash. They only thrive 
well in a warm temperature, as all the varie- 
ties are tender annuals; and the seed should 

not be sown in spring until all danger from 
the frost is past, and the ground is warm and 

on thoroughly ‘settled. Dhe shills, for bush 
Hubbard Squash. varieties should be about six feet apart, for 

running sorts, ten feet. Leave two plants to a hill and keep covered in the 
early stages with plaster. 

Pict © Zee lbs Lb. 

Summer Crookneck. Early, productive and of good qual- 
SEY 3) ir Ue ee WR co arte aie ee ES Fae, Be. LOR Met ae S75 

White Bush Scalloped. An early flat scalloped shaped 
variety #WEPy Productive see ee ee ee ee cathe See TOM gues 

Turban. Early fall variety; orange-yellow flesh of good 
Js ae eae ee al iin wt. . tks MSY Slionteesry 1.75 

Hubbard. One of the most desirable varieties in cultiva- 
tion; color, dark green; flesh, bright orange-yellow; fine 
grained, very dry, sweet and rich flavored; keeps per- 
fectly soodithretehout)theiwinters sisiiie le orks. ba ane 5 AULOn e250)". 715 

Chicago or Warty Hubbard. (See page 4.) . 
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Boston Marrow. A fall and winter variety, very popular Pkt. Oz. %1b. Lb. 
in the Boston market; of oval form; skin thin; when 
ripe, bright orange; an excellent keeper and of superior © 
SHE) rt EE 5 10. 2a ee 

Early Prolific Marrow. Earlier than the Boston Marrow. 
Very productive, and grows to weigh from seven to 
twenty pounds. Its color is most attractive, a brilliant 
orange red. Quality excellent when mature, and a good 
F432) 0c) i er oe oo en FERRI 5  . FQUenatws 

Latee Russian... 1Gs80t in eigen. beso ae .......Per pound, 15 cents 
TOBACCO SEED. see 

Connecticut Seed Leaf. Best adapted to the climate of the 
Northern states, as it is more hardy and endures the cold 
better than the tender varieties grown south...) 2 -haeee ek = 5elsg0. RO 

BEt. «@z Y Ib. 

One ounce will produce fifteen hundred 

plants. This vegetable is one of the most 

important of all garden products. They 

thrive best in a warm, light rich soil. For 
early plants, sow about the first week in 
March in a hot-bed; or in boxes or pots 
in a warm window. When the plants are 
about two inches high, set out in boxes, 

three inches deep, four inches apart, in 
the same temperature, or pot singly. If 

plants will be still more stocky. Set out 
in the open ground about the first of 
June, four feet apart each way, using a 
shovelful of rotted manure in each hill. 
Keep well sheltered and watered until 
they are established, after which let the 

fruit have plenty of sun. 

New Early Freedom Tomato. (See page 4.) 

Crimson Cushion Tomato. 

Livingston’s Beauty. Color very glossy crimson; grows in 
clusters. of. four ormive fruits; “large and selides paar fon} Sy aes ye 

Livingston’s Favorite. Productive; good flavor; few seeds; | 
flesh solid; smooth and: Handsome)? . 2ci7e ee. LL eke 5 .2e5o 

Livingston’s Perfection. Early, large, smooth and solid, blood- 
red. color... .. «2. shay 4d eee aia cal «ade eles ae te 5 ‘gue eeaees 

Trophy. Very large, solid and of fair quality.........-...... 5 .2igs 200 

Atlantic Prize. This tomato is the result of many years’ care- 
ful selection by one of the most successful tomato-growers of 
New Jersey. It is very early, fruit is of good size, round, 
very solid, and of excellent quality =. +, 7 oes Peet aes be Nea ne ae 

again transplanted before setting out, the * 
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Dwarf Champion. This is an early variety, which forms very PXt 0% % 1b. 

stout strong plants; about two feet high. The branches are 

short, making a bushy plant that stands quite erect without 

stakes. Fruit smooth, medium sized, fairly solid, but has no 

hard core, and is offeoditlivoias,.oigurl 2 pairing... 2... ae ee eh... 75 

Crimson Cushion. For so large a tomato it is very early, very 

smooth, of a bright scarlet crimson. Ripens almost com- 

pletely to the stem end. The flesh is so firm and solid that it 

requires four times the quantity to produce a pound of seed 

that it does of ordinary sorts. Without doubt the most pro- 

lific of any variety yet brought out. A grand tomato for slic- 

in? Dr Cameos ee aan le Dad. crn alyag ad: idspone Daath ; 5 wade Sati etAy 

New Stone. Of a bright scarlet color. Very large and very 

smooth; ripening evenly to the stem without a crack; exceed- 

ingly solid and firm-fleshed (as its name indicates;) is an ex- 

cellent shipper; quality the very best; a good keeper; without 

hard core andsnot suicet torrot.y 1.oreatwaelder ss. 0. fs Me 2575 

TURNIP. 

One ounce for one hundred and fifty feet of 

drill; one to two pounds in drills for an acre. 

Turnips do best in highly enriched, light, 

sandy or gravelly soil; sow the earliest varie- 

ties as soon as the ground can be worked in 

the spring, in drills twelve*to eighteen inches 

apart. For a continuous supply through the 

season, sowings should be made every two 

weeks until the last of July; from which time 

until the middle of August the principal sow- 

ings are made for the fall and winter use. 

Swedish or Ruta Baga turnips are largely 

grown for a farm crop, as well as for the table; 

make sowings from the tenth of June until the - 
Carter’s Imperial Swede first of July, in drills two to three feet apart, 

Ruta Baga. and the plants when well up should be thinned 
to ten inches apart. They are best preserved. in a pit or cellar during the 
winter, and are excellent for the table early in the spring. 

Carter’s Imperial Swede Ruta Baga. A most excellent 
sort for either table use or feeding stock. Flesh yellow, 

Pkt. 2OZ. lbs | yp. 

sce ed. ES BAU G es a Maisie a virlee ae Sa, TO. 15. 250 
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American Purple Top Ruta Baga. P*t 20% %1b. Ib. 
Flesh solid, yellow, sweet and of 
fine flavor. An excellent keeper 
PAR WINTEE 1150). + }.<:07s ee ee 5 Hipk@ <20/.0068 

Skirving’s Purple Top Ruta Baga. 
A very popular variety. Large, 
yellow, firm flesh, sweet anda 
ood “secper a: 2, oe eee 5 1G) ia Ole 

Purple Top Strap Leaf. Best va- 
riety for main crop; equally good 
for spring or fall sowings; white 

Purple Top Strap Leaf Turnip. Besh |. 5)2%, J .s «tee eee 5) s1O: See 

White Egg. Oval, early, handsome and sweet ......... 5.8000 55 ghee 

HERB SEEDS. 

Pkt. Oz. PE Os- 

sweet Marjorum \..vecccnswoes-p aucdessarend=c- Lye Summer, Savety..tecceies css 26s peerage 5. 25 
SI AESE sca cate cutee eesaecreeeee ease aeeenes sonar 5 +20 Balin sescen sew anceenaanenstidelses osc eeate eee 5.25 

VEGETABLE PLANTS. 

CABBAGE PLANTS. Cabbage Plants—For Winter Crop. 
Ready May Ist Ready June 15th 

Bereerer Per Per Per, Pet" en > Per 
25 50 100 =1000 25 50 I00 ©1000 

Early Spring... .ccsseeene aa 75 7.00 All Seasons... ..ccgieecteee 207 5.2518 -G0 .. 5200 

Early Jersey Wakefield .25 .40 .75 7.00 Autumn King occ, sec. -20 )236% 60. 500 

Fottler’s Brunswick...... 2540.75 7-00 Mam. Rock KRed-....:.... 25 5. cde" Fie 

All Seasons /..5.2.2c00e. je2e 40% .75 7.00 Fottler’s Brunswick...... 20 “435% 60 5.a0 

Our Cabbage plants are set out in boxes of 25, 50 and 100, large lots are packed in moss. 

CAULIFLOWER PLANTS. 

Ready [lay Ist 

Hien er sn’ s Biri y ett gt ean lana nen newnns oa nsenah nie nadennanneennenees Per Doz. 20 cts: Per 100, $1.00 

CELERY PLANTS. 

Ready June Ist 
Per 25 Per s5o Per 10o 

Golden. Selk Pilea an ee oe pct bac as (spin o- on dans unnnscneen ei hae ap s'sn ssaien « CURE EERE 25> 040 | NS 

Boston Market. icc Gegepseuretasnasswaepecccns 00+ oceese atisat xen uae cnaa nee tee ane) eee 257 740° \ 35 

Wile Plame \nccsesdcccanunscncerotepsacns cut sCcsccenccscves, cones senenuaeennl meee ees me 145 gS 

Put up in boxes of 25, 50 and 100. Prices on larger lots quoted on application. 

PEPPER PLANTS. 

Ready June Ist 

Large Belboor Bulk Nose ish cispotrs cree ue sos ishienes ocd js bb benenenensomaphenne: eae Per doz., 25 cents 

TOMATO PLANTS. 

Ready May 15th 
Acme Atlantic Prize . Dwarf Champion 
Crimson Cushion Livingston’s Beauty Livingston’s Favorite 

Put up one dozen in a box. Boxes assorted with early and late varieties in same box if so 
desired. Price per box 30 cents. 

RHUBARB ROOTS. 
Victoria, 2 year old roots........0s00. ldvbalien oGe\é duacen ike upexanwanikinwaneceieeaeeaneen nD intetewmne Per doz., $1.50 
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BEDDING PLANTS. 

ASTERS. 

Ready June st 

WIGLOETA A Starter Git spite sce ve thes tents te kevtertdtaitare te helheouln Per Dozme5recnts 

CARNATION PINKS. 

Ready June Ist 

Large Flowering Marguerites. Assorted colors, roc each; $1.00 per dozen 

meooced Cuttings. “iecamedveolore. shea sniaws yd eae be: 25c per dozen 

FUCHSIAS. 

Ready June Ist 

stron Plants. '>6 to ro inches! high. .)..5.).. sg: 6c each; 60c per dozen 

GERANIUMS. 

Ready June Ist 
Each, Doz. 

Extra Choice Mixed Varieties in Bloom. 8 to 12 inches high.... 10 1.00 

Lady Washington. Choice sorts, in Bloom, 8 to 12 inches high.. 25 2.50 

Le NA IN - PANSIES. 

- ae Ready May 1st 

‘cP m' Extra Choice Sorts. 6 in_ basket, 

7” pricesper (baskets cys emp 6 ¥\scu 25 cents 

PETUNIAS—Double. 

Ready Jume Ist 

Strong Plants. 6 to 8 inches high 

4 MS 10c each; $1.00 per doz. 

VEBENAS. 
Ready [lay ist 

Extra Choice Sorts. 6 in basket. Price per basket............... 25 cents 

Bradley’s Concentrated Flower Food. 
For House Plants and Florist’s use. 
This food is composed of all the constituents requisite for perfecting the 

growth of all the flowering plants. 

One pound, ro cents. Three pounds, 25 cents. 
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FLOWER SEEDS. 
NASTURTIUM—Tall. 

Elegant profuse flowering plants for verandas, trellises, etc. The seed pods 
can be gathered while green and tender, for pickling. Hardy annuals. 

Tal Mimed « (Cie Gales ons ee eee deve Fee ee 5c per pkt.; 10c per oz. 

NASTURTIUM—Dwari. 

The dwarf varieties are among our most popular plants, standing any 
amonnt of heat and drought, growing vigorously and flowering freely all sum- 
mer and fall; excellent for massing and ribboning, doing well even in poor 
soil. Hardy annuals, 1 foot. che 

Dwart, Maxed) vrincvewmers....... le eeeeeeeee 5c per pkt.; 10c per oz. 

Very lovely, beautiful, fra- 
grant, free blooming, climb- 
ing plants. Sweet peas are 
grown very extensively by 
florists and gardeners for cut 
flowers, and when placed in 

water will last many days, 
and their sweet perfume de- 
lights many. 

Supported by common pea 
sticks they form admirable 
screens for protecting tender 
plants and excluding unsight- 
ly objeets. They are inval- 

work and covering fences, ete.. 
The: more the flowers are 

cut the more freely they will 
“bloom. 

Per Pkt. Per Oz. 

Black Knight. 
Deep maroon § .10 

Blanche Burpee. 

Blanche Ferry. 
Pink standard; 

white — pétals 5 10 

Blushing Beauty. Soft pink suffused with lilac..............-. 5 9 fe) 

Butterfly. Standards and wings white, faintly suffused with Iaven- 
der. Entire flower edged blue......... F22RI BON o MG gee gO LARS 

Cardinal. Crimson scarlet ........... |, 2092 OF bauog aatges 5 10 

uable for trailing and trellis: 

Large white 5 1G4 

| 

ES FE 
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Captain of the Blues. Purplish mauve blue.................-. ia We 

Carmine Invincible. Brightest crimson... -.. ~~ yee seneg be -.. 5 10 

Chancellor. Bright shade of orange pink.......-......5..405. 5 10 

Countess Cadogan. Reddish mauve, standard wings, VICE nde hs :IO 

Countess of Radnor. Delicate lavender............ a OY aie 5 10 

Delight. White, crested with crimson. ...-..-.....45. TS RRAE ale 5 10 

Duchess of Sutherland. Pearl White, suffused with light pink... 5 10 

Emily Henderson. A distinct and valuable white variety........ 5 10 

Firefly. Very bright and intense crimson-scarlet, of good size 

and form phesse sot -bedl smorme .. Sa Pe ees i ee 5 “LO 

Indigo King. | Very,dark purple and, indigo (poy. ny es 5 AG, 

Imperial Blea ieriaht lines), esti 2h ee een 5 sh, 

Mrs, Dugdale Al beanutiinkdeeparesen) Pt AWK gut fale tee 5 sO 

Mrs: Eckfordy Primrose (yellow 2iive .. 12. ea gy Ae 5 iG, 

Mrs. Sankey. The purest white, the most paeites form, the largest 
sizeyand. a, MOSt PEOLUSE WIG OIEL of pr e'sh 0). Pieter nde Means, Miele 5 sLO 

Pink Friar. Carmine rose, suffused on silvery white.......0.28.. 5 10 

Princes Beartrice. Delicate blush pink, marked with deepershades 5 10 

Purple Prince. Maroon, shaded with bronze purple, wings blue.. 5 .1O 

Primrose. Pale primrose yellow, novel and distinct ..........-. 5 10 

Queen of Enoland wWinite! *Of'large'sizes . .. ad Aer eee 5 10 

Splendor. Coppery crimson suffused with rosy pink. Very rich 5 10 

Choice Mixed. A mixture of over one hundred choice varieties 5 ‘io 

DWARF SWEET PEAS. 

Cupid. Flowers of fine form, full size and delicious fragrance ; . 

DUTE WILE 'S %. 7 tae ermMm Cer Cash cela Ee LUE D ake chat eat ue Oa te 5 ao) 

Pink Cupid or Dwarf Blanche Ferry. The flowers are full size, 
beautiful pink and white. Pants are exceptionally vigorous and 
come quickly into bloom and cover themselves bideldy with 
Adwers ‘till Wate iaithe season. P24 PAIL. er ON OUI one. 5 .10 

(hb b bbb bbb hhh rerry 
R 

ons Our line of Sweet Peas cannot be excelled, the pure 
¢ colors are of the choicest and largest varieties. Our 
ok choice mixture 1s a combination of all the pure colors 

-% catalogued, combined with many others, making a com- 
i bination of over one hundred distinct varieties. 

easiest a 
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GRASS SEEDS. 
At market prices at time order is. 

er’ received. All inquiries for quotations. 

tes » will be promptly answered. 

' X. Timothy or Herd’s Grass. The best 

grass for hay; 45 lbs. to the bushel. 

Red Top. A valuable grass and exten- 

sively cultivated; 10 lbs. to the 

bushel, 
PUI NICPASS 

NETL Wt Yd NEN Fancy Red Top. Clear seed. 

vis ul Ha / AAS\'s ‘Rhode Island “Bent! Veryl ane ae 
nu WY Nae, / , ° grass; 10 lbs, to/the bushel. 

Orchard Grass. Valuable on all dry 

soils, very valuable as a_ pasture 

grass; 14 lbs. to the bushel. 

Fowl Meadow Grass. Grows tall and 

thick, succeeding best on low, moist 

land; 10 lbs. to the bushel. 

_ Kentucky Blue Grass. An excellent 
variety for pasture. Also valuable 

for lawns when mixed with other 

Sa pee grasses; 14 lbs. to the bushel. 

CLOVERS. 
Prices subject to market changes. 

There are no plants so valuable for fertilizers as the clovers. They have 

the faculty for absorbing nitrogen from the air, and also of rendering available 

much of the inert plant foot of the soil. Their long, powerful tap roots pene- 

trate toa great depth, loosen the soil, admit air, and by their decay add 

immensely to the fertility of the soil. The seed may be sown in fall or spring; 

the best results will come from sowing in the spring, and is often sown on the 

late snows of April. 

Medium Red Clover. 
Pea Vine or Mammoth Clover. 
Alsike Clover. 

White Dutch Clover. Valuable for pasture and for lawns. 

Scarlet or Crimson Clover. This variety is fine for soiling cattle; has a 
beautiful blossom, 

Alfalfa or Lucerne Clover. Very productive; requires deep soil. 
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MILLETS. 
Millets should be sown in June and 

_ July, and are annual forage plants of thick 

MG crowth, valuable for green fodder or hay, 
maturing in fifty to seventy-five days from 

the time the seed germinates, producing 

an abundant yield of forage, relished by 

all kinds of stock. They must be cut. 

while in blossom to make good hay. 

Prices subject to market changes. 

Hungarian Grass. Early; grows two to 

three feet high; abundant foliage ; with- 

stands drought and yields well on light 

soils. 

Golden Millet. Requires a dry, light, 

rich soil, and grows two anda half tu 

four ices hich, withwa vine bulk of 

stocks and leaves, and is excellent for 

foraging, 

Dwarf Essex Rape. 
This is very valuable for sheep pasture. 

It can be sown in May, and will be ready for 

pasturing in July or August; or it may 

be sown in June, or even up to the mid- 

VS SN ge! hos 4 
\j 4 ps s Wir pi4y 

' £ ya NS di “4 \ 

gilt AS A eee 
\ Ja re Se i Ae) 

Se pier | 

Hungarian. dle of July, and yet furnish, under reason- 

ably favorably circumstances, a large amount of pasture and fodder. It is very 

suitable for sowing on land that an early crop of potatoes has been taken off. 

In drills, about six pounds to the acre; broadcast, ten pounds to the acre. 

Pound 15c; 8 pounds for $1.00. 

GRAINS. 
Prices subject to market changes. 

Wheat, Spring Rye, Winter Rye, Barley, Oats, Silver Hull Buckwheat, 

Common Buckwheat, Indian Wheat or Rough Hulled Buckwheat. 

All our grains are selected expressly for seed, and are strictly pure and true. 

All inquiries for quotations for grass seeds, grains, etc., will be promptly 

answered, and samples sent by mail when desired. 
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JAPANESE BARNYARD MILLET. 
This wonderful and 

valuable new forage 

plant was introduced 

into this country. by 

Prof. Brooks, of the 

Massachusetts Agricul- 

tural Experiment Sta- 

tion. It has proven an 

enormous yielder in all 

sections of the United 
States; hay and fodder 
of most excellent qual- 
ity on any soil, yielding 
8 to 10 tons per acre 
and growing from 5 to 
7 feet in height. 

Cattle and horses eat 
it greedily. 

The accompanying 
cut is from a_ photo- 
graph of a bunch that 
was raised on our farm 
last season. We found 
it very satisfactory in 
every way. 

Sow in May and June 
broadcast Io: to 15 lbs. ) 
per acre (it stools re- | 
markably), or in drills, 
8 lbs. per arce. 

Price. Per Pound, 20c 

- Per 10: Pounds, $1.50 

English Lawn Fertilizer. 
An Odorless Clemical Fertilizer for Lawns, Flower Beds and Kitchen 

Gardens. 

This is a high-grade chemical fertilizer, especially prepared to promote the | 
vigorous and healthy growth of luxuriant grass, enabling it to withstand | 
rough usage and the protracted heat of summer. | 

Being free from weed seeds, and odorless, it-is. far.superior to unsightly and 
strong smelling stable dressing for use on lawns and tennis courts. 

Ten pound bags for 1p00 squate teen. co. .'---- . -.-\2i, eee $ .50 
‘Twenty-five pound bags for 2500 square feet ...... Den ee 
Fifty pound: bags for 5000 square feet. 2... .... slinds pth 2 a3 OpETHO 
One hundred pound bags. for J-4. ACE... ae ale tipper ee em 2eGOn. 5 ) 
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Lawns and Their Management. 
In the formation of lawns, the ground 

should be thoroughly cleared of root- 

weeds before sowing. It should be dug or 

trenched to an equal depth. To prevent 

an unequal settlement, and, to secure this, 

it should be repeatedly trodden, rolled and 

leveled, until at last a firm and uniform 

surface is obtained. The selection of 

proper grass seed is the next important 

matter. This requires more than ordinary 

attention, that the kinds of grass be 

suited both to the purpose and soil, and 

that the mixture of these grasses be proportioned to suit the end in view. Our 

mixtures are prepared to suit all soils and situations, and, whether used in pas- 

tures or lawns, have invariably produced the best results. It is of great im- 

portance that we should be acquainted with the nature of the land, which 

enables us to furnish mixtures composed of grasses best adapted for the pur- 

pose. It must be remeinbered, however, that much of the fine appearance of 

our lawns depends upon regularity in mowing. If they are left too long in 

spring before the operation is begun, or if allowed to grow strong in summer, 

and, more especially, if not closely mown at the latest period in autumn, they 

become coarse, the stronger grass overgrowing the weaker and the best, the 

smoothness of the surface being destroyed, and ultimately the whole becoming 

patchy and unsightly. All lawns should also be regularly rolled, and, unless 

the subsoil be a porous, alluvial gravel, should also be thoroughly drained at 

their formation. A drain should be carried along at the bottom of each ter- 

race slope, so that they may at all times be comfortable to walk upon. The 

seed may be sown in spring or fall, but, if sown in hot weather, a slight sowing 

of oats, which vegetates quickly among the grass, will serve to protect the 

springing grass. For forming new lawns, four bushels are required per acre, 

or about one quart to each square rod of land, which should be regularly and 

evenly distributed. Sixteen pounds to the bushel. 

Dunning’s Lawn Grass Seeds. 
One Pound Will Sow Four Hundred Square Feet. 

This is a mixture of the different varieties of grass seed, which is best suited 
to this climate for lawns, grass plots, cemetery lots, etc. 

A liberal quantity of seed should always be used to insure the best results. 
Per pound, 25 cents. If sent by mail, add eight cents per pound for postage. 
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Hardy Ornamental Plants, Shrubs 

and Small Fruits. 
ok | 

Sent direct to any P. O. Address, Postpaid. 

es 

These plants are selected with the utmost care and include none but truly desirable sorts 
which we can thoroughly recommend. The sizes of plants furnished by us are in all instances 
-as large as can be advantageously forwarded by mail; when comparing them with those of many 
-other firms they will be found vastly superior. 

We send out all plants during the first mild weather after receipt of the order, unless special 
‘time is mentioned. The climbing vines, flowering shrubs and fruit plants must be sent out 
while in a dormant condition, that is, before they commence to leaf out. Orders for these 
items, therefore, should reach us by the middle of April at the latest. Orders for roses and 
greenhouse plants can be filled up to the first of June. 
We guarantee all plants to be packed so as to reach destination in good condition. We can- 

not, however, be responsible for injury by freezing if the plants are ordered to be sent too early. 
We do not guarantee our plants to live as that depends mostly upon the care and treatment they 
‘receive after reaching destination. 

ROSES. 
Hybrid Perpetual Roses. 

Roses of this class produce the largest and most beautiful flowers and the varieties offered 
below are all thoroughly hardy. Some sorts do not bloom until the second year, but when 
thoroughly established they bloom very freely at the usual season, June and July, and at inter- 

‘vals throughout the balance of the summer and fall. They should invariably be planted in the 
open ground, being adapted for out-door cultivation rather than for house cuiture. They will 
stand a considerable amount of hardship and neglect but improve greatly with good cultivation 
-and rich soil. The quantity and size of blooms will be greatly increased by severe pruning 
-each spring. All rough and scragly wood should be cut away entirely and the other shoots 
should be cut back enough so as to leave only two or three eyes to grow. 

Price of all Roses under this class, 12¢ each; any 3 for 30c; any 6 for 55c; any 12 for $1.00, 
postpaid. 

Alfred Colomb,. Bright carmine-crimson; very large; fine shape; free flowering. 

American Beauty. Rich, rosy crimson; of exquisite form and delicious fragrance; almost 
continuously in flower. 

Anne de Diesbach. Brilliant shell-pink; very large and showy; sweet scented; very double 
and of fine form; of strong growing, vigorous habit. 

Baron de Bonstettin. Rich dark red, passing to a deep, velvety maroon, sometimes almost 
purple; large, sweetly scented, very double and beautiful. 

Caprice. A striped rose, the ground color being a clear, satiny pink, distinctly striped and 
dashed with white and bright carmine. The flowers are large, slightly cup-shaped but full and 
-deep. The buds are especially handsome, being of fine shape and showing the stripe and mark- 
ings to great advantage. 

Coquette de Alps. Pure white, tinged with pink in the center; truly a continuous bloomer, 
as it is scarcely ever without flowers from early summer until cut off by frost in the fall. Flow- 
ers are good size, well formed and sweetly scented. 

Coquette de Blanches. Similar tothe preceding, except that the flowers have a creamy 
tinge, instead of pink, in the center; equally free flowering in habit. 

Gen. Jacqueminot. A grand old rose which everyone knows, at least, by name and reputa- 
‘tion. Rich, crimson-scarlet in color and especially handsome in the bud. Although introduced 
nearly fifty years ago it is still unrivaled in popularity and of great value for garden planting. 

Gen. Washington. Soft, glossy scarlet; flowers large, broad and open in shape but very 
-double; especially desirable on account of the quantities of flowers produced in the fall, when 
many other varieties bloom but shyly. 
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lime. Gabriel Luizet. One of the most beautiful of all Roses. Extra large, elegantly 
formed, very double and full, fragrant; color an exquisite shade of clear, coral rose, suffused 
with lavendar and pearl; once seen will always be remembered ; good bloomer; hardy. 

Magna Charta. A splendid Rose; extra large, full flowers; very double; of fine form and 
sweet; color, clear rosy red, beautifully flushed with violet crimson; a sure and profuse bloomer. 
One of the hardiest and best for general planting. 

Marshall P. Wilder. Flowers are large, semi-globular, full and of good substance; color, 
bright scarlety crimson, richly shaded with maroon; very fragrant. Should be planted more 
generally . a8 its ease of growth, freedom of bloom and fine flowers make it a most desirable rose. 

Hybrid Perpetual Roses—New Varieties. 

Price of all roses under this class, 15c. each; any 3 for 40c., postpaid. 

css Mrs. R. G. Sherman Craw, 
he “inias, ford, (New.) This lovely new 

4S) AY aN 4 | hybrid is one of the few large-flow- 
vy ) Wy i A My ering roses that bloom constantly 

and are perfectly tested for two 
years and not only produces beauti- 
ful flowers but produces them freely 
and all through the summer, when 
large roses are always scarce. 
Color, deep rosy-pink, the outer 
petals tinted with pale flesh, is quite 
anew and unique shade; white at 
base of petals. The flowers are 
large, full and very fragrant of 

perfect, imbricated form and freely 
produced, the plant blooming con- 

: tinually from summer to late 
GQ ‘ee autumn. The petals are prettily 

pe ; cupped and pointed and the silvery 
‘Ala luster on the reverse makes the 

flower shimmer in sunshine. 

Marchioness of Lorne. (New.) 
Large, full, cup-shaped; buds long 
and handsome; rich, shining rose- 
color; shaded with vivid carmine; 
remarkable for its perpetual flower- 
ing. About the best garden rose 
of its color yet introduced; entire- 
ly hardy; a ‘splendid grower, free 

from disease and very fragrant. 

Margaret Dickson, (New.) 
The want of a hardy white rose, 
which should be in all respects sat- 

iy hie isfactory, has long existed. Those 
a that possess entire hardiness and 

Mrs. Crawford. (New.) good vigor of growth were either 
of flat, unattractive form, odorless or bloomed but once ina season. It remained for the Mar- 
garet Dickson to combine with the sterling qualities of entire hardiness, very vigorous growth 
and repeated blooming, all the fragrance, beauty of form and waxiness of texture of the finest 
Tea roses. The flower is of magnificent form and very large. In color it is the most beautiful 
waxy white, a lovely shining w hite with almost the luster of a pearl. The petals are very large, 
well shaped and of great substance but most delicate in texture. They are very prettily curled 
back or reflected, which adds much to the beauty of the flower. The buds are large, globular 

and especially handsome. They are borne close to the leaves which, forming a glossy dark 
green background, set off the flowers to the best possible advantage. The habit of growth is 
extremely vigorous. 

Helen Keller, (New.) In this variety we have all the points necessary to constitute a 
Sterling rose. Itisa magnificent exhibition variety of most per fect form, and from its great 
substance continues a long time in good condition. The color is a brilliant rosy cerise, quite 
different in shape from any other variety and as pleasing as itis difficult to satisfactorily 
describe. The petals are large, shell shaped and very prettily rolled back from the center of the 
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flower. The flowers are large, very full and fragrant. ‘The plant is a vigorous grower and very 
free blooming, being one of the first to expand its handsome blossoms and continuing to flower 
till latein the autumn. It is a most distinct and lovely rose, as may be further assured by the 
fact that it was awarded NINeé FirstT-CLAss CERTIFICATES at the various rose shows and 
exhibitions in England. 

A NEW RACE OF HARDY ROSES 

Hybrids of Rosa Wichuriana 
(OR THE MEMORIAL ROSE.) 

They are hybrids of Rosa Wichuriana—the memorial Rose—and are of the same rapid creep-- 
ing habit of growth. They are valuable for covering the ground, stumps of trees, pillars, posts, 
trellises. rocky slopes, gravelly embankments, growing where other roses could nct possibly 
live. They are absolutely hardy and will survive the severest winters, growing outdoors in any 
climate, soillorexposure. The flowers are borne in the utmost profusion, a two or three-year-old 
plant producing thousands of most exquisite blossoms, which are delightfully fragrant and 
which hold their form a long time after cutting. Be sure to include a collection in your order. 

DOROTHY PERKINS. 

The Newest and Best Hybrid-Memorial Rose. 

The Dorothy Perkins was one of a lot of some 200 hybridised seedlings of Wichuriana and is 

thought to have crossed with Mme. Gabriel Luizet. Inthe important point of hardiness 

nothing more could be desired. The 

flowers are of large size for this class 

of Rose, usually 13 inches across; are 

borne in clusters of from six to ten and 
are very double; the petals are very 
prettily rolled back and crinkled; the 
buds are remarkably pretty, being 
pointed in shape and of just the right 
size for the button-hole. The color is 
a most beautiful clear shell pink and 
holds a long time without fading. In 
vigor and habit of growth the ‘‘Doro- 
thy Perkins” is a true decendant of 
Rosa Wichuriana. Like the latter, its 

natural habit is to trail flat along the 

ground although it is also susceptible 

of being trained over arches or other 

supports. The flowers are very sweetly scented, a characteris- 

tic not possessed by most other roses of this class. Each 2o0c., 

two for 35c., three for 50c., postpaid. 

New Hybrid Wichuriana Roses 

of 1900. 

Gardenia. Strong grower, prduces flowers singly on stems 
one half to one foot long. Flowers in bud bright yellow. Very 
fragrant. 18c. each; two for 30c.; postpaid. ha etek PE” 
Evergreen Gem. Is not only evergreen but grows during a eee | | 

mild weather in winter; grows close to the ground. Flowers ry 
double; produced singly on stems, yellow, buff in bud; when 
open almost white, two to three inches in diameter, perfectly 
double; 18 cts. each; two for 30 cts., postpaid, 

Jersey Beauty. Very vigorous. Flowers produced singly 

and in clusters, large, single, 3 inches in diameter, pale yellow, Dorothy Perkins. 
with clusters of bright yellow stamens; very fragrant. Pro- 

duces in greatest profusion, covering the plant entirely; 18 cts. each; two for 30 cts., postpaid. 

Special Offer. One each of the four New WicuurrIANA Roses (including Dorothy 
Perkins) described above, postpaid by mail tor 60 cts. 
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Standard Varieties. 

Prices. Strong, young plants, any variety named below, 12 cts each; two for 20 cts.; any 
five for 50 cts., postpaid by mail. 

Manda’s Triumph. This isa gem. Produces large clusters (12 to 18 blooms) of double 
pure white flowers, 2 inches in diameter. 

Universal Favorite. Possesses usual vigor of growth. The shoots are covered with dense 
bright green foliage. The double flowers are over 2 inches across, a beautiful rose color, similar 
to BRIDESMAID, deliciously fragrant. : 

South Orange Perfection. A distinct and wonderfully beautiful variety. Produces multi- 
tudes of the most perfectly formed double flowers, about 1% inches in diameter; soft, blush 
pink at the tips, changing to white. Exceedingly choice. 

Pink Roamer. Beyond question a cross between that fine old favorite, SWEETBRIAR and 
WICHURIANA, which it shows strongly in its exquisite fragrance. It is a rampant, luxurious 
grower, producing its single flowers in close heads; the flowers measure 2 inches in diameter. 
The color is bright, rich pink, with the centre almost white, brightened with orange red. 

Wichuriana. Habit of growth is low and trailing, making it-very valuable for covering 
banks, rookeries, etc., quite hardy in most localities; Howers are single and of good size, fre- 

quently measuring 3 inches across, and produced in lovely clusters at the terminus of branches ; 
color, pure shining white; very fragrant and desirable Rose for cemetery planting. 

The New Japanese Rambler Roses. 
These are all Very Hardy, and the Most Charming of all Climbing Roses. 

Crimson Rambler. 

An exceedingly vigorous, rapid grower, making shoots Ito to 20 feet in height in one season. 
When pegged down or grown as a bush it is equally desirable, producing in marvelous pro- 
fusion large trusses of flowers pyramidal in form, and in color a rich glowing crimson. When 
in full bloom it is a vivid crimson mass of beauty. In Japan, its native home, it is known as 
the ‘‘Cherry Rose,” so bright are its flowers. 

Price each 12 cts., 3 for 30c.; postpaid. 

New Hardy Rambler Rose Helene. In many respects itis an improvement over Crimson 
Rambler, of which it is a seedling, being of more robust growth but not as rigid as its parent; 
elegant and graceful in habit. Makes a growth of 10 to 15 feet in a season. Foliage similar to 
Crimson Rambler, but less subject to mildew and insect attacks. For open-ground culture it 
has no superior, being perfectly hardy and a strong, healthy grower. Its flowers are borne in 
large clusters and are produced in amazing profusion. The flower is almost double, and of 
excellent substance, remaining in perfection on the bush for weeks. Color soft violet rose; 
almost blush, base of petals yellowish white, while the anthers and pistils are pure yellow, 
rising boldly from the flower. 
ye rice each 16 cts.; 3 for45c. Postpaid. 

New Pink Rambler. 

Euphrosyne. The Pink Rambler completes the entire range of cardinal colors that can be 
embraced in these beautiful climbing Roses. This rose is as charming as any of its rivals, 
embracing all their good qualities of hardiness, vigorous growth, profuse blooming, of delight- 
ful fragrance. Price each 12 cts.; 3 for 30 cts. Postpaid. 

New White Rambler. 
Thalia. This charming new rose of the Rambler variety is a wonder. It climbs rapidly, is 

entirely hardy, produces immense clusters of pure white roses, perfectly double, of delightful 
fragrance, and of an immaculate white. Price, each, 12 cts.; 3 for 30 cts. Postpaid. 

New Yellow Rambler. 

Aglaia. The Yellow Rambler has been found to successfully withstand, without protection, 
a continued temperature of from zero to two degrees below, which proves it to be far hardier 
than any other yellow climbing rose yet introduced, and we believe that by laying the plants 
down in the winter it can be successfully grown in nearly all the northern parts of the U. S.; in 
fact anywhere that other roses succeed at all well. The flowers are borne in immense clusters, 
after the same manner as the Crimson Rambler. Price, each, 12 cts.; 3 for 30 cts, Postpaid. 

Moss Roses. 

This is a favorite class with every one, on account of the beautiful buds, which, for bouquets 
and cut flowers are invaluable. They require close pruning and high culture, but amply repay 
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careful attention by the increase size and beauty of the flowers. They are all very hardy. 
Price of Moss Roses, each 16 cts. Three (one of each) for 45 cts. Postpaid. 

Blanche Moreau. This fine variety is highly recommended; flowers are produced in clus- 
ters, and are large, fulland sweet; the color is pure white; both flowers and buds have an 
abundance of lovely deep green moss. 

Crimson Globe. A fine deep crimson, the flowers having the handsome globular shape 
characteristic of the H. P. varieties. Buds well mossed, very free flowering, vigorous and hardy. 

Princess Adelaide. One of the bést; extra-large flowers; very double and fragrant; buds 
beautifully mossed; color bright rosy pink. 

Hardy Climbing Roses. 

These varieties are highly valuable for training over arbors, trellises and verandas. They 
grow from Io to 12 feet high, and are entirely hardy. Price, each 12 cts.; 3 for 30 cts. Postpaid. 

Baltimore Belle. Pale blush, variegated carmine, rose and white; very double; flowers in 
beautiful clusters, the whole plant appearing a perfect mass of bloom; one of the best climbing 
roses. . 

Greville or Seven Sisters. Flowers in large clusters; varies in color from white to 
crimson 

Queen of the Prairies. Clear, bright pink, sometimes with a white stripe; large, compact 
and globular, very double and full; blooms in clusters; one of the finest. 

Russell’s Cottage. Dark velvety crimson; very double and full; profuse bloomer. 

Tennessee Belle. A strong, vigorous climber; free bloomer; bright rosy blush; large, full 
and fragrant; one of the best. 

HARDY CLIMBING VINES. 
Honeysuckles. 

For real home vines, to be near you, climbing over your windows and doorways, there is 
nothing prettier than sweet-scented Honeysuckles; the foliage is pretty, neat and clean, the 
flowers are almost continuous, and their fragrance delicious. The varieties described below are 
the very best. Price 12 cts. each; 3 for 30 cts. Postpaid. 

Hall’s Japan. A strong growing, almost evergreen sort with pure white flowers changing 
to yellow. Very fragrant and covered with flowers from July to November. 

Monthly Fragrant. Red and yellow; very fragrant. Blooms all summer; leaves tinged 
with reddish color. ; 

Searlet Trumpet. Bright red trumpet-shaped flowers; bloom very freely the entire season, 
vigorous and rapid growing. 

Clematis. 

There is no more ornamental class of plants than Clematis and the rich show of bloom pro- 

duced by the best varieties is far too magnificent to be fairly portrayed by mere words. The 

flowers are of large size, measuring four to six and sometimes eight inches in diameter. Price, 

each, 15 cts.; 3 for 40 cts., postpaid. as 
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Jackmanni. The flowers are large, intense rich velvety violet-purple and are produced in 
such masses as to form a cloud of bloom. Well known and very popular. 

Madame Baron-Veillard. Of recent introduction and quite like its parent, the popular 
Jackmanni, in habit and make-up, except that its flowers area lively, satiny lavender pink; 
entirely distinct from any ether variety and charming in effect. 

Paniculata. One of the most valuable of all hardy flowering vines, of exceedingly rapid 
growth, soon reaching a height of fifteen or twenty feet; small, pure white flowers, borne in 
great masses of clusters on long stems. Very hardy. 

Ramona. Lavendar blue; flowers very large, often nine inches across. The most beautiful 
variety of its color yet known. 

Wistaria Chinese Purple. 

The Wistaria is particularly valuable for training over buildings, second floor varandas and 
wherever tall-growing climbers are wanted; it is a vigorous. rapid grower and entirely hardy. 
The flowers are borne in long, pendulous clusters of lovely, rich, violet purple; deliciously 
sweet and exceedingly handsome; one of the very best climbing vines for verandas, balconies, 
etc. Price; each, 12\cts. + 3 ior 30. cts.;, postpaid: 

HARDY FLOWERING SHRUBS. 
HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA. 

One of the finest hardy 

shrubs ever introduced 

and in size and magnifi- 

cence of bloom not ex- 

celled by any shrub in 

cultivation. The bush in 

time attains a large size, 

growing in beauty year 

by year. [tis in the full 

glory of bloom from 
' “age 

<h SA aie aed ee % August until the middle 
or last of October. En- 

tirely hardy, very free- 

growing, a profuse 

bloomer and thrives in 

all soils. Price, each, 12 

cts.; 3 for 30 cts., post- 

paid. 

SNOW BALL Viburnum. 

Common Snowball (V opulus sterilis.) A superb old tashioned shrub, popular and much 
admired. Of large size and spreading habit, bearing in June large globular clusters of pure 
white flowers resembling immense snowballs. Each 12 cts.; three for 30 cts., postpaid. 

Japan Snowball (V. Plicatum.) The best of the Viburnums, of purer color and better 
form than the above, and one of the finest of flowering shrubs. Moderate in growth and com- 
pact in form, rich deep green plicated foliage; large, globular flower clusters of the purest 
white produced all over the bush in great abundance. Exceedingly choice ; its fine flowers are 
very beautiful and its handsome plicate foliage makes it a lovely object at alltimes. Each 15 
cts.; three for 40 cts., postpaid. 
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Deutzias. 

Crenata. Height 4 to 6 feet; flowers white, tinged with rose on the outside. Blooms pro- 
fusely in June. 

Crenata, Double. Like the preceding but with double flowers. 

Gracilis. Dwarf, 2 or 3 feet in height. Flowers, pure white, bell-shaped; branches droop- 
ing and loaded with bloom. Hardy for the garden or splendid pot plant for winter blooming. 

Pride of Rochester. Double, fine white flowers; very profuse bloomer. Price, 12 cts.; 
3 for 30 cts., postpaid. ; 

Forsythia Fortuneii 

First shrub to bloom in the spring. Height 8 to 1o feet, with graceful drooping branches- 
The foliage is a deep, glossy green; flowers, bright yellow and borne in profusion. Price, 
I2 cts.; 3 for 30 cts., postpaid. 

Tartarian Honeysuckles. 

Red Tartarian. Well known and popular shrub for the lawn or garden. Blossoms in May 
and June. 

White Tartarian. Like the preceding but with white blossoms. Price, i2 cts.; 2 for 20 
cts., postpaid. 

Spirea (Meadow Sweet.) 
This class of shrubs offers a great variety, both in flowers and foliage, making them of the 

greatest value in acollection. They are all of easy cultivation, rapid growth and will amply 
repay the planter with an abundance of flowers. Price, each, 15 cts.; 3 for 40 cts., postpaid. 

Spirea Aurea (Golden Leaved.) With bright golden yellow foliage, contrasting with the 
deep green of other varieties; small, white flowers. 

Spirea Bumalda. A dwarf growing variety, producing a profusion of beautiful rose-colored 
flowers the entire summer and autumn. 

Spirea Prunifolia. (Bridal Wreath.) Very double; flowers pure white and borne pro- 
fusely, the entire length of branches; perfectly double, like little daisies. 

New Crimson Spirea Anthony Waterer. By all odds the finest of the dwarf Spires and a 
grand acquisition. It outshines all Spires at brilliancy of color—a bright crimson—and is the 
most protuse and persistent bloomer of them all, bearing continuously large, flat clusters of 
lovely bloom throughout the whole of summer and autumn. The plant is of dwarf habit and 
dense growth, comes into bloom very early and when not more than fifteen inches high. 

Blue Spirea (Caryopteris Mastacanthus.) Blue Spirea is a fitting name for this remark- 
able, new hardy plant. It is certain to become popular with flower lovers everywhere, owing to 
the high decorative value of plant and flower. It isa sturdy, upright grower and is extremely 
floriferous, plants from small pots blooming profusely and continuing to do so throughout the 
season until they reach a height and width of three feet. The dense flower-heads are ofa rich 
lavender blue, a rare color among flowers. 

Syringa, Mock Orange (Philadelphus.) 

The Syringa or Mock Orange has been a favorite shrub from time immorial and among the 
many and valuable new ones it still remains a favorite. 

Double White. A variety with partially double very fragrant flowers. 
Garland (Phil. Coronarius.) Flowers pure white and very highly scented; the profusion 

with which they are borne is what gives it the name of Garland Syringa. 
Golden (Phil. Aurea.) With beautiful golden yellow foliage which keeps its color well the 

entire season. Will makea pleasing and striking contrast when planted with other shrubs. 
Price of each variety Syringa 12 cts.; three for 30 cts.; by mail postpaid. 

Weeigelia. 

This is a family of strong vigorous-growing shrubs that can be used to the best of advantage 
either for single lawn specimens or for massing with other varieties. We strongly recommend 
them. 

Candida. Handsome snow-white flowers, borne in great profusion during June and July. 
Handsome light green foliage. 
Floribunda. Dark crimson flowers; very freely produced. 
Rosea. Large rose-colored flowers almost covering the whole plant. 
Variegata. (Variegated Leaved.) Deep green leaves with a broad distinctly defined mar- 

gin of white around each. Flowers not so conspicuous as on the other varieties, but of a beau- 
tiful clear blush. Price of each variety Weigelia 12 cts. :; the 4 for 40 cts. ; by mail postpaid. 

Shrub Orders must reach us not later than April 15 as the plants will commence grow- 
ing soon after that date and then could not be successfully handled. 

— 
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Pe GOLEUS. 
We offer a very fine variety of Coleus and they are delicate colors ; 

very hard to describe the various tints. Each 8 cts.; 4 for 30 cts. 

Postpaid. 

Golden Bedder. Deep golden yellow variety. 

Fire Brand. Dark crimson, shaded garnet; a fine bedder. 

Versehafeltii. This is one of the best for bedding, having a rich 
velvety crimson fotiage. 

Golden Crown. Adeep golden yellow, splotched with bright 
green and very handsome foliage. 

Coleus. 

New Double Golden Be aueMetn Sees 
Rudbeckia. ie Ee : 
GOLDEN GLOW, 

This is one of the grandest hardy yellow flow- 

ering plants ever introduced, particularly valu- & Lie Fe 

able for garden, lawn and park planting; grows Qe eae SA ae ad ES 
six to eight feet high; graceful branching habit, é ; 

and pretty foliage. Blooms during July and 

August the first season, and bears immense 

masses of large, round, golden yellow flowers, 

perfectly double like roses and two or three 

inches across, covering the whole plant with a 

sheet of splendid golden yellow flowers for 
weeks. Itis easy to grow, and sure to bloom, 

and cannot be too highly recommended as one 

of the most showy and handsome ornamental 

plants ever introduced. The flowers are borne 

by hundreds, on long graceful nodding stems, 

just right for cutting. Do not forget to include 

itin your order; it is a plant that will please 

you. Price, each 1octs.; 3 for 25 cts., by mail 

postpaid. 
Se a OE ee Sri 2 

CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS. 

UMBRELLA PLANT, 

This is a plant of the easiest culture and a large specimen is as handsome as a palm for deco- 
ration. It makes a handsome pot plant, or can be used in baskets or vases, making a charming 
effect. It will grow luxuriantly in water, and is therefore indispensable for acquariums or 
fountains. Each 12 cts.; 3 for 30 cts. Postpaid. 

Chrysanthemums. 

Fisher’s Torch. Bright, fiery red, the richest shade in Chrysanthemums; large, fine flower. 
Ivory. Unexcelled for pot culture or cutting; pure white flower of exquisite form and finish. 

J. A. Lager. Reflexed, of great depth. Petals long and twisted, open at the end, of beau- 
tiful pure yellow. 

Major Bonnaffon. Soft, clear yellow; full in the center. eight inches in diameter and 
nearly as deep. In perfect form and finish; habit dark. 

Mme. F. Bergmann. The finest of all the early whites; very large and full, and of the 
purest white, with creamy center; a strong, sturdy habit; fine foliage. The most popular white 
variety with florists for early forcing. 
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Mrs. E. G. Hill. One of the earliest of all large flowering sorts. Flowers very large; color 
delicate pearl pink. 

Mrs. Henry Robinson. In the entire Chrysanthemum family there is no grander white 
variety. 

Niveus. A grand snow white variety; center irregularly incurving with outer petals reflexing 
nearly to the stem. Constitution robust; foliage large and abundant, while the keeping quali- 
ties of the flowers are unsurpassed. Price, each 10 cts. ; 6 for 50 cts., postpaid by mail. 

BRUITS: 
The New White 

Blackberry Iceberg. 

Unsurpassed in flavor, size and pro- 

ductiveness. 

One of the very earliest varieties. 
The berries are borne in splendid, 

large clusters; great yielder. One of 

the finest table berries ever introduced. 

Price, each, 15 cts.; 6 for 70 cts.; 12 

for $1.30, postpaid. 

Rathburn Blackberry 

Fruit very large and handsome with 

very small seeds and no hard core, 

very sweet and high flavor. Plants 

very hardy and great yielders. Price, 

each, 15 cts.; 6 for 90 \cts.> 49 2ee 

$1.30, postpaid. 

Iceberg. 
Currants. 

Orders must reach us by April roth. Price by mail postpaid, 12 cts. each; by express charges 
collect, 60 cts. per doz. 

Black Champion. Very productive, large bunch and berry; excellent quality : strong grower. 
Cherry. Berries sometimes more than half an inch in diameter; bunches short. 

Fay’s Prolific. The leading market variety. Extra large stems and berries; uniform in 
size, easily picked; exceedingly productive. 

La Versailles. Very large, red; bunch long, of great beauty and excellent quality; one of 
the finest and best. 

Nortb Star. The strongest grower among the red varieties; should be given plenty of room 
and ground kept well enriched; bunches average 4 inches in length and are freely produced. 

White Grape. Very large; yellowish white; sweet or very mild acid; excellent quality and 
valuable for the table. Productive. 

Gooseberries. 

Houghton. Fruit small to medium, pale red, of fine flavor. Plants of slender, spreading 
growth and enormously productive; 15 cts. each, postpaid; 60 cts. per dozen by express, charges 
collect. 

Smith’s Improved. Fruit large, pale greenish yellow. Unsurpassed in quality both for 
table use and cooking. Bush of moderate growth and exceedingly productive; 15 cts. each 
postpaid ; 60 cts. per dozen by express, charges collect. 
Downing. An old well known variety. Fruit large and handsome, pale green, of fine qual- 

ity. A strong, vigorous grower, seldom affected by mildew. One of the best both for market 
and home use; 15 cls. each, postpaid; 60 cts. per dozen by express, charges collect. 

Industry. A new variety of foreign origin, which has created a sensation everywhere; pro- 
ductive of exceedingly large fruit of dark red color and delicious quality. Highly recommended 
both in this country and Europe. We have fruited the Industry for years. It is certainly one 
of the largest Gooseberries on the market and one oi the best; 20 cts. each, postpaid; $1.50 
per dozen by express, charges collect. 
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5 Zon 8 
i: La “EVERY WO 

FOR ALL GENERAL FARMING 
are without doubt the best fertilizers in the world for producing the largest possible crops of 

Grass, Grain and Vegetables in the shortest tine. The Bradley Fertilizer Co. manufacture 

fertilizers of all grades and for all crops; and being the largest manufacturers in the world, 
their facilities for furnishing all kinds of fertilizers and agricultural chemicals at the lowest 

prices are absolutely unequalled. 

Their leading brands are 

BRADLEY’S SUPERPHOSPHATE. 
Bradley’s Superphosphate, the pioneer of the fertilizer industry in the United States, has 

been more extensively used than any other brand of fertilizers in the world. 

From its unvarying quality and uniform condition it has gained the name that more plainly 

bespeaks the estimate in which it is held among the farmers than volum?2s of praise—‘‘the Old 

Reliable.” 
As it is a complete fertilizer, rich in available phosphoric acid, ammonia and potash, it can 

be used either with or without barnyard manure. 

BRADLEY’S POTATO MANURE. 
For Growing Smooth, Sound Potatoes of the Best Quality Without Barnyard jManure. 
Bradley’s Potato Manure is in no sense a theoretical or experimental mixture, but is pre- 

pared from formulas which repeated field tests have proven will produce the largest crops of 

smooth, sound potatoes. 

The universal testimony of leading farmers is convincing that it gives the best of satisfaction, 

and ataconsiderable saving in cost over many of the high-priced ‘‘special potato manures” 

whose alleged scientific combination is their principal claim to the farmer’s patronage. 

BRADLEY’S COMPLETE MANURE. 
For Potatoes and Vegetables, Corn and Grain, Top Dressing Grass and Grain, with 

10 per cent. Potash. 
These manures are the richest and most concentrated fertilizers sold, as has been abund- 

antly proven by actual results in the field. They are manufactured from the very best plant- 

food material obtainable, combined in such form and proportions as long practical experience 

has proven will yield the largest crops of the best quality. 

Bradley’s Complete Manures are in the fullest sense ‘‘complete” fertilizers, and the three 

grades furnish complete plant food in the best forms for all crops grown. 

Send to us for finely illustrated pamphlets, describing all of their 

brands, and let us quote you prices on these unequalled fertilizers 

before purchasing elsewhere. 

To [ake Hens Lay, Feed ‘‘Bradley’s Superior [eat [eal.’’ 
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is beyond question the best food ever manufactured for Hens, 
Turkeys and Ducks. [ts continual use by the largest Poultry 
Raisers proves it is unequalled for quickly growing large=sized 
birds of fine flavor, and for producing large yields of superior 
quality eggs. 

Piste BS 
100 lb. bags, Free on, board cars in Bangor... 0-eeee $2.25 

50 lb. bags, fe fC bos 

25 lb. bags, (trial size) o> oy i aaa a ee 75 

For Poultry, Pigeons, Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys and Birds 
IN COARSE AND MIXED SIZES. 

The only Grit containing the elements essential to the good health and egg-producing qual- 

ities of the feathered tribe. 
PRICE: 100 Ib. Bag, $1.00. 
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POULTRY SUPPLIES! 
NOE) R Hed ‘7 Cee RUST'S 

=NS° °C | 

ENS Bowne \ Havens’ Climax 

Es, Gaps Condition Powder 
fh FOR THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF 

=——\ A\I Gapes, Fowl Cholera, Diarrhoea, Indiges- 
| tion, Catarrh, Debility, Liver Dis- 

eases, Rheumatism, Etc. 

ee ~ Ra oy BOUNCE IPAGKAPE., st. nrsepneseeevcasese a see cee ever. 25 cents 

OR ANIM SN, yLTR pa BO MCE DORR ure peteeietatis «sue siacessaeweloay davies 50 cents 
Sure(QRE AUMALS. AND at OLED Te PSO ULNA OR ar ctesteisiania'silvisn onle vleeisiajoialsnIeern Slss'aisui One Dollar 

3 RUST’S EGG PRODUCER, 
THIS PREPARATION SUPPLIES JUST WHAT UST’S ane 

NATURE NEEDS FOR PRODUCING (ork Aine ‘ 

EGGS, ree 
PLUMAGE, 
GROWTH and 

DEVELOPTIENT, 

And in the exact proportion required. 

SP POMTAU Ores os snc ack eucweseetucndvedcsM Vaeeaten dean) eure ser’ 25 cents 

SPE SERNTINSL RCN Oc. a na vn ale as wt eres ae cea nat aalem ee oie eaten g seis eer 50 cents 

Rust Haven’s Roup Pills. These pills act directly on the glands and mucous 

membrane, allaying all tendencies to fever and carrying off all morbid matter 

from the system. Per box of 48 pills, 25 cents. 

Sheridan’s Condition Powder. Price per package, 25 cents. 2 lb. can $1.00 

Bradley’s Superior Meat Meal. See page 44. 

Mica Crystal Grit. See page 44. 

Cracked Poultry Bone. 100 pound bag.......... | OPES el See hee oh Sogn 

Bone Meal for Poultty.and Cattle.-. 100; pound bag... a6, ses cca) oe $2.25 

Gtound Medi Berta MOO WaMeL IAG shied Wok CR a oe bite ok eee $2.50 

Ground (iy Sectremetss, ECO moe 8 a ie ale ole inl eee eo flee bas RES: 

FN PCAN ane MUTCD ata sat loc ee nls 0 ay vie she eet kanes $1.25 
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Dirigo Egg Cases. 
The most popular Egg Case in the market, with 

patent hinge and fastener. 

PRICES, COMPLETE. 

CS MOISZ EDC). done cts <n « See alae semis eee ee a ee $1.35 
BQ GOZOM anna scannsinnsiene omen cheep cebene imesh aaceac <= Tey 
BO GOZEN ...Wecedctenses conc ectue hse ee eee enmeaents Reel cna se 1.10 
DG OZOM ois sn sain’ ie scene Reset een Wigner pic 85 
BAIOZEM A omic\esicedaccnsecee ges Rca pee Aw SOM g's wainjaine hs 65 

FILLINGS. 

ROVGOZEIY...) ack vase serene sk eee eae Penne senos lacisbe 65 
GO ZEN 5c ace on.e seele aisle =e none eee etter aan ss Nate .60 
BP g UO VAS) ene Bingenep ad tas eos eased sacchsouds eee sae eee 50 

The most successful hand or power 

machines on the market for cutting 

green bones. 

No. 6, Post Cutter, weight 98 Ibs., 

price $16.00. 

No. 2, Standard Bone Cutter, weight 

140 lbs., price $18.40. 

No. 8, Double Hand Cutter, weight 

180 lbs., price $22.40. 

No. 10, Small Power Cutter, weight 

174 lbs., price $26.00. 

No. 14, Large Power Cutter, weight 

426 lbs., price $76.80. 

No. 5c. Hand. 
Weight 140 Ibs. Price $18.40 Weight 30 Ibs. Price $6,00 

No. 5 CRANK BONE CUTTER. 

A Grand Good Bone Cutter For a Little Money. 

This cutter is designed expressly for small flocks. It is strong and durable and greatly 

superior to any other bone cutter for the price. Cuts any kind of bone, hard, dry or green. 

PRICE. Lis 

No. 5 C, with Crank, weight 30 Ibs...........sccccees secsesscsecsonsenscasescnecnscccenssnvecs sereensancaoesegas $6.00 

No. 5 B, with Balance Wheel, weight 55 IDS.......cs.seseeseeseeee seeeerseeeeerersesseeeees os; op ana Rea Mente $8.00 
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THE CHICKEN LEVER FEED CUTTER, 
INVALUABLE TO POULTRY 

RAISERS. 

This is a highly efficient machine for 
eChitine clover, hay or other feed into 
extremely short lengths. 

The raising of the lever opens the gate 
and allows the feed to be pushed forward 
while the down pressure holds the feed 
securely under the knives without slip- 
ping, and either a long or short cut can 
be made. It will be found of great con- 
venience by all users. 

Price, = $5.00 

D 

ye
 

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No, 4 

No. 1 for Bantams and small mediterraneans. No. 2 for Mediterraneans. No. 3 for Ameri- 
can females. No. 4 for American males, Asiatic females, small turkeys. No. 5 for Asiatic 
males and turkeys. 
The band is light and neat and will stay on. They are so made that when properly adjusted 

they cannot come off. They are made from polished aluminum and will not tarnish. Those 
who prefer a flat band will find them superior to anything on the market, while the price places. 
them within the reach of everybody. 

Prices: 20c per 12; 35c per 25; 60c per 50; $1.00 per 100 

Lightning Lice Killer. 
A quick, sure and effective exterminator of Lice, whether found on Poultry, Cattle, Horses, 

Swine or Plants. Equally effective for Fleas on Dogs or Ticks on Sheep. 
Will quickly rid the house of Water or Bed Bugs, “Moths, Roaches, etc. 
Makes short work of all kinds of lice wherever they may be found. 
Poultrymen should never be without it and its price places it within the reach of all. 

Price, 20 ounce box, 25 cents 

PSD. 
Sure death to Fleas and Lice on Plants, Dogs, Cats and All animals, as well as on Poultry. 

Price, 15 ounce box, 25 cents 

Lambert’s Death to Licc. 
A disinfective remedy forall kinds of Poultry Vermin, Lice on Horses, Cattle, Swine or 

Plants, Fleas on Dogs, Ticks on Sheep, etc. Perfectly harmless to human and animal life. 

Price, 25 cents 

Opal Nest Eggs. 
ee En Boh 2S. G15 (3 Fal Sy g Mes pian py ile a a) Cn ee 30 cents 

cu 
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The Cyphers Non-lloisture Incubators. 
The Cyphers [Incubators are 

fully guaranteed by the manu- 
facturer as follows: First, to 

require no supplied moisture. 
Second, to be selt-ventilating. 
Third, to be self-regulating 
Fourth, to operate with less oil 
and with less expense than any 
other make of incubator. Fifth, 
to be fire-proof, having the best, 
the safest and most costly built 
heater attached to any incubator. 
Sixth, to be the easiest to oper- 
ate and control, requiring less 
labor and attention than any 
other make of incubator. 
Seventh, to produce larger and 
stronger chicks than any other 
make of incubator on the mar- 
ket. Eighth, also that where it 
is run with any incubator of a 
different make it shall, in three 
or more hatches, bring out a- 
larger percentage of the fertile 
eggs in good, healthy chicks or 
ducklings than does its compet- 
itor. If you are in search of 
the latest patented, most durably 

built and best practical incuba- 

tor, one that will hatch the 

largest number of the strongest and healthiest chicks or ducklings, the Cyphers is that machine. 

Price=List of Cyphers Incubators. 

| 
| 
| 

— 4 eae TR IEE (ie 

No.0, 60 hen eggs, 48 duck eggs, $14.00 ea. No. 2, 220 hen eggs, 190 duck eggs, $29.00 ea. 
No. I, 120 hen eggs, 100 duck eggs, $20.00 ea. No. 3, 360 hen eggs, 290 duck eggs, $37.00 ea. 

The Unequalled 

Cyphers 
Three-Apartment 

Brooder. — 
Next to its incubator, 

the Cyphers Company es- 

pecially prides itselfon the 

Three - Apartment Out- 
door Brooder it manufac- 
tures. They unhesitating- 
ly guarantee this to be the 
best brooding devise on the 
market for either indoor 
or outdoor use, regardless 
of price, and it will be 
noted that all of the Cy- 
phers Brooders (the com- 
pany manufacturers one 
grade only, but four sizes) 
are sold at reasonable 

Cyphers Outdoor Brooder (front view). Style A. prices. 

Price-List of Cyphers Indoor and Outdoor Brooders. 

Spyae (O, PNGOOT. «cpa <.tve0cs.ssaeseeuraee $8 00 each. Style B, Inder .....,..1.25>-yeyueteeee $10.00 each. 
sotyle’O, Outdoor.......... as ania ee $9.00 each. Style A, Outdoor(see illustration) $12.00 each. 

Send for descriptive circular giving full description of the Cyphers Incubators and Brooders. 
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The Townsend Horse Lawn Mower. 
This mower has triple 

ratchet. Can change 

the height of cut in- 

Stanly veaane driver 

has perfect control of 

the blades it can ‘be 

thrown out of gear 

without stopping the 

NOrse: 

Prices. 

30 INCH wise. $60.00 

Pomme werisaasaree $70.00 

Send for descriptive 

circular. 

**Victory’’ Lawn Mower. 
This machine has Ball Bearings of the very 

highest grade, which reduce the friction aston- 

ishingly and render it possible to use much 

wider machines than heretofore. 

Triple gear entirely enclosed, so that no dirt 

orcut grass can find its way into the pinions 

and clog them. 

The adjustments are the simplest, most per- 

fect and most positive. 

These mowers are high speeded and have a 

four bladed reel, which leaves the lawn with a 

very smooth and velvety surface. a 2: 

Width of Cut. Manuf’r’s Price. R.B:D.&Co.’s Price. 
. . ) 

Eq) UGG Ao nkoe alos da Facer MOP MENG MOVIES Ides, Be ashacwsane sneer $20.00 $8.00 

16h WNC Sas ate es din aoe een 10 inch wheel.......... Foe «thst tales a $22.00 $9.00 

TS FCHER a aoe at canou eee ro inch wheél:c.2....... See he $24.00 10.00 

The ‘‘Thomas’’? Lawn Mower. 
Its admitted superior points over 

all lawn mowers: 

ist—Lightest Draft 
2d—Cuts highest grass 

3d—Simplest and strongest 
4th—Best Looking 

5th—Greatest range of work 
6th—Adjustibility 

Width of Cut. Manuf’r’s Price. R. B. D. & Co.’s Price 

TAVINICHES. ..../-acaaplge ao $5.00 

1G INCHES). ii Jn000 POO $6.00 

LORIDCHES » 33.0 sssneepZl<OO $7.00 
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THE STERLING LAWN MOWER. 
\N Medium Priced But Good. 

This mower is made with an open reel, 

with three knives, 7} inch wheels. 

The draft is very light and runs readily 

and easily with a boy or man pushing it. 

It is made of the finest material, has 

fine workmanship on it, nicely finished 

and is a thoroughly good Mower. 

Width of Cut. Manuft’s R.B. D. & Co.’s 
Pree: Price. 

LA INGRES Sscno tee $17.00 $3.75 

16 inches:s. 224-4 19.00 4-25 

18 INCHES. ace 21.00 4-75 

The °° Bangor’’ Lawn Mower. 
This Mower is made with an open reel, with three 

knives and 8 1-4 inch traction wheels. 

We guarantee that this mower will do perfect work. 

It is made of good material and its workmanship, 

finish, construction, adjustment, everything about the 

Mower, in fact, is of first quality. 

The best Mower ever put on the market for the 

same money. 

Width of Cut. Price. Width of Cut. Price. 

ieinehes-..2.5.-. tue p 206 BOMEMCNES: cc. -scoaes $3.50 

PARES 2 cock cxdeowses aoe © BS MENES .-<cseoc0cceoen 375 

Superior Steel 

Tiand-Power Roller. 
Wet soil and grass clippings will not stick to steel 

as they will to cast iron. Smooth surface and close 

joints only will perfect Lawn, Walk or Tennis Court. 

The sections are made of smooth rolled steel. 

The axles are of polished machinery steel and the 

journal boxes are of lathe bored and babbited to reduce 

friction. 

The handle stands erect automatically. The rims 

are cushioned to prevent breakage and deaden the 

disagreeable noise common to ordinary Rollers when 

in use. 

Sections : i 
Each. ~~ 2Eaek Diameter. Weight. Price. 

No. Cnctss 2 20inches 20inches 275 lbs. $13.00 

Nes Doo 2 24 inches 20inches 300 Ibs. $15.00 

4 
| 
| 
j 
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Stands 15 inches from the ground. 

feet, according to the pressure. 

Price; Srass, $1.25. 

See i i ———S 

Throws a beautiful spray from 10 to 25 

Price, Nickled, $1.50. 

This Reelis the strongest, most durable 

and the best cheap reel made. Carries 50 feet 

of inch hose. Is made of hardwood, bolted 

together and varnished. 

Price, $1.00. 

= SS 
SS NY - S=—- <a 
NN | SS 

, a 

This Reel will carry 100 feet of ¢ inch hose. 

It is made of white ash. Nicely painted ver- 

million red and varnished. Very strong and 

durable. 

Price, $2.00. 
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fa Garden and Lawn Flose. 
Kaa 

——— ZA} 

We carry a full line of garden hose 

3-4 and 1-2 inch, both in Rubber 

and Cotton, suitable for ordinary or 

heavy pressure. All of our hose is 

warranted and is sure to give satis- 

faction. 

Prices furnished on application. 

Hudson’s Hose Menders. 
This device is put up in boxes and is especially adapted 

for family use. It is made in two sizes, for 1-2 inch and 

3-4 inch hose. Each box contains I pair 

—_ pliers, 6 tubes and 2a bands. The pliers 

4% are made of refined iron, nicely japanned. 

“ar The tubes are of sheet brass and the bands 
Zare of best malleable brass wire. 

x I-2 or 3-4 inch, 75 cents. 

Fairy Flose Nozzle. 
The best form of combination Hose 

Nozzle, throwing either a straight stream 

or Spray. 

Price, Brass, 75 cents. Price, Nickled. 85 cents. 

Water Sprinklers. 
Made of heavy galvanized iron, will not 

rust and wear out as the cheap tin sprink- 
lers do. These sprinklers have movable 
heads which screw on; there is no joint in 
the tube and no leaking. Heads easily 
removed to cleanse the holes. : 

PRICES 

4 quart 40¢ $ quart 60¢ 

5 quart 45¢ 10 quart 70¢ 

6 quart Soc 12 quart soc 

16 quart 90¢ 
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STAN DARD TREE PRUNER. 
It does not crush the wood like the thick bladed shears. 

It is the lightest devise made for the purpose. 

It will cut larger wood than any other device that is 

practical to handle. 

It will clip the slightest twig on the extreme end of the 

limb. 

It will reach higher than any other. 

PRICE LIST. 

8 feet, $1.00 10 feet, $1.00 12 feet, $1.16 

Rockdale Pruners. 
For cutting large branches; very strong and 

of finest quality. 

AXES. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

DATION BROS. 
HAND HAMMERED WARRANTED AXES. 

MADE IN DAMASCUS, MAINE. 

PO ES 
DP RMMETEC Clee ai < os asived ion eMupee eee Miele ta nese sou A onwlivvebesiensban sy oss $1.00 each 
RR UL ETS 2 c5,.)o8 «+ a suse sna ce dues mtsidtnaniaNemieuaadaedsided van doathnewsienie $1.00 each 
REMC ABE LETS 1 on «' since: dd pion nent ce aap yas aMetettye He Soot ns ach v0 a cowie de eaiooueaoine $2.00 each 

STRAPPED EYE BUSH HOOKS 
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Slide Table 
Steel Frame | 

Wood Saw. | 
This saw has the balance wheel 

below the table, so as to admit of 

Pole Sawing, It is built of heavy 

steel and iron, is strong and dur- 
able anda great favorite with all — 

who use it. 

5 
} 
' 
{ 

Being made of steel it is lighter 
than a wood frame, which makes 

it much easier to handle. 

Write for prices. 

New Style Pole Saw--- 

Wood Frame. 
It has a heavy balance wheel 

underneath the frame and out 
of the way of the operator, 
making it possible to handle 
long poles about as rapidly and 
conveniently as cord wood. 

The frame is strongly con- 
structed of carefully selected and 
well seasoned timbers and is 
immeasurably superior in this 
respect to the shoddy imitations 
with which the market is flooded 

[Its construction is simple, 
making it easy and safe to oper- 
ate, no gears to break, no com- 
plications to get out of order. 

Write for prices. 

Wood Saws. 
Wide or narrow Blades. 

Prices from 50 to 75 cents. 

All of our best saws fully warranted. 
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The 

Lightning 

Hay 

Knife. 

Solid Steel. Price $1.00 

ENGLISH CONCAVE 

GRASS HOOKS 
The Best Grass Hook Made. 

PAGES terete eee th eee seasiyss spans sn dan taria 50 cents 

os Concave. — he yy Common Grass HoOoKkS.........s0eseeese serene 25 cents 

Clough’ & Adjustable Sieve. 
In offering this adjustable Sieve to farmers and 

others, we know that they will find it useful and 

valuable for separating foul seed from grain, and 

sifting out the small grains, thereby getting the most 

vigorous kernels for seed; also for cleaning and sort- 

ing peas, beans, etc. 

PRICE $3.75 

Post’s Improved Eureka Sap Spout. 
With Patent Air Trap. 

This is the only Sap Spout that is made on strictly scientific principles. They are the most 

simple, durable and economical. They apply to the tap hole in the tree firmly and without 

leakage or breakage and obstruct no pores of timber. 

PYICe, PET, DU Giree ge Me en Neen eas ao sae jae, waidsercontinail edn Webuseicuy. sis ane CEPT nico) 

Pricesper Niwmare eae wien es ee coe edie y eies oe wn sete se cdesccicestanesenssaee ST.25 

e 

Ruddy Harvester Oil. 
A perfect lubricant for all kinds of Farm Machinery, Threshing Machines, Wind Mills, etc. 

Price; per quartean nice. baa. 30 cents. inricesper Palouse... 75 cents. 
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AGENCY FOR THE 

LLWOOD woven FIELD FENCE, 
POULTRY AND RABBIT FENCE, LAWN FENCE AND CRIB FENCE. 

68 INCH. 

AVAVAVAVAYA’ | VAY 
RVAVAVAVAVAVAVAY, J: AVA' 

noe OOO 6 INCH. A\ AAK } : 

na —— eee “Kt 
ae a A 

Absolute efficiency at least expense. _ spunea. 

A practical fence that will 

positively turn cattle, 3, io 
horses, hogs and 
pigs. A fence . 

that is strong, 

practically ever- 
lasting, proven 

thoroughly effi- 

cient under 

every possible 

condition. EVERY ROD OF ELLWOOD FENCE 1S GUARANTEED. 
If you want your fencing problems satisfactorily solved, call and see the 

ELLWOOD FENCE and let us show you for how little money you 
can get absolute satisfaction. 

SCYTHE STONES. 

42 INCH. 

Pucwoopeion FENCE pm ae | 

GREEN MOUNTAIN 

: Whet<'>Stone 3 
_____ PIKE M'F'G.CG. 

A round oval shaped stone of very sharp grit. Price 5 cents. 

Bluish gray in color, fine sharp grit. Round ovalin shape. Price 10 cents. 

ie 5 
3 Flat, square finish, 15 inches wide by 3 inches thick. Fine sharp grit. Price 10 cents. 

= WARRANTED. Les PLEASE... -|_=0V-S__|- 

Flat octagon in shape; fine gritted and very sharp and fast cutting. Price ro cents. 
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SECTIONS. 
We carry a full line of sections for all the leading mowers. 

In ordering be sure and mention size of section wanted. 

Price.—Sections, any kind 5 cents each; per box of 

25 $1.00; rivets included. 

Knife Heads 

for all the leading mowers. 

Guard Fingers 

for all the leading mowers. 

Is the handiest and best tool for sharpening MOWER KNIVES. With it the sections can 
be ground back to the angle and the knife sharpened in the field. It is to the Mower Knife 
what the whetstone is to the scythe. No water required. Will not glaze. Saves its cost in 
one day’s use. 

Price $1.00. Extra Stones, 4o Cents. 

Iron Frame Iron Frame Wrought Iron Steel Gr 1 Iron Sheave Pulley. Maple Sheave Pulley. Floor Hook. RD aes 

Price 25c Price 25c Price 15c Price 50c 

Pure Manilla Rope for Horse Forks at Lowest Market Prices 
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Double Harpoon. 

Horse Pitchfork. 

Price $1.25 

We have extra large Double 

Harpoon Forks for handling 
Single Harpoon 

straw or light hay, if desir - Walk 5 y; ed. Horse Pitchfork, Walker Single Harsacse Here 

MROES : Pattern, Pitchfork, Nellis Pattern, 
es Price $1.50 Price $2.50 

Grapple Horse Pitchfork. 
These forks are made from the best quality of 

spring steel and highly finished. 

They never fail to give satisfaction. 

Price ef Hour; Vine... coe - . DS:5O 

Price Tones fine. Sy ee . $6.00 

Mounted With 
Specially Selected Stone. 

This frame is made of seasoned hardwood. The legs 

are securely gained into the side pieces and the ends are in 

one piece. Two bolts at each end pass through the entire 

frame from side to side. The ends of the side bars are neat- 

ly turned to serve as handles. 

The “SAMSON” being strongly braced and bolted 
stands absolutely solid. It is one of the strongest and most 

showy frames made. ‘ 

No. 1. Stone from 24 to 25 inches in diameter $3.75 

No. 2. Stone from 21 to 22 inches in diameter $3.50 

When not otherwise ordered, we ship Mounted Grindstones 

knocked down. If desired set up, it should be so specified. 
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Ney’s Swivel Reversible Wood Track 
HAY CARRIER. 

For 4x4 Wood Track. 

This carrier is made entirely of malleable 

iron. All wheels revolve on turned iron bush- 

ings. Most simple lock ever devised; contains 

no springs, lugs or pins to break or wear out. 

Will not pass the trip block while in operation, 

The most convenient Reversible Carrier on the 

market. 

Price, $4.00 

/ 

ee 

| Rafter Bracket for Wood Track. Rafter Hanger For Wood Track. 
75 cents per Dozen. $1.00 Per Dozen. 

Ney’s Swivel Reversible Steel Track 
HAY CARRIER. 

This carrier possesses advantages as a reversible 

carrier that cannot be found in any other machine. 4 

It will not pass the Bumper or Trip-Block while in 

operation, has the most simple lock of any carrier 

yet produced. The lock is positive and the load is 

held sure and cannot fail to work perfectly. 

Price of Garnier. capper tte $4.50 

Price Of sicch, i taekgeg itl.) 2.12 

Track comes 6, 8 and 12 feet lengths. 

Rafter Brackets for steel track, 75 cents per dozen. 
Rafter Hangers for steel track, $1.00 per dozen. 
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The Worcester Buckeye Mower. 
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NEW CHAIN GEAR MOWER. 

The Lightest Draft Mower Ever Put in Grass. 
Send For Descriptive Catalogue and Price List. We carry a complete fine of 

Repairs for the Buckeye Mower. 
+ 

>. » 

ifs Bullard’s Improved Hay Tedder. Lhe " 
The Bullard Improved Hay Tedder having been sub 

mitted to the severest test of field work, is admitted to < 

be the only one yet offered to the public that will \ 
L@ 

—— 1) 

a 

r) 
<4 

thoroughly spread long, heavy grass, taking it up from @& 

Nez Ml hh 

S— 

i i i 

the bottom, tossing it gently into the air, and leaving 

it light upon the grouud for free access of sun and air. 

Price on Application. 

It is made from right prin- 

ciples; simple, strong, dur- 

, able and reliable. Will rake 

: V lathe roughest places as well 

= ww as smooth ground. 

AUIS | It is SO easily managed that 

Qy a boy can run it as wellasa 

man. 

Price on Application. 
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NEW YORK CHAMPION HORSE RAKE. 
The New York Champion Rake | 
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Has Many Imitators, But 

No Equals. 

Why It Takes the Lead. 

It has our patent tooth to prevent 
scratching. 

It has no springs to get out of order 
It produces no jaron the thills 

when dumping. 
It is so easily managed that a boy 

who can drive a horse can 
well as a strong man. 

Every rake warranted. Write for 
prices. 

a Vca Nan) tan) ad Pe Sad 

use it as 

The KEMP MANURE SPREADER 
1 

i 
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The Kemp Manure Spreader will evenly and thoroughly spread all kinds of manure found 
upon the farm, from the roughest and toughest down to the finest, including ashes in all condi- 
tions, wet or dry, and the time required to spread a load is from one and a half to two minutes, 
without manual labor. It can be regulated to spread different quantities of manure to the acre. 

Send for Descriptive Circular and Price List. 

The “King of the Cornfield.” 
Corn Planter and Fertilizer 

Distributor, 

Superior to all for Planting Field Ensilage and Fodder 

Corn, Broom Corn, Beans, Peas, Beets and 

Other Seeds of Like Size. 

This Planter is perfectly adapted to every requirement; durable and simple in construction; 
not liable to get out of order, in consequence of its having no gears, chains or other complicated 
parts to break or wear out. Anyone can at once understand and manage it. An important 
feature in this planter is that none of the working parts, except the Drive Wheel, are in motion 

only at the instant the seed and fertilizer is dropped in the hill, then it remains still until the 
next hill is reached. Corn planted by this machine germinates much quicker and comes up 
much more uniformly than if planted by hand. 

Circulars and Price List mailed on application. 
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RACINE BROADCAST SEEDER. 
It will sow perfectly any 

quantity to the acre of all 

kinds of grain, Wheat, Oats, 

Barley, Rye, Buckwheat, etc., 

or Grass Seeds, Clover, Mil- 

let, Timothy, Hungarian, etc. 

It will also sow Flax Seed, 

Hemp Seed, Peas, Corn and 

_ Fertilizers, in fact, anything 

which requires broadcasting, 

ina most satisfactory man- 

ner. Itis the latest Wagon 

End Seeder on the market and superior to all others. It is heavier and 

stronger than any other seeder in use. 

Price $9.00. 

(<$7Send for descriptive circular. 

Pierce’s Improved Cahoon’s Patent Broadcast 

SEED SOWER. 
For sowing Wheat, Barley, Oats, Buckwheat, 

Rye, Grass Seed, etc. Sows from four to eight 

acres per hour, at a common walking gait, 

throwing out wheat about forty feet wide. 

A person entirely unused to sowing by hand 

can use this machine with perfect success. 

Price $3.50 

a 

a 4¢ 

ee 
Hand Zorn Planter. 
Plants as fast asa person can walk. 

Simple and well made. 

Price $2.50 
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Garden Trowels. 
Stained wood handle, steel blade, 

Price, 10 cents 

Japanned wood handle, steel blade, 
Riveted. Price, 15 cents 

Transplanting Fork. 
Japanned wood handle, malleable tines, 

Price 10 cents. 

Excelsior Hand eis. 
Japanned wood handle, malleable tines. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Noyes’ Hand Weeder. 
Steel blade. Price, 25 cents. 

This weeder is well made, strong and durable. 

It has asetof runners, not shown in cut, which 

regulate the depth of cultivation. When the weed- 

er is used on soft ground, and shallow cultivation 

is desired, the runners may be set so as to cultivate 

at the depth desired. They are also very useful in 

transporting the weeder to and from the field and 

from one field to another. 

Wetec PRICE $8.00. 

The “Keystone” 
Weeder. 

Can be expanded to 7} feet and narrowed 

to 30 inches. 

Narrowed to 30 inches. Expanded to 7 1=2 feet. 

| The ‘‘KEYSTONE?” is the only Weeder that is adjustable to any depth and width. 

It can be used as a shallow cultivator—working close to the plants between the rows until 
the crops mature—long after other weeders are laid aside. 

It has no shafts that will hinder working close to the fence. 

IT WILL NOT CLOG—The long, curved, spring teeth are so placed and shaped that 
clogging is impossible. 

It is V shaped, which not only makes it a stronger tool than the straight framed weeders. 
but adapts itself much better to uneven surface. 

Price $9.00. 
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Fuller’s Unique Wheel Hoe Ao. 2. 
. ; For closely planted crops, as beets, carrots, 

onions, etc., this hoe is without an equal and 
can be used the entire season. Having only one 
wheel it runs between the rows without bruising 
the tops; and having no frame work it does not 
tear the growing plants on either side. The 
great feature of this hoe above all others is that 
it can be easily and quickly adjusted to any 
height or pitch desired by means of thumb nuts. 
The entire hoe weighs less than ten pounds and 
yet is a most practical tool. 

Price $2.50 

Fuller’s Unique Wheel Hoe Do. 1. 
For cutting over yards or avenues, walks and 

driveways in cemeteries and parks Fuller’s Unique 

Wheel Hoe No. 1 stands far ahead of all other tools. 

It is light, strong and durable and does most satis- 
factory work where other hoes have failed. The steel 
blades are exceptionally hard and heavy so as to give 
little wear and great resistance. Being easily adjusted 
to any height or pitch the long, tedious work of the 

- hand hoe is superseded by ease and facility. 

Price.S2.50 

Fuller’s Daisy Scuffle Hoe No. 4. 
This scuffle hoe is far in advance of the common scuffle 

hoes on the market, in that it cuts both ways having both 

edges of the knife sharpened and the start pitched so that it 

cuts equally with a draw motion toward the operator as with 

a push from the one using the tool. The handles are of ash 

six feet long. Those who have used it like it very much for 

hoeing oversmall yards and short walks, for hoeing between 

rows of closely planted crops, where a quick stirring of the ~ 

top soil is desired. It can be used wherever a scuffle hoe is 

commonly used, with much better results. 

Price 60 cents. 

Fuller’s Daisy Scuffle Hoe No. 5. 
No. 5 is a short handled scuffle hoe of very light, narrow steel for 

hoeing and thinning celery, lettuce and a!l similar crops. The handle 

is four feet long and the steel is of good quality and bent as seen in 

the accompanying cut, so that there will be no clogging. It can be 

used in various ways, so that the entire weeding can be accomplished 

easier and much quicker than by ordinary methods. 

PRICE 

6B imch BlIaGe sis..:0. fe ee 40 cents 

S inch Blade se... ....cccicccesiaee es Ce Bee 50 cents 
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Matthews’ Garden 

GEM DRILL 

This has been perfected to meet the demand for a low price drill. It has 

all the essential qualities of the larger and more expensive drills, the Seed 

Dial and Indicator being made from exactly the same patterns. 

Price $5.50 

Matthews’ New 

Universal Garden Drill. 
The Standard Drill of America. 

Price $7.00 

NONE BETTER CAN BE PRODUCED. Medals and testimonials con- 

firming its superiority over all other Drills have. been repeatedly bestowed 

upon it from all quarters, and as it has been improved from time to time it is 

now everywhere acknowledged to be THE MOST PERFECT DRILL MADE. 

It has been many years in use and its still increasing sale is the best evidence 

of its merits. Send for Descriptive Circular. 
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Matthews’ Hew Universal Model Combination Drill. 

Double wheel, with Hoe ‘4 N : 

Cultivator and Plow and Rake a 

Attachments. 

This is the same machine as described on page 65 with cultivating attachments. — It can be 

used either as a Double Wheel machine and change can be readily made. We do not particu- 

larly recommend a two-wheel seed sower, as the nicer work may be accomplished by a one- 

wheel machine. The two wheels are desirable, however, when used as a cultivator or wheel hoe, 

as in this way the rows of young plants may be straddled and the cultivating done on both sides 

of the rows at one passing. Price $9.00 

New Universal Double Wheel Hoe, Cultivator, Plow and Rake. 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR WORKING BOTH SIDES OF THE ROW AT ONE PASSING, 

This new hand implement embraces all the 

good points of older efforts in the same line, 

and in addition offers new features which can 

not fail of appreciation. The special recom- 

mendation is the ADJUSTABLE ARCH, by which 

not only the depth of work can be gauged but 

which, by an ingenious devise, enables the teeth 

to be pitched at any angle desired. 

It can be pushed straight ahead but better 
results are obtained by using it same as a scuffle 
hoe with successive strokes of length to.suit the , 
nature of soil and crop. 

It can be used either astride of or between 
rows. 

It is so symmetrically constructed that in 
passing astride rows of large plants the foliage 
once raised by the vine guards meets no obstruc- 
tion between the wheel arms and the arch and 
is, therefore, dropped by the implement without 
unnecessary damage and without delaying the 
operator. 

There are nine adjustments of depth. The 
attachments are: 1 pair Hoes, 4 Cultivator 
Teeth, 1 pair Plows, 1 pair Rakes and 1 pair 
Vine or Leaf Guards. Price $5.75 

Price with hoeing blades only $3.75. 



Syracuse Steel Frame Cultivator. 
Standards Separable and Adjustable. 

meS | Side Shifting Handles. 
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A good Cultivator ata Low Price. 

po No. 81.—Five 3-inch Points and wheel, (see cut), $3 50 
~ Tar on sis igh : 

fad = AN S No. 83.—Same as No. 81 with Wing Points and 

This is the Best Lever Cultivator Ever Put 

on the Market for the Money. 

Made with stiff heavy steel frame, steel wheel strap, 

strong, durable and steady running. 

No. 121.—Expanding lever, five 3-inch Points....$4.25 —- 
<— 7 

No. 123-—Expanding lever, five 3-inch Points, Ad toy 

Wing Points and Shovel Points,(see cut), $4.50 Q_ 

Steel Frame Lever Cultivator With 

rlifler Attachment. 
Unsurpassed for all hilling purposes. By reversing 

the Sweeps and fastening Center Standard to the rear 

end of the Bar, it is changed into an excellent Coverer. 

No. 124.—Expanding lever, five 3-inch Points, 

Hiller Sweeps Ang A wheels asaveictek ¢ faccstyben'e is we 

Especially adapted to pulverize the soil and leave it 

smooth and level. The teeth are reversible and the 

pitch can be quickly changed forward or back by sim- 

ply loosening one bolt at each tooth. 

No. 114.—Expanding lever, fourteen Spike Teeth 

RAR Cs spe caslg vaowsaaeneappapisecssaces.eot $5.00 
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Syracuse ‘Steel Frame Cultivator, 
With Hiller Sweeps and Expanding Lever. 

This cultivator is made with an extra long and extra 

heavy frame, and isa style largely used throughout 

this section. This cultivator is especially adapted to 

a great variety of work. 

No. 101.— With expanding, lever...-.....:4.-.asssaeeeee $6.50 

No. 76.—Without expanding lever............... .. $6.00 

Hussev’s “Dew Model Centennial’ 

Lever Cultivator. 
OUR NEW 

LEVER EXPANDER 
Ic simple, strong and easy to operate. Has no ‘‘Dead 

Centres,” and no Loose Joints. Adds stiffness to the 

entire frame. 

PRICE. With lOVel <p 2. raves tees tee cas ies 23 eee eee $7-00 

Price, without lever...... <2aaee ee2n. dos Se ee $6.30 

Spring | Cootl Steel Frame Cultivator. 
This series of Cultivators is especially adapted 

for use in stony ground. The frames are steel, 

strong and well put together throughout. The 

castings are malleable. The teeth are fine oil tem- 

pered springs and are alike and interchangeable; 

they are also adjustable for angle and depth. 

Price $5.00 

Syracuse Contractors’ Plow. 
Steel truss beam. Steel Moldboard and Landside. 

Separate shin piece. Heavy overlaid wrought steel 
point. Adjustable shoe in place of wheel. Loop 
handle wear irons. Very strongly built. Slight turn- 
ing capacily. Suitable for severe grading purposes in 
shale or hard pan. 

No. 99. Four to eight horse. Weight with shoe, 265 lbs. Send for prices. 
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Syracuse Reversible Sulky Plow. 
Does perfect work on Hillside or Level land. 

No ridges or dead furrows. Light and strong. 

Simple and practical. 

Tia 1. perfect Combination Plows on _ separate 

Steel Beams, operated by separate levers. 

A power lift of simple design and easily handled, 

enabling any boy competent to handle horses, cap- 

able of running the plow. 

Steel wheels running on steel axle. 

With each Sulky is furnished Neck Yoke and Two-Horse Whiffletrees, Wrench and Oil Can. 

Descriptive catalogue and price mailed on application. 

Syracuse Steel Beam 

Steel Plows. 
Plows furnished with either Jointer or Coulter. 

No. 32. Light. Two horse. 
No. 31. Medium. . Two horse. 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 

Syracuse Steel Beam Steel Plow. 
NEW SERIES, 

Plows furnished with either Jointer or Coulter. 

No. 443. Medium. ‘Two horse. 
No. 4503g. Three horse. 
No. 450. Four horse. 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 

Syracuse Steel Truss Beam 

Swivel Plows. 
This is avery light steel beam swivel plow. Side 

shifting handles. Fitted with either Automatic Jointer 

or Automatic Coulter. = 

No. 812. Light. Two horse. No. 811. Medium. Two horse. 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 

THE DIAMOMD SERIES 
SWIVEL PLOW. 

A very light weight plow, of good capacity. Easily 

handled and do good work. Made in three sizes. 

Send for description and prices. 

SYRACUSE IRON BEAM 
SWIVEL PLOW. 

A very popular plow on rough stony land. Fitted 

with either Jointer or Coulter. 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 
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Hussey “Hard Metal” Plow. 
Made in Six Different 

Sizes. 

———— We carry a full line of repairs 

\==5jfor both new and old series. 

Send for descriptive catalogue 

and prices. 

HUSSEY STEEL BEAM 
STEEL PLOW. 

Made in three sizes. A very popular 

general purpose piow. 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 

The Yankee Swivel lew: 
A very perfect working Reversible Plow 

It has a wood beam, steeled metal mould- 

board, with patent, steel shifting lever and 

clevis. Manufactured in four different sizes. 

Send for catalogue and prices. 

WOOD BEAM WING SHOVEL 
PLOW. 

Blades and wings of steel.: Wings adjustable to throw more or less 

earth. Especially adapted for 

hilling potatoes and other light 

work. 

Wood Beam Wing Shovel Plow, 

withayheel a 5. Pe? = 
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The “Improved Bangor” Potato Hoe. 
This hoe is especially adapted as a potato, corn or 

celery hiller, or as a coverer. Wings are polished 
steel, are adjustable to tilt up or down on the stand- 
ards, and the desired distance apart by moving 
standards in or out upon the cross bar. Our hoe for 
1902 has some valuable improvements, the cross-bar 
is strengthened with iron braces, which connect it 

with the polé, making a strong and durable frame. 

ie ais ae The handles can be moved to the right or left, so that 

the operator can walk at the side of the row. Price, $8.00 

The Yankee Pulverizer 
A Superior Disc Harrow, combining all 

the late improvements. an Qui SEN passin pe 

Send for Descriptive Catalogue 

and Prices. 

THE MORGAN SPADING 
HARROW. 

The Morgan Spading Harrow is an ‘‘all around 
general purpose Harrow” and is adapted to all soils 
and conditions of soils. While not particularly 
attractive or handsome in appearance, a trial will con- 
vince any farmer that it willdo the work. Asa pul- 
verizer, it is unequalled, and especially on broken or 
uneven surfaces, among stones, in sod or heavy clay. 
It has more cutting surfaces than any pulverizer in the 
market. The high arched frame allows it to pass over 
obstructions easily. The blades are S-shaped and 
ground sharp on the cutting edges and overlap; they 

SE LZ cut into and lift the soil toa depth of 4 to 6 inches, 

SSS turning and pulverizing the ground precisely like the 
hand spade. The gangs which float freely can be adjusted to any desired angle by the hand 

levers, Thecleaners are stationary and clean the blades no matter what the condition of the soil. 

Send for descriptive circular and prices. 

Old Original Perry Harrow. 
The Wood Frame Perry Harrow is the most 

durable of the spring tooth harrows. Is simplicity 
itself. Iron plated on the under side and in front 
the entire length. Teeth cannot get loose. No 
levers Or joints to wear and get outof repair. Har- 
rows of this kind have been in constant use for 
fifteen years. 

PRICES: 7m 
14-Tooth, $9.00; 16-Tooth, $9.00; 18-Tooth, $10.00 2 
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SYRACUSE SPRING TOOTH LEVER HARROW. 
This style of Harrow has an advant- , 

age over the ordinary float harrow in 

that the depth of work can be quickly 

changed even while the harrow is in 

motion, and by operating the levers a 

uniform depth can be maintained in 

soils of variable hardness. The Hiar- 

row will clog less and clear easier than any other Harrow on the market. 
15-Tooth Harrow, $15.00 17-Tooth Harrow, $16.00 

SYRACUSE 1-HORSE SPRING TOOTH HARROW. 
Frame of steel similar to 2-horse Harrow 

and is the best 1-horse Harrow in the market. 

Ten Tooth, with lever. 

Price $9.00 

THE MOHAWK STEEL FRAME RIDING HARROW. 
Madein 15=Tooth Size Only: \ 

j Without question the best and simplest 
UP | riding harrow ever put on the market. 

i 

It is so constructed that it will conform to 
AhiVae uneven ground as well asa float harrow. 

<' cA) The levers are within easy reach of the 
wf driver, and the harrow can be dumped 

with the freedom of a horserake. It has 
a very easy and convenient seat. 

Price, $17.00 

SMOOTHING HARROW. 
So 

REVERSIBLE 
— 

The teeth are reversible, namely by the draw bar being attached to one end 
of the harrow they are slanting, as shown in cut, while if attached to the other 
end they are verticle, same as the ordinary harrow. With the teeth slanting 
it is a smoothing harrow. This is not only a smoothing Harrow but a Pulver- 
izer, a Leveler, a broadcast Weeder and Seed Coverer. It is made in sections 

of twenty-four teeth each. Two, three or four sections may be, but usually 
three are used. 

Two section Peerless Smoothing Harrow, weight 135 lbs............ . $10.00 
Three section Peerless Smoothing Harrow, weight 200 Ibs..........- $14.50 
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Superior 
Steel Land Rollers. 

This roller has cushioned rims, and 

will, therefore, stand that which no other 

roller will. More Superior Steel Rollers in 

use than all other kinds put together. 

Manuf’r’s Re B.D. & Co.’s 
Price. Price. 

No. 3. Plain Roller, length 6 feet, diameter 24 inches, average 
MAST eNete SO SPOUTS i. coer ekastn es saais oni addacltebiowse jasee tee . $28.00 $22.00 

No. 7. Plain Roller, length 7 feet, diameter 24 inches. average 
WEIC Ite OG On POUMOSracen. Ceatdicoretsdteniechecurcdenc vats rcsgcsteces Sane 25.00 

No. 5. Plain Roller, length 6 feet, diameter, 30 inches, average 

OVS eT nite OTN PRCIROU CLS eee owcer a ar deanete pat sont anys e atieteatel se iste eos) vic 32.00 25.00 
No. 6. Plain Roller, length 8 feet, diameter 30 inches, average 

WEL SMES OC) POMS seem ne oko sm othe alk cn emeacme ate enuBepes aclrcs toss «'s 40.00 32.00 
All of the above rollers have three sections. 

STANDARD LAND ROLLERS. 
Oak stave drum of two sections. 

7 feet long, 28 inches in diameter....... $18.00 8 feet long, 28 inches in diameter......... $20.00 
We can furnish larger or smaller rollers if desired, at short notice. 

No. 222. : 
No. 123. 2.25 
BO tigen PY ood cay and: Steely Wihhcel, extra DOILEG. cecsics.cccces0 0 .ccee see cessernssccneseaccedesesees 2.50 
No. 4. Sigel tray andi oteck W heel, extra) DOLE sof data. cBieecasecedonens samen s vobuseceaea: Seocks 4-50 

Solid Steel Scraper 
With Runners. 

No. 1 carries 7 feet of earth. Used for long haul or down grade. Price $7.50 
No. 2 carries 5 feet of earth. Used for all ordinary grading, farm or road work. Price $7.00 
No. 3 carries 3 feet of earth. {ntended for work on narrow ditches with one horse. Price $6.50 

“CUT TIN 

Cutting Edge for Champion Road Machine. 

We carry a complete line of Cutting Edges for the Champion, Victor, Austin and Western 
Reversible Road Machines. Also a line of repairs for the Champion Road Machine. 

These edges are highly tempered and made of the best of steel, edges beveled and ground. 

Furnished at Manufacturers’ Prices. 
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TRUCKS. 
Bas’ rucks! ; 2'.'. . cas een $2.00 

Dandy Trucks ...\. ,).c9epe ee 2} 

We also carry a full line of Heavy 

Warehouse Trucks. 

= _ Prices quoted on application. 

Dandy Truck 

CAST IRON CORNER HAY RACK. 
$1.60 

CAST IRON 
CORNER MANGER 

With Food Guard all around. 

$1.25 

Cast Iron Corner Hay Rack. Coraer Manger. 

Barrel Header. 
This is the most simple labor-saving machine ever inven- 

ted for heading up barrels and is used extensively for heading 

up apples, fish and other merchandise. 

finch Iron’ Serew¢ attached follower)? Po. see kee $1.10 

THE “HARTMAN” STEEL TREE GUARD. 
Ornamental, Strong, Durable and Cheap. 

Made of heavy Steel Rods, Galvanized. The guards are light and graceful in 

appearance, making an ornament to the grounds; will not conceal the foliage nor 

shade the tree from the sun; will not harbor insects, and will allow cultivation of the 

ground. They take but a moment to erect and are easily moved from place to place. 

The Spiral Wire Coils for attaching this guard to the treé are elastic and freely 

expand with the growth of the trunk, and also prevent any friction or chafing of the 

tree against the guard during storms or high winds. 

PRICE. 

Height, 5 feet 8 inches... 0. on ee $1.50 

Height, 6 feet .2, ameh@ss/i 4...) nA 22 eee $1.75 
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~ Paris Step Ladder. 
This ladder is made with hardwood step stand- 

ards and firmly braced between the steps, and is 
especially designed for household or store use, 
where a strong, durable and safe ladder is desired. 
Made in lengths from 2 to I0 steps. 

Price. per step) 2.7: cents. 

Oxford Step Ladder. 
Made of the best white spruce, has folding 

shelf for pail. Made in lengths from 3 to 6 steps. 
Price per step, 20 cents. 

Challenge Step Ladder. PA oe 
This ladder is built especially strong and of the very best of material. 

Made especially for use where a long ladder is required. *We carry this 
ladder in 12 step lengths only. 

Price per step, 40 cents. 

LADDERS. 
Our common ladders are made of spruce poles, sides half round, rungs 

split and hand shaved, of second growth oak, making them strong, safe, 
and durable. 

Price-per Toot, 15. cents: 

Flat Sided Ladders. 
Made in lengths up to 20 feet. 
This makes a nice, neat ladder for banks, halls, and public buildings, 

as it has an extra smooth finish. 

Price per foot, 20 cents. 

GARDEN WHEEL BARROWS. 
This Wheelbarrow is highly finished, 

ornamented, strongly ironed and put together 

with joint bolts and braced, handles grace- i} 

Ee wi, fully curved, with extra large wheel, thereby 

TN // making it easy for the operator, and is supe- 
| Ze rior to any in the market. 

PRICE EIST. 
Nosy see's Sizeege sg... ska p27 5 Moves Viediunr Size... 22.2). $3.75 
NoOMeemall Sizes... 2... 3.00 MO aLCe Sige. 2) 5. hes os 4.00 

BNO AMA SIZE en 6 oie aw 3.50 Reates7bustt al WabOee tae. «ain 5 - 6.00 
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Indurated Fibre Ware. 
eI” AZ It is superior to wood, paper, tin and iron ware. 

> a we Will not shrink or swell. Will not taint water, milk or 

other liquids. Cannot leak, water soak orrust. Has no 

hoops to drop or rust off. 

Every Article Warranted. 

Dey ii cael cali Diameter Each 

2 Nie = mm My TUBS NO. O.......seee cece cneeee 2346 IMs cesses ene ceeeneceeeee $1.30 

¥ Mig rib i! He NO. Thao ee 2014 ins ieelage ae 1.05 

NN lt \ ih il i NO.2 hoe eee Lo in sa atdese eee go 

hn I 7 De Nos 38.1.-:258 eee VO in. £243 £2.33.222 .So 
nt 1 high? 

‘KEELERS. 
Diameter. Each 

INO. Wace nchacescenet canncencss swan 17 il... ccee cenceccne senses ceceesseces 50 

Height Diameter 
Outside. Outside. 

No. 1 56 in. 13 in. 

No. 2 5% in. II in. 

No. 3 4\4 in. g in. 

Per Set, 4 pieces, $1.20 

BGQUATE. 5. ee ede tds sane 4oc 

“1 hg epee perme ere 4! & 35C 

EERE © htan cca cacaseu has newexer seen 25¢ 

Nez.2i\Fonnel ........<cdcccdea que 25¢ 

EASURES AND FUNNEL. 
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Eureka 
Clothes Dryer. 

The Best Clothes Dryer 
in Use. 

Price List, 

4-arm, 7 feet long, 110 feet cotton 
POPE Sete oaltok- th $2.75 

4-arm, 7 I-2 feet long, 150 feet of 
BOON CODE. tats nae $3, 00 

Can be - fastened to any post, fitted for 

4 1-2 inches in diameter. Made.of cast iron nicely diy 

japanned. 

ne DRYING BARS, This wall dryer is one of the 

most “convenient articles: of 

household use. It is made to 
A 

screw to the wall and when not 

in use can be closed so as to 

occupy very little space. 

Price, 75 Cents, 

Folding Clothes Horse. 
This well-known article is used in nearly every household. 

It is constructed of the very best material and is very dur- 
able, also light and convenient to handle. 

PRICES. 

8, 2 ES yo Se ee re 65 cents. 
1) Re a eR 1 ae A a 75 cents. 
Reo: Se eae os Oe Oe ee 85 cents. 
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CLOTH ES WRINGERS. 
UNIVERSAL Family Size, Ball 

Bearing”... E.. 57S Sees $3.50 

UNIVERSAL—Family Size.... 2.50 

: NOVELTY—Family Size...... 250 

AQ ff) RIVAL—Family Size........ 2.00 

| eee ee FALCON—Family Size....... Las 

‘ SENSES CHALLENGE—Family Size... 1.50 

\ ee ae GRAND—Family Size....... 1.50 

EUREKA—Family Size ......- 2.25 

Datsy—Family Size ........ 1.75 

MARVEL—Family Size ...... 1.50 

ViM—Family Size.......... 1.50 

Household ‘Folding Bench Wringer. 
Challenge Folding’ Bench Wringer...% °. . >... 0 oe $3.00 
Household Folding Bench Wringer..-. . 0. .)).. «+ «aivie ee ee 3.50 

Excelsior Folding Bench Wringer .....,. ....). 0. 2) 932 eee ne ALS 

BARREWL CONVERS. 
Sugar Barrel, 21 im... 0 Wie. an eee 30c 
Flour. Barrel, 191m 0? ....-< 1. 6) eae 25¢ 
Half Barrel, a5 pin’ t/3..0 t. OW Re 233 See 
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BOSTON FOLDING WASHBENCH. 

A very strong, durable and convenient 

washbench. When not in use can be quick- 

ly folded up and set away. 

Paice, 1.06 

FOLDING IRONING 9 
TABLE. 

This table can be adjusted to any height. It can 

not fall down. It is made of the best of kiln dried 

Steere size, 57 inches lone; 15 inches wide: 

Price, $1-50 
CLOSED. 

THE LIGHTNING WASHER. 
MADE OF THE BEST VIRGINIA WHITE CEDAR 

ELECTRIC WELDED WIRE HOOPS. 

This cut shows the exterior of the celebrated 

Lightning Washer. This machine is construc ted 

oi the Best Virginia White Cedar, and is strong- 

er, nicer finished and larger than any round 

machine on the market. It is supplied with im- 

proved gearing, and all Castings are Japanned. 

The inside of the machine is fully corrugated, simi- 

lar to a washboard, there being no nails or blocks 
RINING nih 7 ae : 3. - es 
Sane or we na 4 .of any kind on the inside. The machine is made 
iA WHITE CEMA. a 

with large end of tub down, allowing plenty of 

room for water and clothes. The hoops are made of 

extra heavy galvanized wire, are Electric Welded 
and are warranted not to break or faJ1 off. 

Instead of using a square wooden post to work the 

dolly we use a square galvanized iron rod, making 

it impossible to tear the most delicate fabric, as 

this offers nothing in which the clothing can catch. 

Price, $5.00 
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STERLING.—Made of selected quarter sawed 

Sycamore and is finished in a beautiful 

high gloss natural finish. 

Nickled Trimmings. Price, $2.75. 

FAVORITE.—Made of selected quarter sawed 

Sycamore and is finished in a beautiful G@& 

high gloss natural finish. 

Japanned Trimmings. Price, $2.25. 

6 SS == 

We carry a Full Line of Both Frame and Clipper Sleds. 

Write For Prices. 
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POLISH ED MAPLE BOWLS. 
These bowls are made of the best hard maple 

with a Parafine Wax Finish to prevent splitting. 

Price List. 

Tn UPS CL pienisiccintia vais oa OMA cae Rues Tathin.e s'svw on aenicieire aea'ewe 15¢ 

TA, MVCN ete ne ereae eee ceuceinaetseve yanteiinn ve venee ace ave 25¢ 

15 inch 

CHOPPING TRAYS. 
For chopping meats, vegetables, etc., butter 

making and general dairy and kitchen use. 

PRICE | No: 1, Size 19}4 Dy 10}g..eereseeeeseves ove 40c ING Noy MONA C EMO U2iwshice c/ieceas-coese 50c 
LIST [Nee zareie ee OV Gil raraccccc cutee, yeaeseennsen 45c IN OAR DUZCIS Sp ONAL Lanne cea'e cao ens 60¢c 

GEI\ 
Food Chopper. 

Nicely tinned, self cleaning, self sharpening. 

With 4 steel cutters for cutting coarse, medium, 

fine and pulverizing. 

It will chop raw meat, cooked meat, and all 

kinds of vegetables and fruits, all kinds of 

crackers, bread, eggs, cheese, nuts, etc. 

PRICES. 

ilo gexe.. Sian ieillll SISA Coan srae aan eee rare DI25 

. No. 22" pMediam seo ee ee re [.50 

P —— Nogatiumieazaemeize P08. . ort SO 2.00 

i PEERER! 5h ait) ne ene a a 

iG mits ih ee i i / il i il cn a pe 

PRICES. 

eR SITIGIC., 5k, Ale ee a ae a oe $3.25 

i A aeemeeerwitin hangle 9... | ADDIE 6 ee BES 3.50 5 

Bipot sawar wien Nangle. (. 2.0.5 © SA. PED. BS a 4.00 
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MONARCH HOME RULE 

5 gallon, $1.00 ' 5 gallon, $1.25 

ULE Ee 

These Cans are all made of Heavy 

Galvanized Iron and very neatly 

decorated. 
CURUERUOMACRSUSTAREOMELECIOUERAUSUTRNIRI SEC HI PRCI RSet Eeiete 

fF 
Il ail 

iv mi ii | vs il ill 
i sa itt il hi 

QUAKER POLO COLUMBIA 

5 gallon, 65c 1 gallon, 25c 5 gallon, 75¢ 
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Lawn Swings. 
This swing will carry all that can 

get into it. It entertains children hours 

at atime ina pleasant, harmless, health- 

ful way. Delightfully cool on hot sum- 

mer days. Suitable for lawn or piazza, 

An ornament to any home. 

Price, $5.00 

Hammock Chairs. 
Made of hardwood, finished natural 

color and nicely varnished. Covered 

with fancy striped duck. Will fold to 

less than two inches in thickness, and 

weighs but eight pounds. Easily ad- 

justed to any position desired. 

Price, $1.00 

Spinning Wheel. 
This wheel is-nicely finished, and is made of 

J selected hard wood. The wheel is brass bushed 

and the rim grooved. 

Price. 

Wheel without- head, $2.50 

Wheel ieads: each, doc 

The Pike Mower Knife and 

Tool Grinder. 
The strongest, simplest, easiest running 

mower knife grinder in the market. 

Each grinder fitted with two emery wheels 

—one plain and one beveled. 

Price, $5.00 
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TUBULAR LANTERMS. 

No, 0 Clipper Lift No. 2 Clipper Lift No. 2 Cold Blast 
Price, 60 Cents ; Price, 75 Cents Price, $1.00 

Racket Lantern Boy’s Lantern No. 15 Dashboard 
Price, 35 Cents Price, 25 Cents Price, 75 Cents 

These lanterns are made with an 

oil fount of liberal capacity, from 

heavy steel tin plates, and carefully 

tested for leaks before setting up, 

insuring the purchaser against a 

trip to the tin shop before having 

a lantern that can be used. 

Ham’s Tubular ‘‘Search Light” 

Lantern, just the Lamp you want 

where a strong light is required, 

and tobe “ asey over a large ye coae 

Ham’ *SNo. 18,Cold Blast Will burn out of doors as wellas 

Tubular Driving Lamp. inside. 

Black Enameled Ham’s Tubular ‘Goatel > Lantern 
Price, $2.50 ‘Price, $2.00 
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS 

FOR ALL KINDS OF GOOD PAINTING. 

* makers of The Sherwin- 

Williams Paints—listed on 

the next page-——stand first 

among paint manufacturers. 

They are the largest. 

edie neers They are the most progressive. 

They have the best facilities. 

They have the highest standard of 

quality. 

They make the best goods and only © 

the best—others make the ‘‘cheap”’ 

goods on the market. The Sherwin- 

Williams Co. make the best. 

They are conscientious and _ sin- 

cerely earnest in trying to give the 

best paint value in the world. 

And they do it. 

he! THe SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS. 

Cleveland, New York, Montreal, Torente, 

Chicago, Newark, Boston, San Francisco, 
Kansas City, Los Angeles. 

SEE OTHER SIDE 
FOR LINE OF ; 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS 

CARRIED BY 

R. B. DUNNING & CO. 
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THE SHERWIN-WitLiAms PAINTS 
FOR ALL KINDS OF GOOD PAINTING. 

FAMILY PAINT—The perfection of convenience for general use. Ready for the 
brush. 27 colors. Put up in ¥ pt., % pt., pint and quart packages. 

INSIDE FLOOR PAINT—Made to walk on. Dries hard over night. 9g colors. 
Put up in pint, quart, % gallon and gallon packages. . 

BUGGY PAINT—Ready to use. Paints and varnishes at the same time. Very 
durable. 8 colors. Put up in ¥% pint, pint and quart packages. 

ENAMEL LEATHER DRESSING—For buggy tops, etc. Preserves the leather. 
Will not crack. Put up in % pt., pt., qt., % gal., and gal. packages. 

WAGON and IMPLEMENT PAINT—Forx farm wagons, tip carts, plows and imple- 
ments. Blue, Green, Red, Yellow and Black. Put up in pint, quart, 
¥ gallon and gallon packages. 

VARNISH STAIN —Stains and varnishes at one operation. Oak, Cherry, Mahogany, 
Rosewood, Walnut and Green. Put up in ¥ pt., % pt., pt., qt. % gal. 
and gal. packages. 

OIL STAIN—For new work. Oak, Cherry, Mahogany, Rosewood and Walnut. 
Put up in % pt., pt., qt., % gal. and gal. packages, 

ENAMEL PAINT—For furniture, etc. 13 delicate tints, also Pure White and 
Ivory White. Put up in ¥ pt., ¥% pt., pt., qt., % gal. and gal. packages. 

BATH ENAMEL-—Wili stand hot water, giving a porcelain finish. Porcelain, Ivory, 
Rose, Nile Green. Put up in % pt., pt., qt., % gal. and gal. packages. 

BICYCLE ENAMEL—Air drying. Very durable. 11 brilliant colors, yy pint 
packages. 

SCREEN PAINT—Prevents rust. Black and Green. Put up in ¥ pt., pt. and — 
qt. packages. " 

ALUMINUM PAINT—For radiators, steam pipes, etc. Not affected by heat or 
moisture. Wall not tarnish. No odor. Put up in ¥ pt., % pt., pt., qt. 
and gal, packages. 

GRAPHITE, Ground in Oil—¥or use of plumbers and steam fitters. Put up in 
5, 12% and 25 lb. packages. 

LIQUID FILLER —Best on the market. Put up in ¥% pt., pt., qt, % gal. and gal. 
packages. 

FRENCH CROWN GREEN—For window blinds, etc. The most permanent and 
brilliant green known, Put up in 1, 2, 5, 12% and 25 lb. packages. 

FIRST QUALITY COLORS, Ground in Oil—Absolutely pure. The most economical 
to use. 

AMERICAN LEAD—Put up in 1, 2 and 5 lb. cans for convenience of small buyers. 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS VARNISHES—Absolutely the best varnishes made. 
For both inside and outside use. Put up in ¥4 pt., pt., qt., 4 gal. and 
gal, packages. 



Hardwood Refrigerators. 
These illustrations show our Hardwood ‘‘Polar’’ 

Refrigerators. 

Note the general style and beauty, and observe the 

artistic carvings. No wood is exposed in the interior 

of these Refrigerators, a strong metallic lining cover- 
ing every part of the inside thoroughly. They are 
built with heavy air tight walls, thoroughly insulated. 
They have swing base boards which facilitates the 
placing of the drip pan and makes sweeping easy. 
They are trimmed with strong, handsome locks and 
hinges and area high grade and first-class refrigera- 
tor in every particular. 

Ney ROVE IDOI POT 

= = SS= 
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Butter and Grocers’ Refrigerator. 
This is a Refrigerator especially adapted for retail 

butter dealers and grocers. It is fitted with an auto-— 

matic shelf which when pulled out closes the opening. 
Fitted with six massive doors trimmed with solid brass 
hinges and levers, nickel plated. Ice chamber doors 
fitted with French bevelled mirror plates, middle pro- 
vision chamber doors fitted with clear double glass 
panels so that the contents of the refrigerator may be 
seen. Send for prices. 

Prices—Family Refrigerators. 
‘ Lbs. Ice. Length. Depth. Height. 

No. 331. 45 24 in. 17 in. 39 in. 
No. 332. 60 27 in. 18 in. Az aay 
No. 333: So 30 in. 19 in. 44 in. 
No. 334. 125 33 in. 20.11. 46 in. 
No. 335- 140 36 in. 22°in. 48 in. 
No. 336. 125 33 in. 21 in. 46 in. 
No. 337- 140 36 in. 22 in. 48 in. 
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The ‘Polar’ Ice Chests. 
These chests are made of well seasoned 

pine, nicely grained to imitate oak. Fitted 
with galvanized steel shelves and ice racks. 

Write for sizes and prices. 

Family Refrigerator. 

Manuf’s Prices. 

$13.00 
16.25 
19.50 
225915 
28.00 
25.25 
29.00 

R.B.D.&Co.’s Prices 

$ 8.00 
10.00 

12.00 

14.00 

17.00 
16 00 

17 50 
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Improved White Mountain Freezer. 
This is universally the favorite family Ice Cream Freezer, 

because it combines more excellencies than all the other 

. family freezers made. It is the only freezer made witha 

duplex dasher and double self-adjusting scrapers, which, by 

keeping every particle of cream in constant motion, causes it 

to freeze faster and more evenly than can possibly be accom- 

plished by any other freezer. 

Prices. 

2 qt., $1.90. 3 qt., $2.25. 4 qt., $2.50. 6 qt., $3.25. 
Prices of larger sizes furnished on application. 

ARCTIC 
Ice Cream Freezers. 

This is the single action type, the can revolving while "ARCTIC _ 
ICE CREAM 

the beaters remain stationary. A first-class freezer in FREEZE 

every respect. 

Prices. 

2 gtr, Subse > 12 qt spmegsus 4 dis; 2:25 ) -Siqt.zpeoe 

————— 

Oak Well Buckets. Oak Kegs. 

3 Gallon Kegs, $ .7o 

5 Gallon Kegs, _ .80 

Black Iront*Hoops and Bail, 60 cents. 10 Gallon Kegs, 1.00 

Galvanized Iron Hoops and Bail, 75 cents 15 Gallon Kegs, 1.15 
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+ BASKETS + 

CLOTHES HAMPERS. 
> LS Shs a SS DIS SO 
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- 1 Bushel Baskets Oval Willow Clothes Baskets 

I 1-2 Bushel Baskets Round Willow Clothes Baskets 

2 Bushel Baskets Round Splint Clothes Baskets 

3 Bushel Baskets Oblong Splint Clothes Baskets 

4 Bushel Baskets Wood Baskets, Coal Baskets 

Clothes Hampers, Lunch Baskets, etc. 

Write for Prices. 
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The Improved World’s Fair 

Prize Churn. 
One of the best known churns on the market. 

It is simple, durable and cheap. 

Capacity. Price 

NO. 4, 2 tO 3 COWS.......sccsccecccecnseeee cocccenersccscscnsnessansessonass $3.75 

NO. 5, 3 £0 5 COWS: sucess ccccacccten-seckecsnsessocecnsenecacns PEP ey; fe 8 4.25 

BLANCHARD 

CHURN. 
R.B.D. 

Manuf’r’s &Co.’s 

Price. Price. 

No. 3, for up to about 2 gallons of cream........ $6.00 $4.00 

No. 4, for up to about 4 gallons of cream......... 400 ~, Asse 

No. 5, for up to about 6 gallons of cream......... 8.00 5.50 

No. 6, for up to about 12 gallons of cream....... 10.00 6.50 

No. 7, for up to about 16 gallons of cream....... 12.00 8.00 

A favorite style of churn which has been 

in use many years. 

Manufr’s’ R.B.D.&Co’s 

Price. Price. 

No. 1, capacity 22 gallons...:............ $2.50 $1.50 

No: 2; capacity 4 gallons........c.:-..00= 700. ag 

No. 3, capacity 7 gallons...............++ 3.50 2.00 

=~ 2 No. 4, capacity 10g ‘Ss sersssseceserens 4 00 2.25 

Sg No. 5, capacity 15 galloms.......... ...a. 5-00 2.75 
° «# SS ——— 

é ’ The Lightning Churn. 
This has been made to supply the demand for a small, 

cheap churn. Itis strong and durable with no parts to 
get out of order. 

Manuf'r’s R.B.D.&Co.’s 
Capacily. Price. Price. 

No. o 2 gallons 3-00 $2.00 

No. 1 3 $3.50 $2.25 
No. 2 4 $4.00 $2.50 

No. 3 5 $4.50 $2.75 
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THE STODDARD CHURN. | 
The Stoddard Churn is made by hand in the most thorough 

manner and of kiln-dried white oak. It will last for years. The 

principle is concussion and not friction—has no floats or pad- 
dles inside. It is easily operated, easily cleaned. 

PRICES—Dairy Size. 
Manuf’r’s R.B.D.&Co.’'s 

Price. Paces 

No. 1 Churns from 1 to 4 gals. cream......... $8.00....... $6.00 
No. 2 Churns from 2 to 7 gals. cream......... D\GQOrds raises 6.75 
No. 3 Churns from 3 tc 9 gals. cream......... LOLs steer 7.50 
No. 4 Churns from 4 to 12 gals. cream....... T2COm wast =f a 
No. 5 Churns from: 5 to 16!gals..cream,...0. 1400.5... 10.50 
Novis Chums fromns to'\20.cals..cream, ... P7.OGemane 12.75 
No. 6 Churns from 6 to 28 gals. cream...... ZO OY env excare 15.00 

priced Churn, as we believe that there is more value for the 

money in this Churn than in any other ever brought to our 

notice. The Churns are made of best white oak, thoroughly 

seasoned and kiln-dried, having galvanized iron rim in head 

making it very strong. The cover fastening is very simple 

and efficient. 
Price List. List R.B.D.&Co.’s 

price: Price. 

No. 1, 1o-gallon, Churns from 1 to 5 gals. cream....$ 8.50.....- $5.10 

No. 2, 15-gallon, Churns from 1to 7 gals. cream.... 9.00-...-- 5.40 

No. 3, 20-gallon, Churns from 2 to 9 gals. cream.... 10.00.....- 6.co 

No. 4, 25-gallon, Churns from 2 to 12 gals. cream ...12.00...... 7.20 

No. 5, 35-gallon, Churns from 3 to 16 gals. cream... I6.cc.....-- 9.60 

_ THE HERO CHURN. 
The ‘‘Hero” Churn we offer to those desiring a lower 

WATERS’ BUTTER WORKER. 

7 Wells, Richardson & Co.’s ; 
Improved 

Always gives satisfaction. It is made by the aid of new and 
improved machinery, specially made for this purpose, thus enabling 
the manufacturers to use new and improved methods. It will not 
become rancid. It will not color the buttermilk. It gives a bright 
June color. 

PRICE LIST. 

It combines more essential points than any other and recom- 
mends itselfto all who examine it. It is durable,eficient, econom- 

ical. Manuft’s R.B.D.&Co.’s 
Price. Price 

Mena seapacity 05 POUNGS .. d1..4-.ateneeyenatan. Fi. EOOre eae sp OCOD 
Morr, capacity 20 pounds \.c:.):..sccauseemeereseansee CLOOnmmsh aed 7.00 
WGA GAPACILY AO POUNUS.. vsncsceens crdennn<e saver GROO3s > sane’ 8.00 
Bigwaneapacity 50 POUNS......:..s<cnsasduen . ee WOOO, :vaeeee | GOO 
Pieaae Capacity s DOUNS., jon.-s-casustest-vs ses POS OO. hae 10.00 

Butter Color. 

Small Size, Meceeee COMM abOut GOO Ibs.............-..ceceeeep «25 ’ 
. e : z | Vers Ricnatosens Cos Medium Size, 10 ‘“ oe he) ines Ibs2.!...... vais cals aaO 4 ae O° 

Large Size, 24 “ nS ee BEE ASB d sces noes stawune ne 1.00 vat "+0 Ae 
>) ‘Cans, 1 gallon each rs he. BORE CAR alae ade ie 
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PENOBSCOT 

Milk or Cream Cans. 
These cans are made of heavy tinned steel 

with heavy tinned iron hoops around top and 

bottom, they have a large neck so that the cans 

may be easily cleaned. 

These cans are especially adapted for carrying 

and shipping milk or cream. 

Other styles of shipping cans furnished if { 

desired. 

Prices. 

& eal. Penobseot Steel Gant? 0.20 a7... $2.00 ee. 
5 gal. Penobscot x k Io gal. Penobscot 

= 10. 2al-Penobsenk, Stee Came he nnan a eeeaan 3.00 Staal Meee 
Steel Can. 

# PARCHMENT BUTTER PAPER. 2 
For Wrapping and Covering Butter. 

Better, Cheaper and More Convenient to Use Than Ordinary Muslin. 

Price, 20 Cents Per Pound. 

SMALL’S CALF FEEDER. 
ee For feeding milk to young calves in a natural 

way before they are old enough to eat and drink 

otherwise. 

Gives Universal 

Satisfaction. 

Manufacturer’s Price ........s02. ssex=s= Skee $2.50 

R. B.'D! & Coe-’s Price :..81.¢ G.. oe 5.9. (2,00 

Extra Nipples, 25 cents each. 

BUTTER BOXES. 
Oak with Wire Bail. 

Fou quart Sizebx.skes. 4-«.- = Pes Hee Pecaenckeae $ .25 

Eight Quart Bigs c.cseuee~-dsenndnsce ae Se ee IS 35 

Oak with Wood Bail. 

12 inches in diameter.......... igcereat nit staheapee eae eS 

"14. INCHES IN GIAMELET 4. cen swen a sanssusns os 
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The Blanchard Butter Mold. 
— € : 

—_— 

me 

These molds are carefully made of clear white birch and only brass hooks and screws are used 
throughout, so that there is no possibility of rust and consequent discoloration of the wood. 
The ornamentation is done by special machinery and when desired initials, monograms, etc., 
are substituted at a slight advance in cost. Each division on face of mold represents one-quarter 
pound of butter. 

PniGE: ; 
Pea SRO. « cassivaantuaans MW oe ci-nceasedces. Se Gls We Mitelalep OSTAME! DONC voces namemsi dine svanien ch cabs soncedn'ess $1.00 
TE POUME ait coves ci soci nces Naaihin mara oetaiersis 1.00 ee My Se fa mar odiiacuniaatana kw ticdemaden eteiin ates ie25 

2 pound 1.50 - as 4 piarecwse 1.75 

This is a favorite style of Butter Mold, being simple, cheap and substantial and leaves the 
butter in one of the most convenient forms for handling. Holds one pound of butter. 

EmICE. 
EN IPERS Oc cioen Weed owe rianpodinnes oes 2e7ceuts.. By mail; postawe pad reanasncl«nseetat Mecermn + « 30 cents 
Dopetarled GOuIeES. \... ch.. coche tases ccs 25 cents ee ag SO UE EE ORS) Ret 35 cents 

Combination Butter Prints. 

The demand for the Combination Butter 

Print has largely increased during the past few 

years, the average dairyman being more partic- 

ular about the appearance of his butter. 

The cut here shown represents No. 6 print in 

its mould, which holds two lbs., and is divided 

into eight cakes, { lb. each. SERCUSON 

Capacity of Capacity of each Dimensions of Dimensions of 
No. of Print. No. of Cakes. Mouldsinlbs. cakein ounces. Moulds in inches. each cake. Price 

2 4 2 8 11X3% 3UX2H% $3.75 
3 4 2 8 12x3 nba) 3-75 

4 4 I 4 4X5 24 x2% 3-50 
ay 4 I 4 10x2% 244x2% 3.75 

6 8 2 zi 10x4% 2YUx2y 1.50 

Io 24 1% I 10x4 1y4x1\% 5.25 

12 8 4 8 IIx5 244x2% 1.50 

Prints Engraved to order, with any design, initial or monogram, without extra charge. 
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Milk 
Bottle. 

Connecticut 
Cream Bottle. 

Ohlsson Skim 
Milk Bottle. 

Extract Measures. 

Price List. 

4 ounces, 

8 ounces, 

12 ounces, 

16 ounces, 

40 cents. 

55 cents. 

65 cents. 

90 cents. 

The ‘‘ Facile’’ 
IMPROVED IRON FRAME, HAND 

BABCOCK TESTER. 

Handsome cast iron case and cover, cut spur, 

and worm gearing, malleable iron bottle carrier, 

seamless brass swinging pockets for holding test 
bottles, enclosed gearing, bottles perfectly horizon- 
tal when rotating, turns easily and runs smoothly 
and noislessly at a very high speed. 

Write for Circular and Prices. 

2 pee een CAO cee pats Hrs 

if 

A 
| Mm 

THERMOMETER — 

fom 

3 

\ fale orl fret tos 

a 

mar 4 

ke = —," 

I7S¢ 
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Acid 
Milk Measure. 

Pipette. 

Floating Dairy. Flange Dairy 

Price List. 
Each 

Babcock Milk Test Bottles.......ccccccscecesenseesecseeees -20 

‘* Cream Bottles (30 per cent.).......+..+0-+. +30 

‘© Cream Bottles (40 per cent.)...........2s+ -30 

‘* Cream Bottles (50 per cent.).......-se-e0eee +35 

Ohlsson Skim Milk Bottles......:.2.0.<san-s aeeee SceeeD 

Wagener Skim Milk Bottles... 0.0... .cssssess-0seua YY 65 

Milk Pipette. 17. 6 c. C....ccsseneos- snatehn a cbonts aed Lanatoeees 125 

Cream Pipette 18. c: @--. ane Rig hee Seepage 25 

Acid Measures.........cssenseses +4 pave be Sinai sas Se verse +20 

Floating Dairy Thermometers..........sese:seeeeereeees +J- 

Flange Dairy Thermometers........s200sseeeeeeeserees se aD 

If sent by mail add 5 cents for postage. 
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Milk or Cream 

Bottles. 

BUTTER TUBS. 

Per Doz 

PAQUIN. < se dsettiasss xe seep +O Ws il 

[cE HEE ciation va ow Capeteeoes a tie ct {Il bi al i] ail 
We (iit ta aT 

Be RAPA Eos oss Sarees stints ; 

Be EE URN Gis 5 craks = si IR TE a I 

A QTE. co. set 20s I PRICE LIST 

TOD GTO UL EAA OMe ap wis eis in's aw » oj A RIBS cn Bn $ .20 
Mitk Bottle Brushes. ROS) OUMMGMUUID ra in<5 aiasncr'so + « vale Mean eae aes » 215 

OPO UMM EU casts a viva nsiesc' ate MER RNER BE eo wn 35 
25 Cents Each. OMI O TIED a Uraiciese «bahia x EA Iis wen .40 

al: 

aera 
oe 

Milk Bottle Carriers. 
AMORUCEE LAT M etal soso eeieicis tesa! ice pera tenes omsteess ee a 

OIE a AOR Be scsoececubesetpos dea oa Seadec ear cascosece 85 

D4 8 Cer Bae eNe Tiss: co detsaiadaceee dicoss soba 1.10 

MILK BOTTLE BR 
Price, 25 cents. 

TUB COVER FASTENERS. 
Price, per 100, 50 cents. 

MILKING TUBES. 

German Silver, Silver Plated. Prige | wich eden erint mn 2 sagucents 
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The DeLaval 

Separators. 
The simplest, easiest running, 

most durable cream separator ever 

put on the market. Saves 10 per 

cent. to 50 per cent. in skimming. 

Saves 5 per cent. to 10 per cent. in 

churning. Saves time and labor. 

Saves ice and water. Saves $10 

per cow per year. 

Send for Descriptive Cata- 

logue and Prices. 

‘‘Baby”’ No. 1 High Frame ‘‘Baby”’ No. 2 

The Blanchard Print Butter Carrier. 
This carrier is designed more especially for the use 

of dairy men who deliver their butter directly to the 

consumer, though they are largely used for express 

shipments, and are substantially made so as to with- 

stand considerable rough treatment. The trimmings 

are japanned throughout; the covers are strongly 

cleated and hinged; the corners are dovetailed; the 

finish first-class. 

No. 63, capacity 12 lbs., holds 3 trays, each 103 2X95 inches, 12 inches deep ..,... awasite ne cnteceeal $1.50 
No.7, , capacity 16 Ibs., holds 4 “trays, each 1O3X9T inches; 13 inches deeép....<. «cme 1.75 
No. 8, capacity 24 lbs., holds 4 trays, each 103x137 inches, 12 inches deepiir: .ppeeceoiseee - 2.00 
No. 9, capacity 32 lbs., holds 4 trays, each 104x184 Inches. 7 e.inches deeyg.ii.9...6 o-s-5saeeeen 2-25 
No. 10, capacity 40 lbs., holds § trays, each 103x183 inches, 13 Inches GGEp..-....52 5 eegueeeee 2.50 
No. 11, capacity 48 lbs., holds 6 trays, each 10$x18$ inches, 13 inches deep............:s01008--+ 3-00 

COOPER’S SHEEP DIPPING POWDER. 
The best known preparation for destroying ticks on sheep, stopping the fly, preventing and 

curing the scab, promoting the growth of wool and improving the appearance and condition of 

the flock. 

Price per Packet, 50 cents. 
Will make 25 gallons of wash. 



KOM-K URE 
THE GREAT COW MEDICINE 

FOR COWS ONLY. 

It cures scours, removes bunches from the bag, prevents cows from losing 

their calves, gets barren cows with calf, and makes a strong appetite and per- 

fect digestion that produces a larger flow of richer milk. Kow Kure has stood 

the test of ten years and is a complete success. 

Price, 50c and $1.00 

UNION SCALES. 
Capacity from 1-2 ounce to 240 pounds. Finely 

finished, with brass scoop and Brass Beam. 

Price, $5:00; 

BANGOR SALE. 
PRICES: 

6g@. Jb, Scale &.. . Wie # Sh: ee $10.00 

Teste GUE EWAN ULE & & veo Sha oak gre caad «2s bea Ae on 12.00 

Send for Descriptive Circular. 

EEEEEE 
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ae oo A The Johnson 

ne : e 

jOeNSba, | Fed tO Fan Mill. 

\ The Fan Mill is indispensable to a well 
regulated Grain Barn. This mill runs the 

sound clean grain to one side of the Mill 

while the sand and small seeds pass out at 

the other, and the heavy chaff and heads are 

caught ina receptacle behind the machine. 

It will not only clean grain but also grass 

seeds in the best manner. 

= Manufacturer’s Price ......$1S.00 

oF R-B.D.& Gots Prisese.. 16.00 

NEW ENGLAND 

Root and Vegetable Cutter. 
This machine is made with a wrought shaft with sections of 

knives fastened to it and arranged so that a rotation of knives are 

continually passing a bed knife with cross knives passing between 

the section of knives; cutting always near the center shaft, making 

it cut easy and fine enough for cattle or sheep; also making a very 

regular cut. It will cut one bushel of roots per minute. 

Price, $6.00 

Feed Bags. 
Whitaker's Favorite Feed Bags, 85c each 

Whitaker's B. O. Feed Bags, 75c each 

RICH’S PATENT LEVER FEED CUTTER. 
This iron handle lever cutter is so simple and easy to work as to commend 

it to everybody who has but a moderate amount of stock to feed. The knife 
is easy to adjust and keep in repair. 

Prices from $3.50 to $6.00 
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"IMG! Cider Mills. 
Several improvements have been added, such 

as New Hopper, the Rolls made longer and larger 
in diameter. New adjustable Crusher or Breaker 
Roll, which increases the capacity. Grinds the 
fruit coarse or fine as the grinders are ee 

Maunuf’rs R.B.D.&Co.’ 
Prices Prices 

SEMIN NOMMOT NA thsere eccvan recor eccats are $22.00 $22.00 
Mleaiim Monitor 1220 ccc cqucoh ataey aan Fe esc 19.00 18.00 
MOUTIOR WOMLLOT «ar xtaceaennnetp ante des keieyteaees 15.00 14.00 

The Hutchinson Cider Mill. 
Price List. 

14GB pes ef 9 ee eta ea $10.00 IO. Ciera Tene site anes $11.00 

Send for descriptive circular. This is a One Tub Mill. 

Wine and Lard f= 

Presses. a Alt 

a 
Hii 
Hh 

‘8 iy 
| \ i 
MP ee she 

i | 
i} = Wil 

Hy 

| rina, 
Dre See Crewe Koel MINE IATOLED fi... igpeigite oh as Bh 

Mee woigesctew | i-G men in diameter. <).. 6... $6.00 ~e 

We carry a full line of blocks both in Com- 

Imon Iron Bushed and in the Patent Rollerf 

i i Bushed Sheaves. 
Write for prices. 
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Hammond’s Slug-Shot. S SSS. tb B eee SASS nave 

RSSSs° Slug-Shot not only acts as an insect destroyer but it will be 
: SS SSS SBR aN SS found 1 to be an excellent fertilizer. It contains nothing i injurious to 
S XK 2 2 domestic animals and does not deteriorate by age. On low-growing 
ss CoN 22N plants it should be dusted on with a very fine sifter. On tall shrubs 
AS 7 aie Z and trees it should be applied with bellows. 

x Y cy BS 5 lb. package, 30c. 10 lb. package, 50c. 
NS % Rey N To 

Wj 
\ | Gan TONS. atte 
_ Lion Brand Bordeaux 

rlixture. 
This mixture is a scientific preparation and combined in a man- 

ner heretofore unknown, thus enabling the manufacturer to place 
it on the market in a practical and usable shape, as by simply add- 
ing water and stirring it is ready for use. 

ey ely Tene aud hs Y Wa Ve, 
LLL 

yp 

Ui 

© One gallon will make so gallons by the addition of gallons of water. Actual cost to you 
when ready for use 2 cents per gallon. 

It Prevents Potato Rot, Potato Blight, Downy Mildew and Anthracnose of 

-Grape, Peach, Pear and Cherry Blight, etc. 

1 gallon cans, $1.00 tr quart cans, 40 cents. 

LION BRAND POWDERED HELLEBORE. 
STRICTLY PURE. 

For destroying Rose Slugs, Currant Worms and Insects on Berries, Bushes, Plants, Shrubs, etc 

1 lb. package, 30c. 1-2 Ib. package) 1 7e 1-4 lb. package, I0c. 
If sent by mail sixteen cents per pound extra. 

STRICTLY PURE PARIS GREEN. 
For destroying Potato Bugs, etc. In one pound boxes. 

STRICTLY PURE LONDON PURPLE. 
For destroying Potato Bugs, spraying Trees, Bushes, etc. More soluble in water than Paris 

Green. In one pound boxes. 

TROWBRIDGE’S GRAFTING WAX. 
This is a standard brand of grafting wax and is highly recommended by all who have used it- 

Put up in convenient packages of 1 lb.,5 1b.,and lb. 1 lb. package, 25c; 3 lb. package, 15c; 
; lb. package, toc. If sent by mail 16 cents per pound extra. 

COPPER SULPHATE. 

For making Bordeaux Mixture. Price per pound, 8 cents. 

QUICK LIME. 

For making Bordeaux Mixture. Price per pound, 2 cents. 

WHALE OIL SOAP. 
Makes an excellent wash for trees, rose bushes and plants; destroys insects and their eggs. 

Price per pound, 15 cents. 



English Bug Compound 
A BUG KILLING WONDER. 

A safe, sure and cheap insecticide for destroying the pests which attack Potato Vines, 
Cabbages, Squash, Cucumber, Melons, Tobacco, Currant, Rose Bushes (Chafer), Pear, Cherry, 
Plum, or Quince Slug, Grapevine Flea Beetle, Raspberry, Gooseberry, Small Shrubs, or for 
killing any coleopterous Bug whatever. : 

English Bug Compound kills every coleoperous insect known. It is a combination of chemi- 
cal poison and fertilizers, mechanically incorporated in a manner that prevents loss of strength 
by evaporation or by age. It isa dark, gray colored, flour fine powder and its application to the 
afflicted plant kills the bugs at once and promotes the growtb when the insects are destroyed. 

It is an established fact that a Paris Green water mixture produces a lifeless, soggy potato; 
while the use of English Bug Compound (at a great ultimate saving) brings forth a healthy, 
hardy nutritious vegetable. The smallest grain acts as a deadly poison to the bugs and is food 
and drink to the vine. The extreme fineness allows a most thorough distribution and the 
smallest quantity will spread itself over a large space. 

Send for circular showing testimonials from some of the prominent farmers who have used 
English Bug Compound. We sold acarload of these goods last yearand found them very 
satisfactory. English Bug Compound does not burn or injure the vines, and is sure death to 
the bugs. 

Price, 4c per pound. 

BUG DEATH. 
A Is a non-poisonous article that effectually takes the 

place of Paris Green and other dangerous insect pow- 
ders. 

It is sure death to the Potato, Squash and Cucumber 
Bugs, Currant and Tomato Worms and many other 
plant eating pests. 

It is a plant food of great merit, a benefit instead of 
injury to all plants and prevention of blight or rust to 
the potato tops, keeping the tops healthy until the 
potato fully matures, which means a more starchy and 
perfect potato, less liable to rot. 

Directions For Applying Dry. 

For potato and other vines which require a top 
application, apply dry with Perfection Shaker at the 
rate of 125 pounds or more per acre to an application, 

iE 
nm (| 

according to size and condition of the vines. ly M ha My) oUF | 

ll Ml 

1 

I, 
'h DIET) y) 

Pat. March I6 and Nov. 9, 1897. 
Add to 125 pounds of Bug Death 80 gallons water; P-+ in Canada Nov 9% 1907 

mix thoroughly; spray on vines with any of the various sprayers that are on the market. We 

prefer a barrel or knapsack sprayer that is fitted with an agitator, otherwise solution must be 
frequently stirred so that Bug Death is held in suspension. pray vines thoroughly. 

Directions for Using in Water for One Acre. 

Directions for Using with Bordeaux for One Acre. 

Thoroughly dissolve eight pounds copper sulphate (blue vitriol) in 40 gallons water, add 124 
pounds Bug Death; dissolve eight pounds fresh lime in 40 gallons water; when cool add to 
above mixture, stir thoroughly, and apply to vines same as when using Bug Death only. The 
above formule has given the very best of satisfaction in,experiments make by practical farmers. 

Price List. 
GeO Package... .....cccccsccsosee ¢rssdwas $ .15 Phreespound Hackace ayo. ccaidee'oovcuss nae $ .35 

BVE-POMMU DACKALE.......c iss npcoccarevcen ences 50 Twelve and one-half pound package .... 1.00 

One hundred pound package...............00 7.00 Perfection Shaker, for applying dry......  .65 
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CYCLONE SPRAY PUMP. | 

A MARVELOUS INSECT EXTERMINATOR. 

Throws a spray as fine as mist and is, therefore, more effectual than any other spray pump 
and uses about one-tenth the liquid. Very useful about plants, vegetables, shrubs, etc. Also a 
valuable addition to the hen house for spraying the walls and roosts for lice. 

Price, 50 Cents. 

ELECTRIC EXTERMINATOR. 
A Simple, Practical Implement for the Extermination of Potato Bugs and all kinds of 

Insects, Flies, etc. The Pest of Every Houseand Garden. 

It will handle all insecticides in the dry state— 

Pure Paris Green, Hellebore, Insect Powder, etc. 

It is very effective in the destruction of Potato 

Bugs, Currant Worms and all like pests and for 

WS 4a the wholesale destruction of house flies cannot be 

Ss excelled. Price, 75 cents. 

Little Giant Duster. 
Distributes Paris Green. London Purple, Hellebore, Bug Death, etc. 

Weighs only five pounds complete. This machine keeps the poison 
at a safe distance from the operator. Length of tubes, 4 feet, 8 inches. 
Dusts potato vines as fast as you can walk. 

Price, $3.50 

The Farmer’s Favorite 
SUGRWG 

Potato Bug Exterminator 
@ For AppltyinG Paris GREEN, SLUG SHOT AND OTHER INSECTI- 

CIDES IN THE Dry STATE. 

This cut shows the manner of using (the strap to go over the 

shoulder we do not furnish.) The long handle is not to be shaken. 

the hand upon the same acts merely as a balance, and to thrust the 

‘duster’ out over the plantor row. _The hand upon the can is 

used to turn the same, and as a wheel is fastened to the long handle 

a shower of dust is forced through. light or heavy, according to the 

length of turn given, from eight to twenty-four inches may be cov- 

= ered as desired. The best machine in the market for applying 
—== poisons mixed with plaster, etc. 

Price, $1.00. 
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KNOX -~EM~ALL. 
THE BEST THING ON THE MARKET. 

For ridding Horses and Cattle of flies and all insect 

pests. And Poultry of Lice and Mites. Gad flies will 

not work on Sheep and they will not have Grub in the 

head. Inoftensive and harmless to persons and stock. 

Deadly to flies and lice. 100 per cent. more lasting in 

effect than other kinds. 
Contains no fish oil or other objectionable ingred- 

ient. Can be used freely on Cows’ Bags without 

inconvenience to milker or injury to the milk. 

Cows give more milk and pay $8 to $10 per head more during the season at a cost of about 

50 cents per cow. It can be used on horses without gumming or otherwise injuring the hair, 

and affords instant relief, making them thrive and drive better. 

DIRECTIONS :—For flies apply freely with a good sprayer. For lice spray the roosts, nests, 

and all places where vermin find lodgment, including the poultry when on the roosts. 

Price, per gallon, 60 Cents. 

Boiler and Feed Cooker. 
This feed cooker is so constructed as to get the 

best possible results from a small amount of fuel.. 

The kettle is of very smooth cast iron, and can 

be removed from the casing instantly. 

The casing or jacket is cold rolled steel. 

Price, 32 Gallon, $14.00 

Double Cube Lighting Insect Exterminator 
This sprayer is the result of vast 

experience in this line. It is a 

perfect machine and being made of 

glass, handsomely encased, is the 

end of the law for durability ; can- 

not rust out. The glass reservoir 

is detachable and is patterned after 

the Mason fruit can, and is inter- 

changeable with it, making it easy 

to replace ‘in case of accident. 

Price, 75 Cents. 
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Half Inch Hose, any length, 10 Cents Per Foot. 

Brass Hose Couplings, 15 Cents Each. 

SPRAY PUMPS. 
—— 

OLVLISY 

LITTLE GIANT 
Bucket Spray Pump 

This pump is con- 

-structea of brass, ren- 
dering it non-corrosi- Barnes’ New Improved Barrel 
ble when used with 

any of the poison for- Spray Pump. 
mulas. The pump will 
be found useful for a 
great variety of pur- 
poses. Aside from be- out of order. All working parts coming in 

ing used for all kinds contact with the liquid are brass. The body 
of spraying on a small of the pump is a large air chamber and after 

scale it is used for gen- the pump is under pressure it will discharge 

eral purposes, such as q steady spray lasting two minutes with one 

washing vehicles, win- stroke of the handle, thus making it easy 

This pump is double acting, and has no 

stutiing boxes or other intricate parts to get 

dows, etc. to operate. Fitted with either jet or paddle 
Price, %3.00 agitator. 

selves a decided success for whitewashing 

IMPROVED VERMOREL NOZZLE, 

with Degorger, Price 75c. 

and are worth more than their cost for this 
purpose in whitewashing factories, cellars, 

Z fences, chicken houses, etc. 
i) 2b<Z=2 Complete except barrel, consisting of 

<== pump, 5 feet of $ inch 3-ply hose. One 
~ vermorel spray nozzle. 

Price $8.00. 

These Spray Pumps have proven them- \ 

For Spraying Fruit 

Trees, Shrubs, etc. 

Wii 

*SJU9) OG £SU01}99S 100) G £991I 4 sUOISUa}xq Jdi4 

BORDEAUX SPRAY AND SOLID 

STREAM NOZZLE. Price 75c¢ 
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Check Valve. 

Vertical 

Check Valve 

7 Pump 
> =, Plunger. 
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Drive Pump ~~ 
Well Points. Cylinder. Radiators. Sewer Pipe. 
Send for our Special Catalogue of Windmills, Pumps, Water 

Supplies, Pipe and Pipe Fittings. 
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Cucumber Wood P 
In the manufacture of these none but the very best of 

material is used. 

fect satisfaction. 

Porcelain Lined. 

Manufacturer’s | TRB De Coys 
rice Price 

6 feet. Wore. oo diwcs chs «0 saan ae seen AU pat Aetna $ 3.85 
f FOGLE MENA on nn tadn vw anann geeeetieemeen as ataaaes EO ns sxsaievevas eee 4.10 
8 PEE Meith. sip cates navwek eeteee ieadpees eevee eee Sa0Oi.. 1. ost wenaen 4.40 

TGQ SOCEM Be ons 3. et oa concn es akee= cochen aoe meee 500... dc ~'esanpomeee 5-00 
jefe Ves wl (2/6 MR a, Re er Re ae ee Sk SS £000 2020 eaeegen == 5-50 
Te FECE TOM se. « Tescteets onsen asec = nines «osasteeeeeen PEO 2. .2sosceeeeeeree 6.00 

UNLINED. 

PtCCE TORRie . 52s. weer pss on ae ede eee eee ee $6.00... 1004-00002 s0eens $3.30 
SCE t RIE, cucee etebe anh cere NS» Lene eee Es hee We Ba 2 3-60 
4x4 inch pipe for above pumps, per foot... _ .18.................- .10 
malas and batlds 2... a-nc0... sense ea oO. ponder aa to 0- 30 

Manufacturer’s D.B.D.& Co.’s 
tice Price 

Pereet Lotap iscsi duce low veemt cute <0 reReaeeettes < PIUIGO. soaeter ces ape ees $6.90 
<a (0) ee ae Se A EGO neg ta cece wer ens 7.50 
5x5 inch pipe for pumps, per foot.......... seis kaon 8 es eee | 
Couplings and bands..........-. ee 5 ee SGOs,. sbaweme=sn- deen .36 

LARGE STOCK PUMP. 
Porcelain Lined. Sx8 inch stock, 44 inch bore. 

Prices on extra length Pumps for deep wells 

R. B. Dunning & Co.’s Seed Catalogue. 

Every pump is warranted to give per- 

PRICE LIST. 

Made from 6x6 inch stock, 34% inch bore, 
for general use. 

furnished on application. 

mi th ydraulic Ram 
For Supplying Dwellings, Factories, Stock Yards, 

Running Water. 

longer. 

SIZES AND PRICES. 

Calibre of Pipes— 
No. Drive Inches. Discharge Inches. 
i 3 3 
= 4 8 
3 8 
4 13 2 
5 2 I 
6 24 13 

j 4 8 6 23 

Send for Catalogue of Pumps, 
Windmills, etc. 

etce, with 

N. B.—Length of the drive or supply pipe should not be less 
than three-quarters of the height to which the water is to be 
raised, or five times the height of supply; it may, however, be 

Price. 

$ 9.00 
11.00 
14.00 
22.00 
40.00 
75-00 
125.00 
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Bee Keepers’ Supplies. 
The Dovetailed Hive. 

The Dovetailed Hive is taking the lead of the single 

walled hive, as it contains many of the most desirable 

features of the various hives for the rapid handling 

of bees and is one of the cheapest hives manufactured. 

It is dovetailed together as shown in cut and that is 

what gives it its name. 

We carry these hives in both eight and ten frame, 

also fitted with one or two supers as desired. Write 

for prices. 

One Piece Section=-Honey Boxes. 
These sections are made from selected: white 

basswood and are sand papered and rubbed toa 

smooth, high polish. We carry nothing but No. 1 

sections in stock and are put up in boxes containing 

500 each. 

Size 44x44, width 14 inches, and}? inch thick. 
Size 44x44, width 13 inches, and 2 inch thick. 
Size 32x%5; width 14 inches; and 4 inch thick. 

PRICE LIST. 

Thick-Top Frames. 
As thick-top frames practically prevent the 

building of burr combs, frames with a thick top 
bar are almost universally used. This frame 
has a top bar 4 inch thick including the comb 
euide, which is moulded out solid from a piece 
Zinch thick. This leaves the top bar @ inch 
thick on the side. The width of top bars is 14 
inches. Theend bars are 1x} inch. The bot- 
tom bar is }x3 inch. The projections on top bar 
are narrowed to ? inch in width to allow more 
room for taking hold of frame. 

THI CK-TOP FRAME. Price not set up, 3 cents each. 

COMB FOUNDATION. 
This foundation is made from the best grade of pure beeswax, 

and before being made into foundation is entirely cleansed of all 

foreign substahceés. 
PRICES. 

Standard Brood...... soe per Ib.) ‘Light, Section; .... 6oc per lb. 

I{ foundation is wanted by mail add 25 cents per pound for postage. 
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BEE KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES. 
FIVE BAR BEE VEIL. 

Has five cross bars riveted through the center at the top. 
These button to studs on the neckband. The bars are light 
spring steel, the neckband is of hard spring brass and the 
cover is of handsome, light material. It is very easily put 
together—no trouble to put on or take off. It protects 
against mosquitoes, flies, bees, gnats, etc. The veil weighs 

only five ounces. Price $1.00. 

Parker’s Machine for Fastening Starters in Section Boxes. 
Fasten machine to table with screws that are sent 

with it. Dampen the under side of point of lever with 
honey or water to prevent its sticking to the founda- 
tion. Place section in position with strip of foundation 
just under the end of lever; press lever down on 
foundation by lifting handle, turn foundation up 
against endof lever and slide lever off of foundation by 
lifting on handle and drawing it backward, which 
fastens the foundation to section. 

Price for 43x44 sectioni........-. 30 cents. 

By mail 4797.5. 1). ae 45 cents. 

PAGE FEEDER. 
One of the best feeders for feeding over the brood 

nest. It is made from a solid block of wood and is 
covered with wire cloth. It has a bee space under 
bottom and also at top between wire cloth and top of 
partitions. Bees cannot escape while feeder is being 
filled. A small hole cut in mat and feeder set over 
same will be found a convenient way of using it, but it 
can be used in many ways. 

Each nailed up complete, 30c: by mail, 55c-. 

Corneil Smoker. Clark’s Cold Blast Smoker. 
Price Ss5c each. By mail $1.10 each. Price 60c. By mail Soc. 

We also carry the Cleated Separators or Fences for the 4}x4}x1}3 inch plain section boxes and 

for the 33x5x1} inch plain section boxes. 



The ** New Hero ” Ensilage and 
Fodder Cutter. 

They are universally conceded to excel in simplicity of construction, 

strength, and durability, ease of operation and the eflictive manner in 

which they do the work required of them. 

R. B. Dunning & Co.’sS Seed Catalogue. LOw 
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Send for descriptive catalogue and prices. 

EUREKA POTATO PLANTER. 

Requires but one horse and one man to operate it. It is light, strong and durable. Weight 
with fertilizer, 280 lbs. It can easily be drawn by 1 horse. Many like it without thills or pole, 
but we furnish either for $2.50 extra. Its capacity for sowing fertilizer is from 150 to 1200 lbs. 
peracre. It plants seed at any required distance. The operator can see every seed dropped. 
It is cheap in price excellent in work. Improvement for Deep Planting. <A plow in front of 
shoe is thrown in or out of the soil by a lever at will of operator. This not only opens a deep 
furrow, but clears the ground for the shoe and makes a looser seed bed. Send for descriptive 

circular and prices. 
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) Why buy an Experimental Gasoline Engine 

covered with gears and cams, when you can 

purchase an OLDS, which has been tested for 

re ene years, and has aeisaeitt feat or cams. 

* 990020446044 
Pabtd Rie Tene | 

hy Ny vs ¢ +o FEAT ECCT Eee SECO ORAL ESE OOO RG SO EO H 

. . . # + yishy Add engines up to and including 4 1-2 H. P. 

a | _ have gasoline reservoir in the base, or can have 

eerie | : separate reservoir tank placed outside of Duild-— 

es | b ing if sO desired. Haast ae ti? Pibateaareg ke 

"+04 PPL O90F 0 ooo Sd nda atta nt ttn 

f/ iY 

Bi The Phenomenal Success. Obtained by these sa during the pee, twenty 

years is due to its simplicity and economy. ~ Over 1000 in use 

, 

fa | qaeesuy Aiaes. in the New England states alone. 

Sead for descriptive catalogue and prices. wis 
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eases ORDER SHEET. 

-R. B. DUNNING & CO., 
DEALERS IN' 4 

SEEDS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, DAIRY SUPPLIES. 
BANGOR, MAINE. 

Will please forward the articles below noted by to 
Express, Freight or Mail. 

Name 

Post-Office 

Express Office (if different from P. O.) 

County Seater Nomen fe Re ee ite 

Amount ENCLOsED, $ Date 190 

. &a- While we exercise great care to have all Seeds pure, reliable and true to name, our seeds are sold 
without any warranty, express or implied, and without any responsibility in respect to the crop. If our Seeds 
are not accepted on these terms, they must be returned at once. 

QUANTITY Eee ARTICLES WANTED PRICE 
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R. B. DUNNING & CO., 
SEEDS AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, 

BANGOR, 
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